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1
+a:—
X+a ∥ X[—]

2
+a: guṇa

1. Xm+a ∥ Xm[at, eṅ]
अद�ेणुः ॥१.१.२॥

3
+a: gha

1. X+a ∥ X[tara(p), tama(p)]
������ घः ॥१.१.२२॥

4
+a: gha

1. X+a ∥ X[tara(p), tama(p)]
������ घः ॥१.१.२२॥

5
+a: laghu

1. Xm+a ∥ Xm[hrasva] ∧ XnNOT[saṃyoga]
��ं लघ ु॥१.४.१०॥ सयंोग े ग�ु ॥१.४.११॥
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6
+a:—
Xm+a ∥ Xm[—] ∧ XnNOT[—]

7
+a: saṃyoga

1. XmXn+a ∥ Xm[hal] ∧ Xn[hal] ∧ IDX[n=m+1]

��ो�����ः �यंोगः ॥१.१.७॥
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+a: vṛddhi
1. Xm+a ∥ Xm[āt, aic]

व�ृ����चै ॥्१.१.१॥
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<y: l(a)(ṭ)
1. X<y ∥ X[dhātu] ∧ yM[vartamāna]

वत �मान े लट ्॥३.२.१२३॥
<y: l(a)(ṭ)

1. X<y ∥ X[dhātu] ∧ yM[vartamāna]
वत �मान े लट ्॥३.२.१२३॥
<y: l(a)(ṭ)

1. X<y ∥ X[dhātu] ∧ yM[vartamāna]
वत �मान े लट ्॥३.२.१२३॥
<y: l(a)(ṭ)
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1. X<y ∥ X[dhātu] ∧ yM[vartamāna]
वत �मान े लट ्॥३.२.१२३॥
<y: l(a)(ṭ)

1. X<y ∥ X[dhātu] ∧ yM[vartamāna]
वत �मान े लट ्॥३.२.१२३॥
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Conventions

Numbers like 1.1.26 refer to the sūtras of Aṣṭādhyāyī. Sanskrit words and sen-
tences in the main body of the book are in italics. Sanskrit sentences and the
sūtra-texts in footnote are in दवेनागरी. Components and other elements of gram-
mar are in normal font. Terms like sound-sets that are introduced by me for
the description of the formal framework are in typewriter font. Indicatory
“it-markers” appear in brackets, e.g. ti(p). Phonemes for the sake of pronun-
ciation are in square brackets, e.g. n[u](m).
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Preface

The present work is a study of the Aṣṭādhyāyī of Pāṇini from a new perspec-
tive and is an adapted version of my doctoral dissertation with the same title.
It attempts to explore the Pāṇinian grammar from a formal point of view
and investigate the possibilities of representing it in a logical, explicit and
consistent manner. Such a representation requires an appropriate framework.
A formal framework would facilitate adequate tools for postulating and
evaluating hypotheses about the grammatical system. Moreover, it would
furnish the basis for a computer implementation of the grammar. Both
aspects, namely a formal representation and computer implementation of the
Aṣṭādhyāyī, are objects of enquiry in the field of theoretical studies on Pāṇini
as well as the emerging discipline of Sanskrit computational linguistics. This
book takes on the ground-work in these areas.

The propositions that I put forward in this book are a result of my ex-
perimentations with the Aṣṭādhyāyī. Over the last few years, I tried a
number of models to comprehend the content and processes of the Pāṇinian
system. Beginning with the initial aim to automatize Aṣṭādhyāyī, I examined
the various challenges and issues accompanying this and in the process
graduated to work on the development of a formal framework for the gram-
mar. The outcome of this ongoing process is summarized in the present work.

There are several excellent expositions of Aṣṭādhyāyī by the scholars in
this field and these are evidently the chief source of my understanding on this
subject. At the same time, there is hardly any significant work on Pāṇini from
a formal perspective. The relatively limited writings available are largely in
the nature of unproven hypotheses with few exemplary comparisons and
usually with claims to show that Pāṇini has been the forerunner in matters
of logic, mathematics and computer-science. The present work does not
strive for any of the above objectives. It is not an attempt to compare the
Pāṇinian system with modern grammatical theories. Neither is it an attempt

1
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2 Preface

to establish Pāṇini as the source of the concepts and methods followed by
modern computing systems. Neither does it claim that Sanskrit is the most
suitable language for computers.

The present study attempts to render the Pāṇinian system of Sanskrit
grammar in a framework which consists of unambiguous, consistent and
explicit categories. Only then can it be conveyed to logical systems like
modern day computers. Differing from the formulation of Aṣṭādhyāyī, which
is composed in an artificial yet natural language and is meant to be employed
by individuals who are acquainted both with the Sanskrit language and
the techniques of grammar, the present rendering aims for a non verbal
representation in terms of mathematical categories and logical relations
which can be implemented in an algorithmic manner.

The process of formalization, however, involves determination of the
underlying principles regarding the functioning of grammar. My first
response was to look into the explanatory literature associated with the
Aṣṭādhyāyī and on this basis to decide upon the general principles that may
lead towards formalization. Although a careful study of the literature is of
immense importance to enable understanding of the various issues, in my
case it did not suffice to devise a solution for formalization, based only upon
comparative studies of Pāṇinian literature. The reason lies primarily in the
different nature of the task at hand. Later literature on Aṣṭādhyāyī is primar-
ily explanatory.1 Although there are significant attempts to clarify, uphold
and sometimes rectify the grammatical corpus, there is hardly any effort to
render it in a new formal setup. This is evident because the Aṣṭādhyāyī is
(to a significant extent) a formal presentation of the grammar. And a very
brilliant one indeed.2

The remarkable success of Aṣṭādhyāyī had the consequence that the
main effort of later grammarians was directed towards keeping it intact.
Apart from the attempts by grammarians like Rāmacandra (late 14th–15th
century) and Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita (late 16th–17th century) to reorganize the rules
or sūtras of Aṣṭādhyāyī with process or application (prakriyā) as the main
focus, there are hardly any works dedicated to recasting Aṣṭādhyāyī.3

1 On the explanatory nature of the literature on Aṣṭādhyāyī, see (Bhattacarya 1955 p. 123-
132) and for a bibliographical note (Cardona 1980 p. 278-293).
2 Patañjali considers Pāṇini to be an “embodiment of authority” ूमाणभतू आचायः। (MB on
1.1.1) regards “the sūtras of Pāṇini as beautiful” शोभना ख पािणनःे सऽू कृितः। (MB on 2.3.66)
and postulates that “just because of doubtful appearance of a rule, it should not be rejected,
but should be made precise on the basis of reasoned explanation” ा ानतो िवशषेूितपि निह
सदंहेादल णम।् (PB. 68). The Pāṇinīyas or the scholarly followers of Pāṇini formulate a number
of conventions to keep intact the systematic coherence of Aṣṭādhyāyī, see (Wujastyk 1993).
3 Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita’s Siddhāntakaumudī is a reorganization of the Pāṇinian rules. Compared
to the earlier attempt of Rāmacandra in his Prakriyākaumudī, Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita sticks to the
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Preface 3

The question of formalization, in terms of a logical language which a com-
puter program without any knowledge of Sanskrit could understand, was
naturally not a requirement at that time either. Formal representational
techniques that are being evolved today and increasingly being employed to
develop machines and computers were missing, and it would be anachro-
nistic and wrong to expect Pāṇini (or anyone) to anticipate the requirements
and expectations of a computer program trying to implement it two-and-
a-half millenia later. It should be noted here that I am neither denying the
formal nature of Aṣṭādhyāyī, nor examples of precursors of several modern
techniques in it.4 However, what is certain is that Aṣṭādhyāyī, as we have
it today, would require considerable additional information organized in a
suitable manner in order to make it executable as a computer program.5

As a consequence, a new methodological approach becomes necessary—the
scientific method of observation, hypothesis and testing in order to develop a
new formal representation of the Aṣṭādhyāyī.6 The present work is primarily
based on this methodological approach. Unlike most of the publications on
Pāṇinian grammar, I do not attempt to comment upon an issue by collecting
and analyzing the views of the traditional scholars or the Pāṇinīyas. Although
an important task, this is hardly fruitful in my case. The reason for this is
that I am confronted with a challenge of our time and the Pāṇinian tradition,
because of its antiquity, had no occasion to comment on it. On the other hand,
my investigations are directly based on the corpus of Aṣṭādhyāyī. My use of
later Pāṇinīyas is in order to understand the tradition and to relate them to
important premises of my hypotheses.

It could be asked here: how justified I am in proposing systematic frame-
works that are not directly supported and employed by the Pāṇinīyas? I feel
that Aṣṭādhyāyī is a text which not only allows but invites such an approach.
Its composition is the result of an empirical observation and systematic
organization of the linguistic features. It is an appropriate case for studying
the methods of comprehending linguistic phenomena through developing
systematic structures.

Another ground for formalization is that it has both theoretical and practical
relevance in the field of Pāṇinian studies. Practically speaking, it facilitates
better access to the content and processes of the Pāṇinian system, not just to
experts in this field, but to non-Sanskritists as well. Theoretically speaking, it

Pāṇinian rules only. He also covers all the rules of the Aṣṭādhyāyī. See (Cardona 1980 p. 285-
288) for bibliographical notes and (Houben 2008 p. 563-574) for the reasons for the tremen-
dous success of Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita.
4 See section 1.1 for recent works on the formal character of Pāṇinian rules.
5 I will discuss this in section 3.2.
6 On the scientific approach, see (Wilson 1952) and (Popper 1959).
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4 Preface

prompts us to look at the Aṣṭādhyāyī from a formal perspective. This entails a
critical examination of the content and processes of the grammatical system.
Strategies for evolving such a representation involve a reworking of the oral
framework in which Aṣṭādhyāyī is composed. This leads to identification,
analysis and determination of issues related to organization and application
of Pāṇinian rules. A formal representation also facilitates precise formulation
and testing of hypotheses regarding some of the fundamental issues of the
Pāṇinian system—meta-linguistic conventions (paribhāṣās), brevity (lāghava),
rule organization (adhikāra and anuvṛtti), ordering and application of gram-
mar (prakriyā), functioning of the system etc. In short, it opens up a new
paradigm for Pāṇinian studies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The study of Aṣṭādhyāyī can be classified into three broad areas of academic
research:
1. Analysis of the grammatical corpus in order to understand its organiza-

tion and functioning,
2. formalization of the grammatical system, and
3. its computer implementation or automation.1

The present work deals with the latter two areas, namely, formalization and
computer implementation of Aṣṭādhyāyī. It seeks to study the content and
processes of the Pāṇinian system of Sanskrit grammar and re-present them in
terms of logical relations and operations. A formal representation is attempted
in order to facilitate an examination of the underlying grammatical structures.
It also enables an implementation of the grammatical processes on computer.

1.1 Earlier research

In the past few decades there has been an increased interest in studying the
Aṣṭādhyāyī from a formal perspective. Scholars like VidyaNiwasMisra (1964,
1966), M. D. Pandit (1966, 1974), Frits Staal (1965, 1966) and Paul Kiparsky

1 According to Frits Staal (1966 p. 209): “If we distinguish three stages in the study of Aṣṭād-
hyāyī as a generative device, it may be held that the first stage, that of analysis, has been
dealt with successfully by Indian commentators since Patañjali and by Western scholars of
the last two centuries; however, this task is by no means completed. The second stage, that
of formalization, has perhaps just begun to receive attention; it depends on analysis, but is
not determined by it. The third stage, that of automation, itself depending on formalization,
is not determined by formalization; it may not even be effectively realizable.”

7
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8 1 Introduction

(1969) published research papers and monographs showing that certain for-
mal features of mathematics and modern linguistic theories like context-
sensitive rules or elements of generative transformational grammar are al-
ready present in it. These studies further supported the initial fascination for
the Aṣṭādhyāyī as “one of the greatest monuments of human intelligence”
and “an indispensable model for the description of languages” (Bloomfield
1929 p. 268). In the year 1985 Rick Briggs, a NASA scientist, published a pa-
per on “Knowledge Representation in Sanskrit and Artificial Intelligence” in
which he compared the system of kārakas with representational techniques in
Artificial Intelligence and posited that:

Among the accomplishments of the grammarians can be reckoned amethod for para-
phrasing Sanskrit in a manner that is identical not only in essence but in form with
current work in Artificial Intelligence.2

This statement is illustrative of the aim of extracting the techniques of
representation in the Pāṇinian grammar that can be fruitfully employed
for computational processing. Following this, a “National Conference on
Knowledge Representation and Inference in Sanskrit” was organized in
Bangalore in December 1986, “to extract this hidden ‘algorithm’ of automatic
semantic parsing from the Sanskrit pandits” (Briggs 1987 p. 99). A group of
scholars from the Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur undertook projects
incorporating Pāṇinian perspectives, especially the kāraka-system, with
modern techniques of Natural Language Processing (NLP). Their aim was to
develop a machine translation tool for English and Hindi based on insights
gained by the Aṣṭādhyāyī of Pāṇini (Bharati 1994). The work initiated is
followed by the “AnusAraka” Language Resource Development project. This
is still an ongoing project, and once completed, should “allow users to access
text in any Indian language, after translation from the source language (i.e.
English or any other regional Indian language)”.3

The nature of the above efforts has been to utilize some of the insights
from the Pāṇinian grammar and apply them to the standard techniques of
Natural Language Processing. The next step comes from researchers working
in the field of computational linguistics. A general opinion which is often
articulated here is that Sanskrit is one of the most suitable languages for
computers. This is normally grounded on the assumption that it is a well-
structured language which in turn is justified on the basis of the algebraic
rules of its grammar. Some scholars opine that Sanskrit, being a perfect
language, with a grammar like Aṣṭādhyāyī, comes closer to a computer

2 Briggs’ analysis is based on the Vaiyākaraṇasiddhāntamañjūṣā of Nāgeśa Bhaṭṭa (1730-
1810 C.E.). See (Briggs 1985 p. 32-34).
3 The partner institutions of this project are: Chinmaya International Foundation (CIF)
Shodha Sansthan, Kerala; Language Technologies Research Centre, IIT Hyderabad; Depart-
ment of Sanskrit Studies, Hyderabad University. For more information, see the project web-
site: http://ltrc.iiit.ac.in/~anusaaraka/ (accessed on 24.10.2015).
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language and in future even computer programs could be written in Sanskrit.
A summary of the approaches followed by the ongoing research projects on
computerization of the Aṣṭādhyāyī, however, shows that as yet there are no
finished automated systems or programs that implement the whole corpus
of Aṣṭādhyāyī.

A first effort in this regard is the creation of an electronic version of the
corpus of Aṣṭādhyāyī, which was prepared by Dr. Shivamurthy Swamiji
of Sri Taralabalu Jagadguru Brihanmath, Sirigere, Karnataka. He calls it
Gaṇakāṣṭādhyāyī meaning “computer software on Aṣṭādhyāyī”.4 It contains
the Sūtrapāṭha, Padapāṭha, anuvṛttis, vṛtti from Siddhāntakaumudī and
Laghusiddhāntakaumudī (incomplete), French translation by Louis Renou
as well as inflectional tables for nominal and verbal stems, including step-by-
step analysis of Pāṇini’s sūtras, applied to produce different forms of nominal
stems. Shivamurthy Swamiji is also developing a rule based application of
the Pāṇinian derivational process.5

Another database of examples (udāharaṇa) found in the four major commen-
taries of the Aṣṭādhyāyī—namely the Mahābhāṣya, Kāśikāvṛtti, Bhāṣāvṛtti
and Siddhāntakaumudī—is prepared by the French Institute of Pondicherry.6
These are published in printed form as well as CD-ROM version including
books on collection of examples (udāharaṇa-samāhāra), on compounds (samāsa
prakaraṇam) and on verb inflections (tiṅanta prakaraṇam) (Grimal 2005, 2006,
2006a and 2010).

A digital edition of the Aṣṭādhyāyī is being prepared by Wiebke Pe-
tersen under the project: “Pratyāhāras or features? A qualitative analysis of
phonological descriptive techniques—a comparison of Pāṇini’s pratyāhāras
and phonological features”.7 Attempts to implement the content and pro-
cesses of the Aṣṭādhyāyī are relatively recent and only a few in number. Most
of them base themselves upon the research and publications in the area of
formalization of the Pāṇinian grammar. It is imperative, therefore, to first
look into the outcome of the investigations in this field.

4 Information accessed from http://www.taralabalu.org/panini/ on 02.11.2015.
5 During his visit to Heidelberg on 17.05.2013 he showed me his application for the de-
clension of nominal stems which he hopes to finish in near future. He told me that he is
attempting to follow the exact process of Aṣṭādhyāyī, although I did not had the oppor-
tunity to look into the program codes. Thus far, there is no publication on the manner in
which it is implemented.
6 For more information about the ongoing project, see the project website (accessed
on 09.11.2015): http://www.ifpindia.org/Paninian-Grammar-through-its-Examples.
html
7 More information at the website: http://panini.phil.hhu.de/?section=home (ac-
cessed: 22.02.2016).
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10 1 Introduction

Apart from a few early publications that explored the mathematical as-
pects of Pāṇini,8 the tone of the research towards formalization of the
Aṣṭādhyāyī was set by developments in the generative grammar approach of
Noam Chomsky in late fifties and early sixties. Chomsky declared Pāṇini’s
grammar to be the first and earliest version of a generative grammar.9
The idea of a formal grammar of language that can generate an infinite
number of utterances with a limited set of grammatical rules and a finite set
of terms, evoked a close parallel with the Aṣṭādhyāyī. Accordingly, some
Pāṇinian experts published papers with the prime aim of comparing and
showing the presence of Chomskyan findings in the grammatical system of
Pāṇini. In a paper written in 1965, Murray Fowler attempted to test whether
Pāṇini’s rules can be ordered in a manner so that they can be implemented
through a Finite State Automaton (Fowler 1965 p. 44-47). This corresponds
to the Type-3 or regular grammars in the Chomsky hierarchy.10 Frits Staal
promptly corrected this assumption in a brief communication in 1966, and
showed that the way Pāṇini’s rules are conceived and organized, it would
not be possible to equate themwith a regular grammar (Staal 1966 p. 206-209).

Staal further showed parallels with the Type-1 or context-sensitive gram-
mars and certain phonetic rules for replacements of sounds in the Pāṇinian
grammar. In the year 1965, he published an article on the “Context-sensitive
rules in Pāṇini” (Staal 1965). He selected rules from the sixth chapter of the
Aṣṭādhyāyī, mainly from 6.1.71 to 6.1.109. The rule iko yaṇaci11 is a typical
example. He took the terminology from Chomsky12 and described this
phenomenon using the representation

a[b → c]d

8 These include publications by Misra (1964 p. 157-178) and Pandit (1966, 1974 p. 179-
192). These are, however, mostly of the nature of detecting some mathematical similarities.
Among the early publications are the articles of KlausMylius (1980 p. 233-248) on the appli-
cation of mathematical methods in the Vedic research which discusses mostly the statistical
methods as also Madhav Deshpande (1992 p. 15-27) comparing the Pāṇinian features with
developments in computational linguistics.
9 The classical work of Chomsky in this regard is his book “Syntactic structures” (Chomsky
1957). Chomsky e.g. speaking at the Asiatic Society of India, Kolkata on 22.11.2001 tells that
“the first generative grammar in themodern sensewas Pāṇini’s grammar” (Chattopadhyay
2001 p. 18).
10 The grammars of a formal language are put in a hierarchy called the Chomsky hierar-
chy. The Type-0 corresponds to unrestricted grammars, Type-1 to context-sensitive gram-
mars, Type-2 to context-free grammars and Type-3 to regular grammars. Chomsky hierar-
chy plays an important role in the area of formal languages which have special application
in computer science, see (Chomsky 1956 p. 113-124, 1959 p. 137-167 ; Chomsky and Shützen-
berger 1963 p. 118-161).
11 इको यणिच ॥६.१.७७॥ ▶ ik is replaced by yaṇ if it is followed by ac.
12 Staal provides the reference: (Chomsky 1963 p. 294).
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1.1 Earlier research 11

where a is left context, d is right context, b is sthānin or to be replaced and
c is ādeśa or replacement. In other words b is replaced by c.13 He showed
that Pāṇinian meta-language can even represent the process of substitution
for more than one phoneme in a collective manner. This is demonstrated by
the convention for respective correspondence of two lists of equal cardinality
stated by the rule: yathāsaṃkhyamanudeśaḥ samānām14. This would be equiva-
lent to the following representation:

a[b1 . . . bn → c1 . . . cn]d
Here, b1 is replaced by c1, b2 is replaced by c2 etc. Further, he notes that if the
contexts remain the same, then they need not be repeated every time and the
idea of anuvṛtti (carrying over to subsequent rules) is applied in the grammat-
ical corpus to present them in a more succint manner. Thus,

a1[b1 → c1]d1
a1[b2 → c2]d2

can be represented in a more concise manner as follows:
a1[b1 → c1]d1

[b2 → c2]d2

Staal extended the comparison beyond the phonetic rules and published
a paper in which he showed that the methods of generative grammar are
similar to the syntax of nominal compounds in Sanskrit (Staal 1966a p. 198).

The comparison and motivation from the generative grammar was ex-
tended to the syntactic and semantic relations in Pāṇini in a paper published
jointly by Paul Kiparsky and Frits Staal in 1969. In this paper, the authors
proposed that Pāṇini’s grammar is a system of rules for converting semantic
representations of sentences (concepts like “agent”, “goal”, “location”) into
phonetic representations (case endings, verbal affixes etc.). This is achieved
via two intermediate levels which may be respectively compared with the
levels of deep (underlying) structure and surface structure in a generative
grammar. The deep level corresponds to the level of kāraka-relations such
as “(underlying) subject”, “(underlying) object” and the surface level repre-
sents morphological categories like nominal cases, derivational affixes etc.
(Kiparsky and Staal 1969 p. 84). While carrying out the comparisons with the
generative grammar, they pointed out that there are essential differences as
well, especially in the manner in which rules are ordered and organized in
the Aṣṭādhyāyī and the way constituent structures are used (Kiparsky and
Staal 1969 p. 105-106).

13 The use of arrow here is different than the general notation, according to which b → c
means: c is replaced by b.
14 यथासं मनदुशेः समानाम ॥्१.३.१०॥ ▶ respective assignment for equal number of elements.
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12 1 Introduction

The authors successively worked-out and improved this model, and the
actual version is stated by Kiparsky in a paper published in 2009 (Kiparsky
2009 p. 35-37).15

The generative approach started by Staal’s comparison of context-sensitive
rules and extended and developed by other scholars like Kiparsky—and
to some extent acknowledged by experts like Johannes Bronkhorst (1979
p. 146-157), S. D. Joshi and J. A. F. Roodbergen16—had a far reaching
impact on the attempts by later scholars aiming for computerization of the
Aṣṭādhyāyī. This will be evident from the following summary of these efforts.

In the year 1993, Saroja Bhate and Subhash Kak published an article on
“Pāṇini’s grammar and computer science”. They defined a Pāṇinian rule as
follows:

A Ps [Pāṇini sūtra] is a single clause proposition consisting of a subject, a predicate,
and an environment. It is a statement about grammatical features such as a suffix, an
augment, a substitute, accent, reduplication, elision, and compounding. It is usually
of the formA is B in the environment C. This can be written in the following formula:

Ps: A −→ B (C)
Here −→ stands for is or becomes, and ( ) stands for when, A stands for the subject, B
represents predicate, and C stands for environment. While A and B are the necessary
components of a sūtra, C is optional (Bhate and Kak 1993 p. 5).

According to the authors, the three categoriesA, B and C can be either a single
member ormultiplemember categories or a combination of both. An example
of one member category which they provide is the rule: iko yaṇaci17. It can be
represented by

A −→ B (C)
A multi-member category for A is the rule: karmaṇyaṇ18. This is noted as:

A1−n −→ B (C)
15 For a history of development of thismodel and critical review, see (Houben 1999 p. 41-46).
16 Note the following remarks: “Since it reproduces standard speech, the A. [Aṣṭādhyāyī]
is a prescriptive grammar. It states the rules which must be applied, if the speaker wants
to convey meaning in a grammatically correct form. It is also a generative grammar, in two
senses. First in this (Chomskyan) sense that in the process of derivation the wordform is
fully described. Secondly, in the sense that, with the help of a limited number of rules (about
4000), and with the help of the dhātupāṭha and gaṇapāṭha, which provide the basic lexical
elements, theA. is able to produce an infinite number ofwords, and thus, an infinite number
of sentences.” (Joshi andRoodbergen 1991 p. 15-16). Joshi uses the termgenerative grammar
taken from the Chomskyan context, but at the same time he clarifies that it be used in a
slightly different manner in Pāṇinian system (Joshi 1968 p. ix.fn.22). See also (Joshi and
Roodbergen 1980 p. vi-xv).
17 इको यणिच ॥६.१.७७॥ ▶ ik is replaced by yaṇ if it is followed by ac.
18 कम यण ॥्३.२.१॥▶ if a pada functioning as karman occurs togetherwith a dhātu then suffix
a(ṇ) is introduced after the dhātu.
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The nature of this formulation by Bhate and Kak is close to the context-
sensitive rules mentioned earlier. The main contention of this representation,
however, is a general one. It says that in the grammatical process a given
elementA attains a particular identity or is transformed to some other form B.
This happens when there is some suitable condition (C). It does not take into
account the details of the derivational process nor does it provide a practical
framework to apply the rules. Moreover, it does not account for instances
where the derivational history or earlier stages provide the conditions for
some operation. Nor does it specify the different kinds of operations that
are needed for the process of synthesis. Apart from a few examples to show
the formal nature of some of the rules of Aṣṭādhyāyī, it fails to develop a
workable model of the Pāṇinian processes.

In his article on the context-sensitive nature of Pāṇinian rules Staal clearly
notes that this is only the case with a limited number of rules. To quote him:

In the following we shall be concerned with some rules of Sanskrit grammar as de-
scribed by Pāṇini, which are context-sensitive. It is neither suggested that such rules
suffice for the description of Sanskrit grammar, nor that Pāṇini thought so (Staal 1965
p. 63-64).

Despite the cautious note of Staal, Bhate and Kak suggest the proximity of
computer programs and Pāṇinian grammar, primarily on the basis of such
rules. The following quotation by them is illustrative of this hypothesis:

The rules [of Aṣṭādhyāyī] are of different kinds: some are universal and context-
sensitive transformations, others operate sequentially or recursively. Generally these
rules are expressed in three groups: (i) rules of interpretation ormeta-rules-sañjñā and
paribhāṣā rules, (ii) rules of affixation-rules prescribing affixes after two kinds of ba-
sic dhātu and prātipadika roots, and (iii) rules of transformation for the stems and the
suffixes-the morpho-phonemic rules. Note that a computer program has exactly the
same general features of context-sensitive rules, recursion, and sequential rule ap-
plication. It is not surprising, therefore, that these sūtras have been compared to a
computer program that generates Sanskrit sentences. Pāṇini’s grammar is algebraic
where a finite set of rules generates an infinite number of words and sentences (Bhate
and Kak 1993 p. 2).

They do not show the recursive nature of Pāṇinian rules, and the context-
sensitive character, mentioned by them above, is not what Staal demonstrates
for some phonemic substitutions only.19

Taking the above clue, Sridhar Subbanna and Shrinivasa Varakhedi, in
their paper on the computational structure of the Aṣṭādhyāyī, mention that
“[T]he structure [of Aṣṭādhyāyī] consists of definitions, rules, and meta-rules
that are context-sensitive and operate in sequence or recursively (Subbanna

19 To substantiate their claims, they further point out the principles of numerical correspon-
dence 1.3.10, the idea of ellipsis (anuvṛtti), code-letters (anubandha) and the law of general
and exceptional rules (utsarga and apavāda).
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and Varakhedi 2009 p. 56)”.20 Following the same note, Pawan Goyal, Amba
Kulkarni and Laxmidhar Behera posit the context-sensitive nature of vidhi
rules. To quote them: “It has been already recognized that Pāṇini expresses
all such rules as context sensitive rules (Goyal, Kulkarni and Behera 2009
p. 144,153)”.21

The claims of Peter Scharf and Malcolm D. Hyman about the XML and
Pearl scripts they wrote for sandhi, nominal and verbal inflections, are modest
in comparison to the above examples (Scharf 2009 p. 117-125). The authors
note that “[W]e look forward to utilizing the enriched framework in a
revised, faithful model of Pāṇinian declension. We are currently enriching
the XML tagset further to allow derivation of participle stems and hope
to go on to implement derivational morphology generally (Scharf 2009
p. 125).” Hyman introduces an XML vocabulary for expressing Pāṇini’s
sandhi rules (Hyman 2009 p. 253-265). XML, however, is again a framework to
implement context-free grammars, which sometimes in their later variations,
like XML-Schema, can be extended to represent context-sensitive rules
(DeRose 1997 p. 105-106,139-142). The framework and the corresponding
data structures, therefore, fall short of the potential to implement the rules
where the conditions are formulated in a more complex manner than the
immediate left or right contexts.

To conclude, scholars like Staal took inspiration from the generative
grammar approach of Chomsky and tried to show that some of the rules of
the Aṣṭādhyāyī correspond to the Chomsky hierarchy. The fact that gram-
mars listed in the Chomsky hierarchy are suitable for computer languages,
prompted some to hypothesize that the entire grammatical process can be
written like a computer program. The above review shows that the recent
attempts to computerize the Aṣṭādhyāyī emphasized the context-sensitive
nature of Pāṇinian rules. There is, however, no study which establishes it to
be sufficient for implementation of the whole of the Aṣṭādhyāyī on computer.
Pāṇini’s work with a formal structure that “can be easily adapted so as to
perform numerical processing” (Bhate and Kak 1993 p. 2) is still waiting for
computer implementation. In this regard, the following remark of J. E. M.
Houben made some years ago, is still pertinent:

Since at least twenty years there have been ideas to develop “programs replicating
Pāṇinian prakriyā” and programs that analyse “strings in terms of Pāṇinian rules”
(cp. Cardona 1999 : 272f). Inspite of several elaborate and sophisticated attempts in
this direction, it seems we are still far from a comprehensive and convincing en-
dresult. Why is it proving so difficult, for at least some twenty years, to computerize

20 Kiparsky (2002) seems to be misquoted here by Subbanna and Varakhedi. The statement
is from Bhate and Kak (1993 p. 2).
21 By “all such rules” is meant here rules for “assigning a name, substitution, insertion,
deletion”. They refer to the previous study of Bhate and Kak (1993).
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1.2 Nature and scope of the present work 15

Pāṇini’s grammar? Perhaps a major reason is that we are not clear on some crucial
issues regarding Pāṇini’s grammar (Houben 2009 p. 18).

The above scepticism is shared by other experts of Pāṇinian grammar. During
his keynote address at the “Third International Symposium on Sanskrit Com-
putational Linguistics” at Hyderabad in 2009, S. D. Joshi made the following
remark:

Reading statements about information coding in which Pāṇini is hailed as an early
language code information scientist, I am reminded of the situation in the early six-
ties, after Chomsky had published his book on Syntactic Structures in 1957. Here
Chomsky introduced a type of grammar called transformational generative gram-
mar. It earned him a great of applause, globally, I may say. Then it dawned on lin-
guists that Pāṇini had also composed a generative grammar. So Pāṇini was hailed as
the fore-runner of generative grammar. That earned him a lot of interest among lin-
guists. Many linguists, foreign aswell as Indian, joined the bandwagon, and posed as
experts in Pāṇinian grammar on Chomskyan terms. Somewhat later, after Chomsky
had drastically revised his ideas, and after the enthusiasm for Chomsky had sub-
sided, it became clear that the idea of transformation is alien to Pāṇini, and that the
Aṣṭādhyāyī is not a generative grammar in the Chomskyan sense. Now a new type of
linguistics has come up, called Sanskrit Computational Linguistics with three capital
letters. Although Chomsky is out, Pāṇini is still there, ready to be acclaimed as the
fore-runner of Sanskrit Computational Linguistics (Joshi 2009 p. 1).

It should be noted here that some scholars have expressed their disagree-
ment regarding the very possibility of computer automation of the Aṣṭād-
hyāyī. Thus Frits Staal conjenctured in the year 1966: “The third stage, that
of automation, …may not even be effectively realizable” (Staal 1966 p. 209).
Hartmut Scharfe, notes recently some four decades after Staal:

We have to reject, I believe, the idea that Pāṇini’s grammar is, as it were, a machine
that produces correct Sanskrit words and sentences, if only we apply its rules in con-
formity with established meta-rules of application (Scharfe 2009 p. 85).

1.2 Nature and scope of the present work

It is in the context of the above mentioned scepticism regarding the formal-
ization and computerization of Aṣṭādhyāyī that the present study assumes
its relevance. It must be mentioned at the outset that this study does not
intend to identify or establish the presence of features of modern linguistics
and computational linguistics in the Pāṇinian system of Sanskrit grammar.
Neither does it seek to show that Pāṇini anticipates several modern ap-
proaches or that his Aṣṭādhyāyī can be considered as the “first computer”.
The main aim of the present effort is to explore the possibilities of a formal
representation of the content and processes of the Aṣṭādhyāyī and to enquire
into the potential of its computer implementation.
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The first question that arises is whether the text corpus of Aṣṭādhyāyī
is formal enough to allow direct computer implementation? In other words,
would it be possible to write a program whose input is the text corpus of the
Aṣṭādhyāyī, and whose output is, a representation, which a computer can
interpret and apply. I put forward this question as the first hypothesis and
call it the strong version of the formalization hypothesis.

If the above hypothesis is true, then it would imply that what one needs
to undertake is to follow the Aṣṭādhyāyī in its text and spirit and devise
programs to implement it in toto. And since the Aṣṭādhyāyī is interpreted
and applied with the help of other later texts—like Siddhāntakaumudī
for applicational considerations or Paribhāṣenduśekhara for meta-rules
etc.—these can be taken into account for the purpose of computerization. In
other words, the task would be to accurately simulate the traditional manner
of grammatical representations and applicational procedures. Most of the
ongoing projects on computerization of the Aṣṭādhyāyī work along these
lines. In approaching the task of computerization in this manner, they attest
to a tacit confidence in the feasibility of this hypothesis.

Such an approach undertaken by several scholars is understandable.
After all, there is a well established tradition of Pāṇini and the Pāṇinīyas
spanning over two and a half millenia which is a glaring testimony to its
efficacy. This further substantiates the opinion that there is absolutely no
scope for any kind of tampering with the established way of reading and
applying it. This is also in accordance with the principle set by Patañjali in
his Mahābhāṣya where he cautions against any such attempt.22

After examining the grammatical corpus my conclusion is that it would
not be possible to write a computer program that can directly process the
present corpus of the Aṣṭādhyāyī. This, however, does not imply that the
Aṣṭādhyāyī completely lacks formal components. Pāṇini’s work is an exem-
plary attempt to formulate the grammar in a formal manner. Research in the
last few decades has adequately established this fact.23 The point here is not
whether or not the Aṣṭādhyāyī has formal components, but whether these
are sufficient for a direct implementation on computer.

There are several challenges which I discuss in section 3.2. The main ar-
gument against such an approach is that it would entail considering the
Aṣṭādhyāyī as a closed, complete and perfect device. This, however, is not
the case. For example, we do not have any precise information regarding
the rule boundaries in several cases. Moreover, there are later additions and

22 See e.g. (PB. 158).
23 See here specially the following publications: (Staal 1965, 1965a, 1975), (Petersen 2008)
and (Kiparsky 2009).
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emendations suggested e.g. by Kātyāyana. A closer look at the grammatical
corpus suggests that it is judicious to consider it as an open, flexible and
growing network of grammatical content and processes, based on some
fundamental systematic methodology, which can accommodate additional
information if it is needed for precise specification.

Another aspect that argues against the above hypothesis, is that the corpus of
Aṣṭādhyāyī is composed with organizational optimality (brevity or lāghava)
as its main goal. The application of grammar for a particular process is not
explicitly mentioned and is left largely to the person using it. This, however,
needs to be specified in an explicit manner in case computer implementation
of the derivational process is desired.

At this point it becomes important to clarify the nature of the main task
of this research. Formalization and computerization involve representing the
content and processes of the Aṣṭādhyāyī in a new medium. The formula-
tion of the corpus of Aṣṭādhyāyī is in Sanskrit with special meta-linguistic
conventions. Moreover, it is meant for application by individuals who, after
understanding and remembering its techniques, apply it for derivational
procedures. Both these aspects—i.e. the oral framework and application by
human individuals—change in case of a formal representation and computer
implementation. Thus, while the content and processes remain the same, the
manner and the medium in which these are comprehended or represented is
different and the applicational agency is now not the learned human students
of grammar, but computers or logical systems.

Acknowledging that the strong version of formalization hypothesis is
not feasible and the current formulation of the Aṣṭādhyāyī was meant for oral
transmission and application by human scholars, the next task is to explore
the other options. One of the main aims of this study is to enquire into the
questions: Does Aṣṭādhyāyī function in an algorithmic manner? If yes, then
what is the nature of this algorithm? What approach may one take to make
the algorithmic character of the Aṣṭādhyāyī explicit?

The first reaction—prevalent among several modern scholars of Aṣṭād-
hyāyī as well—is that it is an example par excellence of a perfect algorithm
for generating standard Sanskrit expressions. The reason provided by them
is that Aṣṭādhyāyī employs a highly developed meta-language that clearly
specifies the rules of grammar and that linguistic expressions can be gener-
ated by applying these rules. Moreover, there is a well established tradition
of grammarians—the Pāṇinīyas—contributing to the understanding of the
Aṣṭādhyāyī.

Following this viewpoint, one may assume that Aṣṭādhyāyī consists of
fixed structures that are represented in a consistent manner. These structures
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comprehend and explain the Sanskrit language. Further, the nature of these
structures is algorithmic and is guided by the rules and meta-rules of Aṣṭād-
hyāyī. Any Sanskrit expression can be derived by following an algorithmic
procedure. It would involve applying the relevant rules one after another.
One may implement this task through a computer program which would
involve telling the computer what to do next. The program would judge
whether a particular rule is applicable or not and execute it accordingly. The
task here is primarily of a technical nature.

The second stage is that such a program could—to a large extent—interpret
and decide, what is to be done next. This is a more demanding task. The
underlying assumption is that there is some principled system that guides
the dynamics of the derivational process, some inherent order based upon
which derivational stages can be interpreted and right decisions can be made.
At this point it becomes important to ask about the manner in which the
grammatical corpus is articulated and the way in which the derivational
process is executed. How far the tasks which are formulated in a special-
ized Sanskrit and are designed and meant for human application can be
transferred to the computers? Inwhichmanner? Andwhat is theway to do it?

Several issues are involved here. Whether the manner in which the grammat-
ical system is articulated in Aṣṭādhyāyī is feasible and suitable for computers
or not. Whether the manual application of a grammatical system for the
purpose of deriving linguistic expressions can be simulated or not. How
much and in which manner the task of decision-making can be invested
in a non-human logical apparatus? In other words, what kind of model
for the Pāṇinian system is most suitable for the purpose of its computer
implementation?

Given the opposing views between some experts of the Pāṇinian system and
the researchers attempting to automate the Aṣṭādhyāyī (see section 1.1), I
intend to approach the task of formalization and computer implementation
differently. Instead of attempting to automate the Aṣṭādhyāyī directly, I
suggest first looking into the underlying systematic approach on the basis
of which grammar is constructed. The systematic approach is to be gleaned
by examining the descriptive methodology of ancillary disciplines.24 Apart
from the fact that they are associated with the Vedas, there is an evident
commonality of approach with respect to their goals and methods. The prime
effort of the ancillary disciplines is retention of a given phenomenon. For the
Śrautasūtras this phenomenon may be a given sequence of ritual actions. The
Prātiśākhyas, as well as Śikṣā and Chandas texts, aim towards retention of a

24 The ancillary disciplines or the Vedāṅgas (lit. limbs of the Vedas) are: Śikṣā (phonetics),
Chandas (prosody), Vyākaraṇa (grammar), Nirukta (etymology), Kalpa (instructions on ritual
practice) and Jyotiṣa (astronomy). See: (Gonda 1975 p. 34).
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specific collection of Vedic recitations. The Śulbasūtras provide retention of
the plans and designs of the ritual arena etc. Similarly, the Aṣṭādhyāyī seeks
to retain the standard usage of Sanskrit expressions.

For the purpose of retention of some given phenomenon, the ancillary
disciplines follow a systematic method, which again is common to all of
them. In order to substantiate the proposition that there does exist such an
underlying general system of description of a given phenomenon, which
permeates across the ancillary disciplines, I have worked-out a few detailed
examples in appendix A.1.

Seen from the systematic point of view, grammar also follows the same
goals and methods. There is no fundamental difference between Pāṇini’s
system and the systems developed in other ancillary disciplines. This also
explains why technical terms from other disciplines could be easily borrowed
and utilized in the grammar.25 Moreover, amendments and extensions in the
grammatical corpus indicate the presence of an underlying system which
facilitates flexibility and portability.

Although apparently not so spectacular, the proposition that there is a
common underlying system across the ancillary disciplines has significant
consequences for formalization of the Aṣṭādhyāyī. The grammatical corpus
can now be considered as a presentation of this general system in a par-
ticular framework. It is the framework which specifies how components
are enunciated in the corpus, how are they characterized and combined.
Further, how the entire mechanism is organized and applied, as well as how
it is communicated is also dependent on the framework. Thus, I propose to
distinguish between the general system of grammar and the framework in
which it is presented. The corpus of Aṣṭādhyāyī, one can now assert, is the
general system presented in a special framework. One may call this special
framework the Pāṇinian framework.

The strong version of formalization hypothesis can now be reformu-
lated as follows: the Pāṇinian framework is not sufficiently adequate for
formalization. It does not negate or ignore the fact that the Pāṇinian frame-
work is a wonderful example of a major effort to present the general system
in a formal manner. Yet it is not adequate for a computer implementation.26

25 Examples include anusvāra, ṣaṣṭhī, saptamī etc. There are some 50 terms which Pāṇini uses
without defining them. For a list, see (Subrahmanyam 1999 p. 109-163).
26 Onemay select a consistent and adequate core that can be formalized, akin to S. D. Joshi’s
proposal to consider the systematic consistent portions to be the original core and the in-
compatible parts as later additions. See: (Joshi and Bhate 1984 p. 252-253). If one is adamant
to sift out parts of Aṣṭādhyāyī that would conform to a formal representation, then it is an-
other matter. In that case, however, to identify these portions, one would eventually require
such a formal framework!
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20 1 Introduction

The task which lies ahead is to evolve a new formal framework in which the
contents and processes of the Aṣṭādhyāyī can be represented.

Here, I put forward and intend to establish, another weak version of the
formalization hypothesis. Its main propositions can be stated as follows: the
grammatical system followed by the Aṣṭādhyāyī is an outcome of a com-
mon systematic approach followed by the ancillary disciplines (Vedāṅga)
associated with the Vedic corpus. The functioning of the general grammat-
ical system can be represented in a formal manner. For this a new formal
framework would be required. Pāṇinian content and processes can then be
re-presented in this framework. The new framework, being formal in nature,
can also be implemented on computer.

The tasks mentioned above are organized in the following manner.

Aṣṭādhyāyī

System

Formal representation

Computer implementation Computer implementation

Pāṇinian framework Formal framework

?

At the top of the diagram is the general system which I outline in chapter 2.
This, I propose, constitutes the core methodology of the grammatical pro-
cesses. It is not grammar but the basic methodological system on which the
grammar is specified.

The Aṣṭādhyāyī of Pāṇini can now be seen as a formulation of this sys-
tem in a particular framework, which I call the Pāṇinian framework. The
nature and characteristics of this framework are known to us from extensive
scholarly research on the Aṣṭādhyāyī and is not the main focus of the present
study. In sec. 3.2 some of the problems are mentioned which one would face
if one were to attempt a direct implementation of the corpus of Aṣṭādhyāyī.
In the above diagram it is noted by a dashed arrow with a question mark.

I, however, propose to undertake a re-presentation of the grammatical
system in a different framework, which I call a formal framework. This
new framework is introduced in chapter 3. Chapter 4 provides a formal
representation of Aṣṭādhyāyī in terms of statements that are formulated
in the new framework. Finally, chapter 5 provides the algorithms for a
possible computer implementation of the statements of the Pāṇinian system
of Sanskrit grammar.
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Chapter 2
System

One of the prime goals pursued by the ancillary disciplines associated with
the Vedas is retention of a given phenomenon.1 By a given phenomenon, I
mean any existing linguistic or cultural practice established over a number
of generations. It is something which one has received as the standard and
would like to protect it and pass it on to the next generation—for example,
the recitation of the Vedic mantras, performance of rituals or linguistic usage.

In order to achieve the goal of retention, these disciplines also follow a
common systematic approach which consists of two interdependent and
complementary processes. The first one is analysis of a given whole into
constituent components. The other one is synthesis through (rule based)
combination of components to regain the given whole.

wholecomponents

analysis

synthesis

For example, the continuous recitation (saṃhitā-pāṭha) is analyzed into a
word-for-word recitation (pada-pāṭha) and the Prātiśākhya texts provide
a rule based synthesis from word-for-word recitation to the continuous
recitation. Similarly, the Śulbasūtras provide the rules for preparing the ritual

1 The six ancillary disciplines associated with the Vedas are said to be phonetics (Śikṣā),
prosody (Chandas), etymology (Nirukta), grammar (Vyākaraṇa), instructions on ritual prac-
tices (Kalpa) and astronomy (Jyotiṣa) (Gonda 1975 p. 34). For a summary of the literature on
phonetics and grammar, see (Scharfe 1977), on ritual practices (Gonda 1977) and for astron-
omy (Pingree 1981).

21
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22 2 System

altar. The building blocks of the geometrical figures (squares, rectangles,
triangles etc.) are gained through the process of analysis. Similarly, once the
individual steps of a particular ritual are identified, these are arranged in
the Śrautasūtras and one can re-constitute the ritual by following the rules
mentioned there.

This apparently cyclical exercise comprehends a given phenomenon in
a systematic manner and gives rise to an interconnected structure of compo-
nents. Such structures have the tendency to last longer and are explained on
the basis of the underlying system. Moreover, structures facilitate variations
and change.

In section A.1 of the appendix, I have worked out a few examples to
show the details of these processes of analysis and synthesis. In this chapter,
wewill focus on the special case of linguistic expressions and the grammatical
cycle.

2.1 The grammatical cycle: analysis and synthesis

There is a consensus among Sanskrit grammarians, both ancient andmodern,
that grammar involves primarily an analysis of a given linguistic expression
into its constituent components. Analysis follows the process of concurrent
presence (anvaya) and concurrent absence (vyatireka).2 The process of analysis
is called anvākhyāna and it has two stages:
1. Vākyavibhajyānvākhyāna is analysis of sentences (vākya) and identifying its

component words (padas). For example, analysis of the continuous recita-
tion of a Vedic mantra or a Sanskrit sentence into constituent words.

2. Padavibhajyānvākhyāna is further analysis of individual padas in its con-
stituents. This stage of analysis yields more granular components.3

For example, the following sentence having two padas :
2 The term vyākaraṇa for grammar, whose etymological meaning is analysis, reflects these
processes. It is used in the sense of separation of things in (ŚB. 1.7.1.4) and (KŚS. 4.2.7-9), in
the sense of discrimination between something, for example, between satya and anṛta as in
(VS. 19.77), as something which was previously one single entity, that was not previously
differentiated, becoming or being made differentiated in (BU. 1.4.7), or it can also signify
the act of dividing, e.g. in (ŚB. 3.3.1.13) and finally in the sense of making something clear
in (YSB. 3.17) or Vyāsabhāṣya on (YS. 3.17). George Cardona (1999 p. 564-576) provides a
detailed exposition on the etymology and uses of vyākaraṇa as well as other expressions for
grammar.
3 R. S. Bhattacarya (1966 p. 212-237) discusses these processes in detail. See also (S. D. Joshi
1968 p. xi).
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2.1 The grammatical cycle: analysis and synthesis 23

bālakaḥ paṭhati (a boy recites)
is analyzed into constituent components such as:

bālaka, s(u), paṭh(a), (ś)a(p), ti(p).
The rules of grammar, however, establish a correlation between the analyzed
components with the given linguistic expression. This is achieved by com-
bining the components in a controlled manner to obtain the linguistic expres-
sions. The grammatical system therefore not only undertakes an analysis of
a given whole into components, but also consists of the complementary pro-
cess of synthesis of the analyzed components to regain the original expression.
This, in a way, is a cyclical exercise.

bālakaḥ paṭhatibālaka, s(u), paṭh(a), (ś)a(p), ti(p)

analysis

synthesis

A given linguistic expression is first analyzed into constituent components
and then re-gained by combining the components.

The process of synthesis is rule based. Rules lay down the constraints
regarding the choices and manner in which the components should be
combined. They prevent haphazard and unrestrained combinations and
endorse the claim of the grammarians that the components are constituents of
the original expression. The choice of components is vindicated by successful
connection between them and the original expression.

In contrast to the rule-based nature of synthesis, there are no rules that
bring about analysis of a given expression into constituent components.4
The components, however, are chosen in a manner so that they lead to the
original expression once combined according to the rules of synthesis. The
constituent components are stipulated by the grammarians for the purpose
of grammar and exist within the grammatical system. They are not found in
common usage and are, so to say, imaginary (kālpanika) i.e. improvised by
the grammarians for their employment within the grammatical system.5

4 There are a few exceptions in the Prātiśākhya texts where such an attempt is made. See
section A.1.3.
5 The grammatical components exist in the grammatical system (śāstra) only and not in the
common usage (loka). Further, they are not established on the basis of usage (lokataḥ siddha)
(R. S. Bhattacarya 1966 p. 213-214). Nāgeśa Bhaṭṭa in his Vaiyākaraṇa-siddhānta-parama-
laghu-mañjūṣā remarks the imaginary nature of the components that are improvised by
the teachers and employed only within the grammatical system (K.D. Shastri 1975 p. 7).
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24 2 System

Moreover, the grammatical components are dependent on their parent
expressions. This would be evident through an example Vyāsa provides in
his commentary on Yogasūtra (3.17). The point he is noting there is that it
is important to analyze the individual words further in order to determine,
whether a word like bhavati, aśvaḥ or ajāpayaḥ denotes an act or a kāraka.6 Here,
bhavati can be either vocative singular feminine of the respectful pronoun
bhavatu, and in this case consisting of the components bhavatī-s(u),7 or
third person singular of the present form with components bhū-(ś)a(p)-ti(p).
Similarly, aśvaḥ can have aśva-s(u) meaning “a horse”, or second person
singular aorist form with śvi-a(ṅ)-si(p) meaning “reached” and ajāpayaḥ
referring to an object (goat’s milk) has ajāpayas-am or the second person
singular imperfect causative verb form of ji having ajāp-i-a-s. These examples
show that the components are dependent on the parent expression or the
given whole. If the given whole signifies an act, then the components are
different from when it denotes a kāraka.

Not only are these components imaginary and dependent on their par-
ent whole, they are also not unique. In other words, there may be more
than one analysis of the same original expression depending upon the
grammatical tradition. As an example, consider the expression avati (leads,
brings to) which is derived using the root av according to the grammar of
Whitney (1885 p. 4), but the root u(ṅ) according to the Pāṇinian system. This
implies that there can be more than one grammar of the same language.

The process of synthesis is provided through the rules of the Aṣṭādhyāyī.
Without entering into the details of derivations, it suffices here to mention
that the components are combined to create the given whole.8 Apart from
that, the rules of grammar may also change depending upon the standard
usage which they are supposed to account for.

Although the stipulated components are non-real—in that they come into
existence through the grammarians and exist within the realm of grammar—
this is not the case with the given linguistic expressions themselves. They are
established (siddha) on the basis of their abiding usage among people.9

6 The word kāraka literally means “doer of an action” and in grammar used in a technical
sense as “instrument of action” (Abhyankar 1986 p. 118). There are six kārakas. For details
see (Cardona 1974 p. 231-306).
7 An example भवित िभ ा िेह। comes in the commentaries to Pāraskaragṛhyasūtra (2.5.2-4) and
Manusmṛti (2.49).
8 S. D. Joshi (1968 p. ix-xi) notes this complementary character of the analysis (vibhajya an-
vākhyāna) and synthesis, combination or integration (vṛtti).
9 R. S. Bhattacarya (1966 p. 228-237) summarizes by noting that the constituent compo-
nents of a Sanskrit expression are non-real (kālpanika), the rules of grammar (upāya) are not
uniquely fixed (aniyata), but the linguistic expressions (upeya) are established (siddha).
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2.1 The grammatical cycle: analysis and synthesis 25

Thus, the grammatical system as a whole consists of the complementary
processes of analysis and synthesis. Any given standard linguistic expres-
sion (henceforth represented by the symbol x) is analyzed in constituent
components (henceforth pi). Aṣṭādhyāyī is a collection of the constituent
components pi together with the rules of synthesis. One can represent this
cyclical process schematically as follows:

xpi

analysis

synthesis

2.1.1 Why grammar?

A pertinent questions arises here: Why should this cyclical procedure be
undertaken at all? If grammatical processes involve regaining the original
expression after one has analyzed it into components, then what is the use of
such an exercise? In other words, what purposes are served by developing
such a system?

The passages in the Paspaśāhnika—both the Vārttika of Kātyāyana and
the Bhāṣya by Patañjali—are explicit as to the purposes of grammar.
Kātyāyana enumerates five:

(i) rakṣā or safeguarding the Vedic texts as well as standard usage of the language (ii)
ūha or suitable adaptation andmodification of amantra according to the requirements
of a particular ritual (iii) āgama or complyingwithVedic injunctions (iv) laghu or econ-
omy of effort and (v) asaṃdeha or absence of doubt as to the standard expressions are
the purpose.10

The above enumeration of Kātyāyana and further explanations of Patañjali
point out that the main purpose of developing the grammatical system is to
safeguard the standard usage and effectuate acceptable modifications.

Both the non-Vedic common usage (laukika), as well as Vedic corpus,
are sought to be preserved by the grammar. The Vedic corpus is a clearly
delineated collection, and as to common usage, Pāṇinīyas recognize certain
model speakers (the śiṣṭas) who set the standards. Patañjali in his Mahāb-
hāṣya on 6.3.109 provides several characteristics of the model speakers on

10 र ोहागमल स हेाः ूयोजनम।् (PV. 2).
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26 2 System

the basis of their knowledge of the grammar as well as their dwelling place
and behavior.

These model speakers are brāhmaṇas who dwell in the country of the āryas where
alone their exemplary behavior is found. The brāhmaṇas who dwell in this abode
of the āryas and have only as much grain as they can carry in a small pot, are not
greedy for honor, following established rules of correct behavior without having to
be given any immediate cause for this, and who have attained total expertise in some
traditional area of learning without explicit instruction, these honorable ones are the
śiṣṭas.11

What is meant by correct speech or standard linguistic expressions, is the
way these model speakers would speak.

The next question is how to safeguard standard usage. Patañjali’s search
for an answer to this question sheds important light on the nature of the
grammatical method. The discussion on this point is in (PB. 46-55) and can
be summarized as follows.12

One obvious way to retain the standard speech forms would be either
to exhaustively specify them by uttering them one after another, or to stip-
ulate the complementary set of non-standard forms. Both these options are
to be discarded. It may be possible to retain a limited collection of utterances
(as in case of the Vedic Saṃhitās) but impossible for the set of expressions
of common speech as it is too large.13 Patañjali finally suggests providing
a description of this big collection of standard expressions by pointing out
their general and special characteristics and recording them in a systematic
manner. His advice for attaining this is by putting constraints (niyama) that
can distinguish between standard and non-standard speech.

In order to understand the concept of constraint or niyama, it is neces-
sary to look into an important aspect regarding the nature of a linguistic
expression, namely the distinction between its form and content. In Pas-
paśāhnika (PB. 4-12) Patañjali looks into several suggestions regarding the
exact nature of an expression like gauḥ (a cow). He mentions and rejects gauḥ
to be substance (dravya), action (kriyā), quality (guṇa) and generic property
(ākṛti).14 Finally, he characterizes expressions like gauḥ to be “that, which
when uttered brings forth an understanding of an object with dewlap, tail,

11 एवं त ह िनवासत आचारत । स चाचार आयाव एव …एति ायिनवास े य े ॄा णाः कु ीधा ा अलोपा अगृ -
माणकारणाः िकि द रणे क ाि ि ायाः पारगा ऽभव ः िश ाः। (Transl. Cardona 1997 p. 552). For a
detailed discussion about the śiṣṭas, see also (Aklujkar 2004 p. 713-717).
12 For details see (Joshi and Roodbergen 1986 p. 70-78).
13 Patañjali tells here the story of Bṛhaspati and Indra who started in this manner and gave
up owing to the large numbers. If it was impossible for the divine beings, then even more
so for the mortal human beings, see (P. 50-51) (Joshi and Roodbergen 1986 p. 74-75).
14 See (Joshi and Roodbergen 1986 p. 12-17) and (Ganeri 1995 p. 4-10).
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2.1 The grammatical cycle: analysis and synthesis 27

hump, hoofs and horns”.15 This definition by Patañjali points towards an im-
portant distinction between the form and content of any linguistic expression.

The form of an expression is its phonetic part, which is uttered and which,
when heard, produces an understanding of its content or meaning.

Pāṇini and the Pāṇinīyas distinguish between the form of an expression
and its content. The term commonly used for the form is rūpa and for
the content or meaning, artha is employed.16 The distinction between the
phonetic form of a grammatical component and its content is explicitly stated
in the rule: svaṃ rūpaṃ śabdasyāśabdasaṃjñā17. Here, Pāṇini specifies that
“[A] word (in a grammatical rule) which is not a technical term denotes
its own form”.18 For example, if a component like agni is mentioned in the
grammar, the grammatical operations are applied only to the own form (svaṃ
rūpam) of agni, namely the phoneme strings / agni / and neither to the actual
thing meant by it, nor to any other linguistic form, like pāvaka, that can be
used for the thing meant. This is not the case for technical terms occuring
in grammar. The operations are applied not on the phonetic form of the
terms themselves, but on the actual constituent components for which they
stand. For example, a mention of niṣṭhā implies the components (k)ta and
(k)tavat(u).19 In a rule like sphāyaḥ sphī niṣṭhāyām20 where the substitution
is to be applied on the condition that niṣṭhā follows, what is meant is that
if the suffixes (k)ta or (k)tavat(u) follow and not the phoneme string / niṣṭhā /.

Similarly, in the rule: sarūpāṇamekaśeṣa ekavibhaktau21 Pāṇini provides for
the remainder of only one among those which have the same form. As
explained in Kāśikāvṛtti, it is important here to differentiate between the
form and its content. The rule applies only when the form is identical, and
not when the content is same and form may be different.22

15 क ह श ः। यने उ ािरतने सा ाला लूककुदखरुिवषािणनां स यो भवित स श ः। (P. 13-14).
16 The expression rūpa in the sense of form is used more than once in Aṣṭādhyāyī including
1.1.68, 1.2.64, 2.2.27, 3.1.94, 6.1.94. The expression artha for meaning or content is employed
more frequently (around 80 times). Some examples are: 2.3.46, 1.1.19, 1.4.19, 1.4.85 etc.
17 ं प ं श ाश सं ा ॥१.१.६८॥ ▶ an expression which is not a technical term denotes its
own form.
18 Transl. John Brough (1951) reprinted in (Staal 1972 p. 403). For a discussion on this rule
see (Brough 1951) reprinted in (Staal 1972 p. 402-414), (Scharfe 1971 p. 40) and (Staal 1975
p. 331ff.) and more recently (Scharfe 2009 p. 182-196).
19 वतू िन ा ॥१.१.२६॥ ▶ (k)ta and (k)tavat(u) are niṣṭhā..
20 ायः ी िन ायाम ॥्६.१.२२॥ ▶ sphāy(ī) is replaced by sphī before niṣṭhā.
21 स पाणमकेशषे एकिवभ ौ ॥१.२.६४॥ ▶ of those with same form, only one remains, in case of
single vibhakti.
22 स पाणाम इ्ित िकम?् - मोधाः । KV on 1.2.64. Why it is stated that “having the same form”?
To exclude cases likePlakṣa andNyagrodha, which have the samemeaning but different form.
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28 2 System

In other words, the form of a technical term does not contribute to the
formation of intended expression, but only its content, namely the compo-
nents to which it refers. In the case of a grammatical component, however,
both—its form as well as content—become important and any mention of
it in the grammatical corpus refers to both. When, however, only content
or meaning needs to be stated, then the expression iti is used after it to
indicate that in this case, not the form but only its content is to be taken
into consideration.23 For example in the rule: tasminnitinirdiṣṭe pūrvasya24 the
expression iti after tasmin indicates the locative case meant by it and not the
phonetic form / tasmin /.

The expression artha is used frequently by Pāṇini to denote content or
meaning of grammatical elements. One of the conditions for a component
to be prātipadika or nominal stem is that it should be arthavat or “having
some meaning”.25 He also employs the expression artha when the content of
some component is important for grammatical operations. As an example:
matvarthe26 or tṛtīyārthe27 when one wants to express the meaning conveyed
by the suffix mat(u)(p) or the content of tṛtīyā.

How is the form of any expression related to its content? According to
Kātyāyana : “there is an established (siddha) relation between a linguistic
expression (śabda) and its meaning (artha)”.28 From this, it follows that the
relation between the form of any linguistic expression and its content is
“established”. Further, the fixed nature of this relation is “on the basis of

Incidently, the two trees mentioned here Plakṣa (Ficus infectoria) and Nyagrodha (banyan,
Ficus benghalensis L.) belong to the same family of fig trees, but are not same.
23 Kāśikāvṛtti on न विेत िवभाषा ॥१.१.४४॥: इितकरणोऽथिनदशाथः। The employment of iti is to denote
the meaning.
24 ति ि ितिन द े पवू ॥१.१.६६॥ ▶ locative case indicates that the grammatical operation is to
be applied to the immediately preceding component.
25 अथवदधातरुू यः ूाितपिदकम ॥्१.२.४५॥ ▶ a meaningful component which is not a dhātu and
not a pratyaya is prātipadika.
26 तसौ म थ ॥१.४.१९॥▶ components ending in t or s before a pratyaya and having the mean-
ing of mat(u)(p) are called bha.
27 ततृीयाथ ॥१.४.८५॥ ▶ anu is assigned karmapravacanīya when it denotes the meaning con-
veyed by tṛtīyā.
28 िस े श ाथस ।े (PV. 3). My translation of siddha as ‘established’ is to point to the estab-
lished nature of usage of words in connection with specific meanings. Patañjali discusses
the use of the expression siddha and suggests that what is meant is nitya (permanent or
eternal) and clarifies that nitya here is not necessarily in the sense of something which is
unchangeable (kūṭastha) or immovable (avicālin), but rather something that becomes estab-
lished through continuous repetition (ābhīkṣṇya) (P. 63-71).He further tries to justify the nitya
(permanent) character of this relation and sums up by pointing towards the irrelevance of
this discussion in the present context of mentioning the purpose and need of grammati-
cal instructions (P. 72-79). For Grammarians’ discussion with the Vaiśeṣikas on the relation
between śabda and artha, see (Houben 1992).
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2.1 The grammatical cycle: analysis and synthesis 29

its usage among the people”.29 The point is explained by Patañjali in the
following words:

People, in their common usage, after having brought to mind respective meanings,
accordingly use linguistic expressions. They do not make any extra effort to make or
generate these expressions (from their meanings). On the other hand, they do put in
extra effort to make things which are to be produced. For instance, one who needs a
pot for some purpose, goes to the house of a potter and says: “Youmake a pot. I need
a pot for some purpose”. One who wants to use linguistic expressions does not go to
the house of a grammarian and says: “You make linguistic expressions. I want to use
them”. He uses it according to the meaning he wants to express.30

Acknowledging the distinction between the form and content of any expres-
sion, I propose it as the basis for differentiating two levels in the grammatical
system: the form-level and the content-level. Any linguistic expression like
gauḥ has some phonetic form / g au ḥ / and content gauḥ or a cow. This can
be depicted as in the following figure.

g au ḥ form-level

a cow content-level

Here the form-level is depicted above the content-level. The connection
between the phonetic form / g au ḥ / and its content a cow is established
through usage and is represented by the connecting line.

The above observations can be formulated in general terms as follows.
Let x be any given linguistic expression. If xf denotes its form, xm its content
and the continuous straight line the fact that their connection is established
through usage, then it can be pictorially represented as in the following
figure.

xf

xm

If the relation between a linguistic expression and its meaning is established
through usage, i.e. if people are the authority with regard to these, then the

29 लोकतः। (PV. 3) (Joshi and Roodbergen 1986 p. 115-116).
30 य लोकेऽथमथमपुादाय श ा य ु त।े न एषां िनवृ ौ य ं कुवि । य े पनुः कायाः भावाः िनवृ ौ ताव षेां य ः िबयत।े
त था। घटेन काय किर ु कारकुलं ग ा आह कु घटम।् कायमनने किर ामीित। न त श ान ्ूयो माणः व-ै
याकरणकुलं ग ा आह। कु श ान।् ूयो े इित। ताव वेाथमपुादाय श ा य ु त।े (P. 81). Translation (with
minor adaptations) from (Joshi and Roodbergen 1986 p. 115-116) which includes a detailed
discussion. See also (Scharf 1995 p. 74) for a slightly variant interpretation.
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obvious question arises as to what then is the function of grammar. This is
exactly the next question raised by Patañjali :

If the people are the authority with regard to these (i.e. the relation between meaning
and the corresponding linguistic expressions), then what is the use of grammar?31

Kātyāyana provides an answer by introducing the concept of constraint or
niyama.

Given that linguistic expressions are employed in accordance with their meaning
fixed on the basis of its usage among the people, constraint (niyama) is specified
through grammatical instructions for the sake of dharma. And this is similar to the
specifications of the constraints in case of instructions about non-ritual as well as
Vedic ritual actions.32

The general idea can be stated as follows: given a number of possible options,
niyama is constraint or restriction which can be applied to distinguish and
select certain specific options out of the various possibilities.33 In this context
the following examples by Patañjali from both the Vedic as well as non-Vedic
realm are illustrative and worth reproducing in full detail.

With regard to common matters (loka) it is said that one should not eat tame cock or
tame pig. But what is food (bhakṣya) is taken to satisfy hunger and following this it
could also be possible to satisfy hunger by eating the meat of dog etc. With regard
to this, a restriction (niyama) is made, namely, this is eatable and this is not eatable.34

Similarly, desire for a woman is because of sexual urge. Satisfaction of sexual
urge is possible equally with a woman suitable for intercourse or not. With regard
to this, a restriction (niyama) is made, namely, this is suitable and this is not suitable.35

In Vedic instructions as well, it is said that a brahmin observes the vow (vrata)
of living on milk, a kṣatriya on gruel and a vaiṣya on indian cottage cheese (āmikṣā).
A vow however is for the sake of taking food. It is possible to observe the vow by
using rice and meat as well. With regard to this, a restriction (niyama) is made.36

Similarly, it is said that the post for tying the sacrificial animals should be ei-
ther of the bilva wood or of the khadira wood. Such a post is for the sake of tying the
sacrificial animals. It is possible to tie the animal with any wooden post, standing or
lying. With regard to this, a restriction (niyama) is made.37

31 यिद त ह लोकः एष ु ूमाणं क शा णे िबयत।े (P. 82). See also (Joshi and Roodbergen 1986 p. 117).
32 लोकतोऽथूय ु े श ूयोग े शा णे धमिनयमः। यथा लौिककविैदकेष।ु (PV. 4-5). For a detailed discussion
on this topic, see (Aklujkar 2004 p. 687-732).
33 Paul Thieme (1931 p. 23-32) discusses this point on the basis of the beginning sūtras of
Vājasaneyi-prātiśākhya.
34 लोके तावत ्अभ ः मा कु ुटः अभ ः मा शकूरः इित उ त।े भ ं च नाम ु तीघाताथम ्उपादीयत।े श ं च
अनने मासंािदिभः अिप ु ितह मु।् तऽ िनयमः िबयत।े इदं भ म।् इदमभ म इ्ित। (P. 84).
35 तथा खदेात ् ीष ुूविृ ः भवित। समानः च खदेिवगमः ग ायां च अग ायां च। तऽ िनयमः िबयत।े इयं ग ा इयमग ा
इित। (P. 84).
36 वदे ेखअिप पयोोतः ॄा णः यवागोूतः राज ःआिम ाोतः व ैँ यः इित उ त।े ोतं च नाम अ वहाराथम उ्पादीयत।े
श ं च अनने शािलमासंादीिन अिप ोतियतमु।् तऽ िनयमः िबयत।े (P. 85).
37 तथा ब ै ः खािदरः वा यपूः ात ्इित उ त।े यपूः च नाम प नबु ाथम ्उपादीयत।े श ं च अनने िकि दवे का म ्
उि अनिु वा पशःु अनबु मु।् तऽ िनयमः िबयत।े (P. 85).
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Similarly, when the potsherds have been put near the fire, the Vedic mantra :
bhṛgūṇām aṅgirasāṃ gharmasya tapasā tapyadhvamiti [be you heated with the heat of
the sweat of the Bhṛgu’s and the Aṅgirasas] is recited. Even without the formula,
the fire, whose nature is to burn, heats the potsherds. And with regard to that, a
restriction (niyama) is made, namely, when it is being done in this way, it leads to
bliss in the form of heaven (abhyudaya).38

In the same way here also, when meaning can be understood equally from
the standard expressions (śabda) and non standard expressions (apaśabda), a re-
striction (niyama) is made for dharma, namely, that meaning is to be conveyed by
standard expressions only and not by non-standard expressions, as usage in this
manner leads to bliss in the form of heaven (abhyudaya).39

The above quote validates the assertion that the main aim of the ancillary dis-
ciplines, including grammar, is to preserve the given standard phenomena.
The given phenomena may be the admissible objects for eating, or relation-
ships with others, the way some ritual action is performed, or some linguistic
expression is uttered. The systematic approach of these disciplines is not
aimed towards generating rule based constructs, but to place constraints in
order to select some preferable possibilities, from among the several existing
options.

For example, in order to express a cow several expressions like gauḥ,
gāvī, goṇī, gotā, gopotalikā etc. are possible. From among them, only gauḥ is
according to the usage of model speakers, although as Kaiyaṭa mentions that
“in common usage, non-standard expressions (apaśabda) are also used and
convey the same meaning as the standard expressions (sādhu-śabda)”.40

To summarize: The main task of a grammatical system is to ensure the
retention of the standard usage of language. In other words, retention of the
collection of the standard linguistic expressions. it is attempted to ensure this
by placing constraints so that the inadmissible expressions are excluded and
only the admissible ones are included.

38 तथा अ ौ कपालािन अिधिौ अिभम यत।े भगृणूाम अ्ि रसां घम तपसा त म इ्ित। अ रणे अिप म म अ्ि ः
दहनकमा कपालािन स ापयित। तऽ िनयमः िबयत।े एवं िबयमाणम अ् दुयकािर भवित इित। (P. 85).
39 एविमहािप समानायामथगतौ श ने च अपश ने च धमिनयमः िबयत।े श ने एव अथः अिभधयेः न अपश ने इित। एवं
िबयमाणम अ् दुयकािर भवित इित। (P. 86).
40 गौिर श गावी-गोणी-गोता-गोपोतिलकादयोऽपॅशंाः। (PB. 49). अपश ो िह लोके ूय ु त,े साधशु समा-
नाथ । (MBP. 3.1.8).
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2.2 Grammatical synthesis

It is time now to focus on the rule-based process of synthesis which we de-
picted by the following diagram.

xpi
synthesis

Here pi represent the components gained by analyzing the linguistic expres-
sion x. Examples of the components include:

bālaka, s(u), paṭh(a), (ś)a(p), ti(p).
The sub-script i in pi is the general variable which stands for natural numbers.
Thus, one can refer to the above five components as:

p1 : bālaka, p2 : s(u) etc.
The task of grammar would be first to stipulate them and then to provide
for their appropriate combinations. The combination must result in the
given expression. A simple process of combination is the conjoining of two
components one after another. More complex processes involve replacement,
elision, augmentation and reduplication.

If Σpi represents the combination of the constituent components, then
the process of synthesis can be depicted as follows:

xΣpi

The above figure says that, apart from the constituents pi of any expression x,
the grammar also provides rules of their combinations i.e. Σ which when
applied to the components, leads to the standard expression x.

Thus, the task of grammar is two-fold: firstly to enunciate the compo-
nents pi and secondly to provide for their combinations Σ so that the
combined components result in the standard expression x.

2.2.1 Form and content of a component

Like linguistic expressions, the constituent components pi also have a form
and some content. The form of any component consists of a sequence
of one or more sounds. The next requirement is the specification of their
content. This, I propose, can be comprehended through three basic categories:
(i) the lexical meaning of a component (ii) the meaning-expressions that
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are associated with a component in the grammatical corpus, and (iii) the
characterizing attributes attached to the components.

The lexical meaning is the semantic content inherently associated with
a component. By inherent association, I mean that it is not explicitly men-
tioned in the grammatical corpus. For example, the component bālaka means
boy and it is assumed that the user of grammar is familiar with the meaning
boy that is connected with the phonetic form bālaka. If we represent the
phonetic form of any component pi by the symbol pfi and the lexical content
inherently associated with it by pmi , then this established association can be
depicted as follows:

pfi : bālaka

pmi : boy

Here, the nature of association is similar to that between the form of any
linguistic expression xf and its content xm , namely established by usage. It
is therefore depicted by an unbroken line.

Pāṇinian definition of nominal stems reflects this inherent association.
Nominal stems are defined as those components that have an inherent
lexical meaning—and not belonging to the collection of verbal roots and
suffixes.41 Pāṇini does not provide an exhaustive enumeration of the nominal
stems. Instead he relies on the complement of finite sets of verbal roots
and suffixes—which are enunciated in the grammatical corpus—and the
condition that it must have lexical meaning.

Not all components have inherent lexical meaning and in many cases
grammar explicitly associates meaning-expressions to components. In the
grammatical corpus, this association is usually in terms of the condition for
introducing a component in the derivational process. For example, if the
intention (vivakṣā) of the speaker is to express present time, then the compo-
nent l(a)(ṭ) should be introduced.42 In other words, the meaning-expression
vartamāna (present time) is associated with the component l(a)(ṭ).

41 अथवदधातरुू यः ूाितपिदकम ॥्१.२.४५॥ ▶ a meaningful component which is not a dhātu and
not a pratyaya is prātipadika.
42 वतमान े लट ् ॥३.२.१२३॥ ▶ to express present time, introduce l(a)(ṭ). In Vākyapadīya 1.24
Bhartṛhari speaks of meanings associated to the components (apoddhāra-padārtha). These
are not fixed but there are differences of opinion (vikalpa) as to which meaning-expression
be associated with which component. In this sense, they are different from established and
fixed meanings (sthita-lakṣaṇa) of words. See (Rau 2002 p. 7) and (Cardona 1975 p. 280).
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The user of Pāṇinian grammar must be able to correlate her or his in-
tention with the corresponding meaning-expression in the grammatical
corpus and then decide whether she or he agrees with it or not. If, for
example, the speaker wants to express present time, then vartamāna is the
corresponding meaning-expression. If the user agrees with it, then the com-
ponent l(a)(ṭ) can be introduced. This is how components are associated with
meaning-expressions. The component l(a)(ṭ) now carries the information
that it is introduced when the user intends to express present time. Another
example of this type of association is during the introduction of verbal roots.
These are listed in the Dhātupāṭha with meaning-expressions that specify
when a root is introduced.43 A root like bhū would be introduced if the user
understands sattā (existence, being) and is certain that this is what she or
he intends to express. As we will see in the following pages, Pāṇini makes
extensive use of meaning-expressions in his grammar.44

The meaning-expressions are represented by the symbol xm
j . The let-

ter x indicates that it is a Sanskrit linguistic expression, the sub-script j
refers to any of the several such expressions in the grammatical corpus.
Further, the super-script m indicates that it is the meaning or content of this
expression which is relevant for grammar and not its form. The association
of meaning-expressions xm

j with the form of components pfi can now be
depicted as follows:

pfi : l(a)(ṭ)

xm
j : vartamāna

The dashed arrow from xm
j to pfi represents the introduction of the component

having the form pfi if the meaning-expression xm
j is intended to be expressed.

The third category is that of characterizing attributes which encapsu-
late grammatical or semantical information. These are designated through

43 There is a divergence of opinion among the scholars on the issue whether the meaning
entries formed a part of the original corpus of the Aṣṭādhyāyī as suggested by Johannes
Bronkhorst (1981b p. 335-357) or were added later as maintained by Bruno Liebich (1919
p. 47-53) and G. B. Palsule (1961 p. 91ff.).
44 Paul Kiparsky and Frits Staal (1969 p. 84) use the term “semantic representations”,
Johannes Bronkhorst (1979 p. 150) uses the expression “semantic elements” and J.E.M.
Houben (1999 p. 23-54) employs the phrase “meaning statements”. My choice of the term
is to emphasize their semantic character as well as the fact that these are not parts or com-
ponents of the whole (hence “expression” instead of “element”).
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several technical terms or sañjñās.45 An attribute can embody some gram-
matical aspect such as belongingness to a specific group of components. For
example, Pāṇini groups the suffixes (k)ta and (k)tavat(u) together and calls it
niṣṭhā.46 In other words, he attaches the attribute niṣṭhā to these components.

An attribute is represented by the symbol ak . The sub-script k indicates any
of the several attributes that are specified in the grammatical corpus. The
process of attachment of any attribute ak to the form of any component pfi
can be represented as follows:

pfi : (k)ta

ak: niṣṭhā

The unbroken arrow in the figure above indicates the process of attachment
of an attribute to some component.

Attributes not only comprehend some structural or systematic charac-
teristics, but in several cases they can also represent semantic aspects. In
such cases, meaning-expressions are used to specify them. For example,
the attribute kartṛ (agent) is defined in terms of the meaning-expression
svatantraḥ or “that which is independent in performing an action”.47 There is,
thus, an association of a meaning-expression xm

j with the attribute ak . This
association, however, is deliberately made in the grammatical corpus.48 It
is therefore represented through a dashed line. The following figure depicts
this association.

ak: kartṛ xm
j : svatantra

The process of association of some meaning-expression to an attribute is dif-
ferent from that of attaching an attribute to some component. In the above ex-
ample, the first process would be association of meaning-expression svatantra
with the attribute kartṛ and secondly, the attachment of the attribute kartṛ to

45 There are numerous studies that deal with the Pāṇinian technical terms particularly (Re-
nou 1942), (Chatterji 1964), (Cardona 1970 p. 195-212), (Wezler 1976 p. 361-379), (Dvivedi
1978) and (Singh 1979 p. 7-16).
46 वतू िन ा ॥१.१.२६॥ ▶ (k)ta and (k)tavat(u) are niṣṭhā.
47 त ः क ा ॥१.४.५४॥▶ that kāraka which is svatantra or independent of others is kartṛ. See
(Joshi and Roodbergen 1975 p. xviii-ix) for association of meanings or external information
to the kāraka terms.
48 In the words of S. D. Joshi (2001 p. 156-157) : “Pāṇini establishes links between grammat-
ical notions and non-linguistic reality …” Joshi sees the meaning-expressions as “semantic
metalinguistic statements” which “are considered to be a device to assign interpretation to
the linguistic structure”.
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the appropriate component, for example, the nominal stem bālaka. The two
processes combined together can be represented as follows:

pfi : bālaka

ak: kartṛ xm
j : svatantra

The three possible categories at the content level of any constituent component
can be represented collectively as follows:

pfi

akpmi xm
j

The above figure depicts the general structure of any constituent component.
1. The two levels are distinguished as the upper form level and the lower

content level. A component pi has accordingly some form, which con-
sists of a sequence of sounds and is depicted through the super-script f .

2. Further, it may have a lexical meaning which is not deliberately speci-
fied in the grammatical corpus. The phonetic form of lexical meaning is
clearly the form of the component. This relation is similar to the one be-
tween the form and content of any given expression. These relations are
established through usage. Grammar makes use of this connection, but it
does not establish them. This lexical content is represented at the content
level by the symbol pmi with the super-scriptm denoting the lexical mean-
ing or content of the component. The inherent or established nature of the
relationship between pfi and pmi is depicted through the unbroken line.

3. Sometimes a component is introduced by specifying certain semantic con-
ditions. These meaning-expressions that form a condition for introduc-
tion of a component are represented by the symbol xm

j . The dashed arrow
stands for the fact that these meaning-expressions are deliberately men-
tioned in the grammmatical corpus and form the condition for introduc-
tion of some component. The form of meaning-expression is of no direct
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relevance to the process of derivation. What is of relevance is the content
that it represents. Inmany cases it needs to be completedwith other terms.
Meaning-expressions in the grammatical corpus are, so to say, indices that
refer to some content a user is supposed to understand and make use of.
Their understanding depends upon the user’s knowledge of the language,
grammar and the external world.

4. The next category is that of attributes ak or names that are attached to
any component. The attachment process is represented by an unbroken ar-
row and is specified in a deliberate manner with the grammatical corpus.
The fact that attributes are placed only at the content level indicates that
their phonetic form is irrelevant for the process of derivation. Formally
speaking, what is important is to have a unique index throughwhich they
can be referred to. What phonetic form this index has, is of no relevance
for the grammatical process.

5. Sometimes, the attributes are defined through meaning-expressions. This
process is equivalent to associating a meaning-expression xm

j with an at-
tribute ak which is depicted by dashed lines.

The constituent components within the grammatical system of Pāṇini can
be represented in the above manner. It should be noted that the above
representation makes use of the basic concept of two levels. At the form level
the physical, audible sounds are represented and their content is represented
through three basic categories. Further, four types of processes, depicted
through four different kinds of connecting lines or arrows, are identified.
Among them, only three i.e. (i) introduction of pfi based on xm

j (ii) attachment
of ak to pfi and (iii) association of xm

j to ak are specified in the grammatical
corpus. The lexical meaning i.e. connection of pmi with the pfi is not mentioned
in it, but is taken to be established.

As mentioned before, the prime aim of grammatical synthesis is to combine
the constituent components in a rule-based manner, so that the form of the
combination results in the form of the desired standard expression and the
sum total of the content of the components corresponds to the content of the
desired standard expression. If we represent the combination of components
by the symbol Σ and distinguish the combination at the form level Σf and
content level Σm then the grammatical process of synthesis can be depicted
as follows:
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xfpfi

xmakpmi xm
j

Σf

Σm

The above figure is a more detailed version of the following figure which rep-
resents that the synthesis is rule-based combination Σ of components pi that
results in x.

xpi
synthesis

The next task is to explain how Σ , or the process of combination, functions.
In order to show this, I use an example to work out the grammatical synthesis
and present it in terms of the categories and processes introduced above.
1. Consider the Sanskrit expression bālakaḥ paṭhati (a boy reads) which is in-

tended to be derived. We have:
xf : bālakaḥ paṭhati

xm: a boy reads

Here, the connection between the phonetic form xf and themeaning xm is
established by usage. In other words, even without following the gram-
matical process of derivation, someone conversant in Sanskrit would un-
derstand what is meant by this expression.

2. In order to derive this expression one must start by selecting the appro-
priate constituent components that may be associated with the intended
expression.
a. The first selection would be the component p1 : bālaka whose lexical

meaning is a boy. This amounts to saying that since the speaker in-
tends to express pm1 : ∥bālaka∥ or ∥boy∥ the component with phonetic
form pf1 : /bālaka/ is introduced. This is represented as follows:
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/bālaka/ pf1

∥bālaka∥ pm1

It should be noted that the phonetic form of the component chosen
is conducive to the phonetic form of the intended expression. Thus,
components like māṇavaka or bāla are not chosen, although they also
convey the same meaning.

b. The second component selected is p2 : paṭh(a). In the Dhātupāṭha, the
verbal roots are listed along with the meaning-expressions that con-
dition their introduction. Thus, the verbal root paṭh(a) along with the
meaning-expression vyaktāyāṃ vāci implies that paṭh(a) is introduced
when “expressed speech” is intended to be communicated. Thus, in
this case, the component with the phonetic form pf2 : /p a ṭh/ is speci-
fied together with the meaning-expression xm

2 : ∥vyaktāyāṃ vāci∥ or in
case expressed speech is intended to be said. This introduction is therefore
based on somemeaning-expression and can be represented as follows:

pf2 /paṭh/

xm
2 ∥vyaktāyāṃ vāci∥

Again it should be mentioned that other components like lap(a) that
are also listed with the same meaning-expression are not selected to
avoid formation of lapati instead of paṭhati.

Thus, the selection of the components requires prior knowledge about
them, what they denote, their lexical meaning as well as the meaning
associated in the grammatical corpus. Both their form as well as their
content are to be taken into consideration. Further, the two components p1
and p2 need to be placed in this sequence, otherwise the expression paṭhati
bālakaḥmay result instead of bālakaḥ paṭhati, which has the same meaning
but a different form owing to different sequencing.

The process of derivation can be considered as taking place through
a series of changing derivational-states. At each derivational state
a number of components, together with their contents are placed in a
specific order. The derivational state after the introduction of p1 and p2
looks as follows:
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/bālaka/ pf1 pf2 /paṭh/

∥bālaka∥ pm1 xm
2 ∥vyaktāyāṃ vāci∥

3. At this stage, the process of characterization follows. It involves attach-
ment of a number of attributes to the components, depending upon fulfil-
ment of appropriate conditions.
a. The grammatical corpus consists of a table of verbal roots or the Dhā-

tupāṭha. By the rule bhūvādayo dhātavaḥ49 Pāṇini refers to it as “com-
ponents beginningwith bhū” and terms the components it contains as
dhātu. Since the component paṭh(a) is listed in the Dhātupāṭha, there-
fore, an attribute a2 : dhātu is attached to pf2 : paṭh(a). This process can
be represented as follows:

pf1 pf2

pm1 dhātu : a2 xm
2

b. Next, the first component bālaka is characterized as a nominal stem.
The Pāṇinian term for nominal stems is prātipadika. As mentioned
previously, unlike the verbal roots, there is no extra list of nomi-
nal stems in the grammatical corpus. Instead, they are specified by
complementing the set of verbal roots and suffixes, provided they
have some lexical meaning (arthavat). This is specified by the rule
arthavadadhāturapratyayaḥ prātipadikam50. Thus, the attachment of the
attribute a1 : prātipadika to the component pf1 can be depicted as fol-
lows:

pf1 pf2

pm1 a1 : prātipadika a2 xm
2

The attachment of the above attribute would include checking
whether the concerned component has a lexical meaning and that it is
not a verbal root or suffix.

49 भवूादयो धातवः ॥१.३.१॥ ▶ components in the list beginning with bhū are dhātu.
50 अथवदधातरुू यः ूाितपिदकम ॥्१.२.४५॥ ▶ a meaningful component which is not a dhātu and
not a pratyaya is prātipadika.
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c. The component bālaka is also characterized as an agent. The Pāṇinian
term for agent is kartṛ. It is defined by the rule svatantraḥ karttā51. The
effect of this rule can be represented as the dashed line associating the
meaning-expression xm

1 with the attribute a1. Here, to avoid further
complex notations, I am using the same variable a1 where the suffix
only denotes that it is related to the first component p1 and not the
number of different attributes.

pf1 pf2

pm1 a1 xm
1 a2 xm

2

kartṛ svatantra

Further, the attribute kartṛ or agent would be attached to the compo-
nents bālaka if this is the intention of the speaker.

pf1 pf2

pm1 a1 xm
1 a2 xm

2

kartṛ svatantra

In this manner, further attributes would be attached to the components at
a particular derivational state until it arrives at a point of saturation, in
the sense that no more attributes can be assigned to it. These processes of
attaching attributes are therefore meant to saturate the current deriva-
tional stage.

4. Once a given derivational state reaches saturation, new components can
be introduced to it, depending upon the fulfilment of grammatical con-
ditions and the intention of the speaker. The next component which is
added is the suffix l(a)(ṭ). It is introduced when it is intended to express
the present time.52 A further decision which is to be taken is whether
active voice is intended, and if this is the case, then whether the suffix
l(a)(ṭ) which is being introduced expresses agency.53 Moreover, as a suffix
it must be placed after the verbal stem. This can be depicted as follows:

51 त ः क ा ॥१.४.५४॥ ▶ that kāraka which is svatantra or independent of others is kartṛ.
52 वतमान े लट ्॥३.२.१२३॥ ▶ to express present time, introduce l(a)(ṭ).
53 लः कमिण च भावे चाकमके ः ॥३.४.६९॥ ▶ lakāra are used to denote the object or karman and
the agent or kartṛ in the case of transitive verbs and after intransitive verbs they denote the
action or bhāva as well as the agent or kartṛ.
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bālaka paṭh l

pf1 pf2 pf3

pm1 a1 xm
1 a2 xm

2 xm
3

There are two steps involved here. First, introduction of the component pf3
on the basis of the meaning-expression xm

3 . This is depicted by the dashed
arrow. The second step is placement of this component after the verbal
root or the component pf2 , which is specified by the arrow with a tail.

5. The next suffix s(u) is introduced after the nominal stem bālaka and de-
notes nominative singular case ending. For this, it must first be decided
whether the suffix l(a)(ṭ) associated with the verb expresses the agency.
This implies that the attribute kartṛ or agent associated with the nominal
stem is already expressed and therefore the first case ending can be intro-
duced to it.54 In case, singularity is intended, the singular case ending s(u)
is selected and introduced.

bālaka s paṭh l

pf1 pf4 pf2 pf3

pm1 a1 xm
1 a4 xm

4 a2 xm
2 a3 xm

3

6. The following step involves introduction of the finite verb ending which
replaces the suffix l(a)(ṭ) after the verb. The desired component is the third
person singular suffix ti(p). A number of decisions need to be taken and
other grammatical constraints considered before its introduction. Since it
is not in co-reference with a non-nominative,55 the suffix l(a)(ṭ) can be re-
placed by one of the suffixes out of the tiṅ-group.56 Moreover, the fact
that it is in co-reference with [ p1 p4] implies that the replacement must be

54 अनिभिहत े ॥२.३.१॥ ▶ when not otherwise expressed. ूाितपिदकाथिल पिरमाणवचनमाऽे ू-
थमा ॥२.३.४६॥ ▶ to denote only the meaning of prātipadika, its gender, measure, and its
number, prathamā is introduced.
55 लटः शतशृानचावूथमासमानािधकरणे॥३.२.१२४॥▶ (ś)at(ṛ) or (ś)āna(c) are introduced after a verbal
root in place of l(a)(ṭ) when the action is denoted at the current time and if l(a)(ṭ) is not
coreferential with a pada which ends in prathamā or nominative case.
56 ल ॥३.४.७७॥ ▶ in place of suffixes with cover term l namely l(a)(ṭ), l(i)(ṭ), l(u)(ṭ), l(ṛ)(ṭ),
l(e)(ṭ), l(o)(ṭ), l(a)(ṅ), l(i)(ṅ), l(u)(ṅ) and l(ṛ)(ṅ) the suffixes coming in the next rule are substi-
tuted. ित िःझिस थ िम ाताझंथासाथां िम िहमिहङ् ॥३.४.७८॥ ▶ ti(p) tas jhi si(p) thas tha mi(p)
vasmas ta ātām jha thās āthām dhvam i(ṭ) vahi mahi(ṅ) are the substitutes of the cover term
l or a lakāra.
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2.2 Grammatical synthesis 43

singular. Further, paṭh(a) is a parasmaipada verbal root and neither first
nor second person is being expressed, therefore, ti(p) is selected which
replaces l(a)(ṭ).

bālaka s paṭh l ti

pf1 pf4 pf2 pf3 pf5

pm1 a1 xm
1 a4 xm

4 a2 xm
2 a3 xm

3 a5 xm
5

In the above figure, the double arrow depicts the process of replacement.
7. In the next step, an infix (ś)a(p) is introduced after the verbal root and

before the finite case ending. If the case ending suffix denotes agency—
which is inherited from the suffix l(a)(ṭ) which it replaced—and if it is a
sārvadhātuka suffix57 then the infix (ś)a(p) is introduced.

bālaka s paṭh a ti

pf1 pf4 pf2 pf6 pf3 pf5

pm1 a1 xm
1 a4 xm

4 a2 xm
2 a6 xm

6 a3 xm
3 a5 xm

5

8. The next change follows the rule sasajuṣo ruḥ58, with the substitution of
r(u) in place of s.

b ā l a k a r p a ṭh a t i
9. Finally, following the rule kharavasānayorvisarjanīyaḥ59 the phoneme r is

replaced by visarjanīya because of the following khar (i.e. p) sound.
b ā l a k a ḥ p a ṭh a t i

From an operational point of view, both the above replacements are sim-
ilar to the previous replacement of l(a)(ṭ) by ti(p) in step 6.

The process of derivation presented in the above example is slightly differ-
ent from that suggested by Joshi and Roodbergen (1980 p. ix-xi). The main
difference is that they start by associating the meaning-expressions with the

57 This is because it belongs to the group called tiṅ. ितङ् िशत स्ावधातकुम ॥्३.४.११३॥ ▶ tiṅ and
those having ś as it marker are called sārvadhātuka.
58 ससजषुो ः ॥८.२.६६॥ ▶ final s as well as ṣ of sajuṣ is replaced by r(u) at the end of a pada.
59 खरवसानयो वसजनीयः ॥८.३.१५॥ ▶ before khar or pause (avasāna), r is replaced by the visar-
janīya (= ḥ) provided this r is final in a pada.
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(kāraka) attributes and introduce the constituent components like bālaka or
paṭh(a) at a later stage.60 In my representation, the attributes occur together
with the constituent components in a composite manner. There is no pure or
deeper semantic or syntactic level, but the components are a complex of pho-
netic form together with lexical, semantic and grammatical content.

2.3 The derivational process

The application of the grammatical system to synthesize a particular expres-
sion is carried out in a number of steps. Each step can be said to correspond to
some derivational state. Such a derivational state would consist of a sequence
of components. Its detailed specification at the form and content level would
then consist of respective categories. A general derivational state with two
components is shown in the following figure.

pf1

akpm1 xm
j

pf2

akpm2 xm
j

There are two components here, p1 and p2, with their respective forms pf1
and pf2 and lexical contents pm1 and pm2 . Further, a number of grammatical
attributes ak or semantic content xm

j can be attached to them.

2.3.1 Guiding principles of synthesis

The process of synthesis involves changes in the derivational state. A change
could be at the content level, for example, when new attributes are attached
or at the form level when new components are introduced. Any change in a
given derivational state is guided by
1. the intention (vivakṣā) of the speaker, and
2. the constraints of the grammatical system, which involves

a. consistency of the derivational state
b. its saturation, and
c. its completion.

60 See, for example, the stages A(1) to B(4) in (Joshi and Roodbergen 1980 p. ix-x). Brendan
Gillon (2007 p. 451-461) follows a similar approach.
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2.3 The derivational process 45

2.3.2 Intention of the speaker

The intention of the speaker relates either to the meaning-expressions xm
j or

to the lexical meaning pmi of the constituent components. The grammatical
system interacts with the speaker and gathers information about her or his
intention through meaning-expressions. Intention is also related through the
meaning of a lexical component.

The meaning-expressions are explicitly stated in the grammar. A user
must be able to understand them and react to them. For example, the
meaning-expression vartamāna requires that the user understands what is
meant by it—namely, present time—and decides whether she or he wants to
express it or not. The lexical meanings, on the other hand, are not explicitly
stated in the grammar. A user must be able to choose the right lexeme or
component that corresponds to the lexical content she or he wants to express
and input it into the grammatical system. This requires familiarity with the
lexemes of the language. This is necessary because the form and content of
such components are fixed or established through usage.

It does not suffice to know only the meaning. Form is equally impor-
tant. For example, if one wants to express bālakaḥ paṭhati, then one must select
bālaka and not bāla or māṇavaka which also mean the same. Similarly, one
must choose paṭh(a) and not lap(a) although both are listed in the Dhātupāṭha
in the sense of expressed speech (vyaktāyāṃ vāci). Otherwise, lapati instead of
paṭhatimay result.

2.3.3 Consistency of the derivational state

The rules of grammar provide for the consistency of a derivational state.
The constraint of consistency regulates the distribution of the components
and the categories expressing their content. At a given state, the sequence
of components, their phonetic combinations and the presence or absence of
grammatical attributes are specified in the grammar.

As an example, consider the placement of suffixes (pratyaya). This is
regulated by the rule which specifies that components with the attribute
pratyayamust be placed after the component for which they are introduced.61
Another example of the constraint of consistency is the presence of a par-
ticular attribute in a component, which sometimes excludes the possibility
61 ू यः ॥३.१.१॥ ▶ pratyaya are components introduced subsequently. पर ॥३.१.२॥ ▶ and
are placed after the components to which they are introduced.
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46 2 System

of attaching certain other attributes to that component. Such attributes can
be grouped within a set of mutually exclusive attributes. For example, one
such set is {hrasva, dīrgha, pluta}. If a phoneme unit is hrasva then it can
not simultaneously be dīrgha or pluta. Similarly, a component with attribute
kartṛ can not simultaneously have the attributes karman, sampradāna etc.62

Only a consistent derivational state is admissible.

2.3.4 Saturation of the derivational state

Given a derivational state, a number of attributes can be attached to the
components. Saturation of the derivational state is reached once no further
attributes can be attached at that particular state. As long as some attribute
can be attached to any component of a particular derivational state, it is not
saturated.

Attachment of attributes in general leads to grammatical characteriza-
tion of components, as well as of the derivational state. They can be attached
to the phonetic form of any component. This can be either a single sound i.e. a
phoneme, or a sequence of themwhichmay represent one ormore constituent
components. The first case has phoneme attributes and such attributes can
be distinguished from other attributes, i.e. those that characterize phoneme
sequences. Consider, for example, the component (k)ta appearing at some
stage in the derivational process. The phoneme t is termed tu, khay, khar and
a is ac, at, guṇa etc. On the other hand, the component (k)ta is called niṣṭhā,
pratyaya, kit etc.

There are many attributes, which once attached to a component, do not
leave it. For example, the attribute ac for the phoneme / a /. This means, once
attached, this attribute remains associated with that component in all the
subsequent states as the derivational process advances. Such characteristics
can be termed as static-attributes. On the other hand, certain attributes
are assigned temporarily to some component. They depend upon the current
derivational state and once its distribution changes, they no longer remain
attached to that component. One such example is the attribute aṅga.63 This is
assigned with respect to some suffix and depending upon the distribution of
suffixes in a particular state, it is attached to corresponding components, but
62 In Aṣṭādhyāyī this is specified under eka-sañjñā i.e. “assignment of only one term” con-
straint prescribed by the rule:आ कडारात ए्का सं ा ॥१.४.१॥ ▶ upto a.2.2.38 only one sañjñā or
attribute is attached (from among the set of mutually exclusive attributes).
63 य ा यिविध दािद ू यऽे म ॥्१.४.१३॥ ▶ that part which enjoins a pratyaya based opera-
tion, before that the sequence is aṅga.
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2.3 The derivational process 47

in the subsequent state things may change as may the assigned position of
this attribute.64 Other examples include ṭi65 or upadhā66 that are assigned on
the basis of current positions of the phonemes.

Another criterion on the basis of which attributes are distinguished is
whether some meaning-expressions are required for their assignment. If
this is the case, then some kind of user intervention is required to interpret
them and accordingly attach the attributes to the appropriate component.
Consider the assignment of the attribute kartṛ, which is specified in terms
of a meaning-expression svatantra.67 Here, the component which denotes
the independent agency of action is assigned the attribute kartṛ. This
involves assistance from the user. On the other hand, several attributes
can be assigned only on the basis of distribution of system internal pa-
rameters and without the help of the user. The grammatical system can
decide on its own. For example, the attribute niṣṭhā can be assigned without
consulting the user, solely on the basis of the presence of (k)ta or (k)tavat(u).68

Given a distribution of components, the derivational state must attain a
state of saturation before new components can be introduced or changes
can be effected at the form level.

2.3.5 Completion of the derivational state

A saturated derivational state is complete if no more components can be
added to it. Neither the user, who interacts through the meaning-expressions,
nor the grammatical system calls for addition of any component. Such a com-
plete state must fulfill two conditions, namely (1) the phonetic form reached
must be identical with the phonetic form of the intended linguistic expression
and (2) the collective content of the completed state must correspond to the
content of the intended expression.

A derivational state, if incomplete, advances towards completion. This
takes place when a new component is added to it. When it is placed adjacent
to some existing component then it is a case of simple addition or augmen-
tation (āgama), and when it replaces some component then it is substitution
64 James Benson (1990) discusses Patañjali’s remarks on aṅga.H.V.Nagarajarao (1978 p. 145-
176) discusses the scope and necessity of the adhikāra of aṅga although Pāṇini does not
explicitly states its domain.
65 अचोऽ ािद िट ॥१.१.६४॥ ▶ that part which begins with last ac is ṭi.
66 अलोऽ ा वू उपधा ॥१.१.६५॥ ▶ an alwhich is penultimate is upadhā.
67 त ः क ा ॥१.४.५४॥ ▶ that kāraka which is svatantra or independent of others is kartṛ.
68 वतू िन ा ॥१.१.२६॥ ▶ (k)ta and (k)tavat(u) are niṣṭhā.
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48 2 System

(ādeśa).69 Augmentation or substitution of phonemes leads to change in the
form of a component. Replacement of the entire components, however, not
only leads to change in form but facilitates deeper layers of abstraction and
generalization in formulation of grammar. The best example is the introduc-
tion of abstract components like l(a)(ṭ) and their complete replacement by
case endings.70 Pāṇini specifies where the new components should be placed.
For example, the suffixes are added after the component to which they are
introduced.71 Components marked with ṭ or k are added at the beginning or
at the end of the constituents to which they are introduced.72 A component
with m as marker is added after the last vowel of the component to which it is
introduced.73 Substitution involves a combination of two processes, namely
the component which is replaced is made invisible by assigning an attribute
replaced74, and the substitute is introduced at the appropriate position.

2.3.6 Conditions

The forces that induce some change in the derivational state are specified
through conditions. The process of saturation of a derivational state, or its
transition towards completion from one state to the next, depends upon these
conditions. They are formulated in terms of the distribution of components
and their contents in the current state, in the previous state and sometimes in
the subsequent future state as well. The nature of conditions and their com-
plexities will be discussed in the following chapters 3 and 4.

69 On the concept of substitution (ādeśa) and its possible origins in the Brāhmaṇa and Up-
aniṣad texts, see (Thieme 1968 p. 715-723). See also (Wezler 1972 p. 7-20) on sthānin (sub-
stituendum).
70 For replacement techniques in Pāṇini, see (van Nooten 1967 p. 883-902). See also (Joshi
and Roodbergen 1975 p. xvii-xix).
71 ू यः ॥३.१.१॥ ▶ pratyaya are components introduced subsequently. पर ॥३.१.२॥ ▶ and
are placed after the components to which they are introduced.
72 आ ौ टिकतौ ॥१.१.४६॥▶ a ṭit element is placed at the beginning and a kit at the end of the
component to which it is assigned.
73 िमदचोऽ ा रः ॥१.१.४७॥▶ a mit element is is attached after the last ac of the component to
which it is assigned.
74 This is a new attribute which I use, instead of lopa. It represents those units which are
now replaced because of substitution. In normal application of grammar, sometimes it is
retained in memory (e.g. replacement of lakāras) and sometimes it is safely forgotten (e.g. in
phoneme replacements).
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Chapter 3
Frameworks

The corpus of Aṣṭādhyāyī formulates the grammatical system specified in the
previous chapter in a special framework. I will mention some of the salient
features of the Pāṇinian formulation in the following section. The present
chapter, however, introduces a new formal framework which facilitates a
re-presentation of the Aṣṭādhyāyī. The framework I propose is different from
the one in which the Aṣṭādhyāyī is formulated.

The most significant difference between Pāṇinian and formal represen-
tation is that of the medium. Without entering into the debate about whether
script was known to Pāṇini or whether he made use of it when compiling
his grammar, based on the manner in which the grammar is formulated—
e.g. the use of accents or phonemes as markers—it can be asserted that
Aṣṭādhyāyī is composed, transmitted and applied in an oral framework.
Moreover, it is composed in Sanskrit, although it employs a number of special
meta-linguistic conventions. A formal representation, on the other hand, is
meant to render it in terms of logical relations that can be implemented on a
computer.

The reason for proposing a new framework is that the Pāṇinian formu-
lation, although special on several counts, is not adequately formal for a
direct implementation on computer. Apart from its oral and verbal character,
Aṣṭādhyāyī is meant to be used by a person who has acquired skills to apply
it through the study of grammar. The rules of grammar are not listed in
the order in which they are to be applied for derivation of any linguistic
expression. Instead, rules having common contexts are grouped together
to avoid repeated and redundant enunciation of these contexts. A formal
representation, however, is meant to be applied by a computer program with
the aid of a user. For this, a mechanism needs to be developed by which the
required information scattered in the grammatical corpus can be collected
together using various indices encoded in a complex meta-language.

49
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An important challenge in Pāṇinian formulation is the presence of am-
biguities, inconsistencies and the incomplete nature of the Aṣṭādhyāyī. I
will discuss some of these issues in section 3.2. While the commentaries
and other explanations available in the later grammatical literature help in
clarifying them, a device is still needed to incorporate these explanations
and suggestions. Instead of directly modeling the corpus of Aṣṭādhyāyī, the
present approach models the categories and processes outlined in the pre-
vious chapter about the grammatical system. It also facilitates incorporation
of information necessary for application of the grammar but not explicitly
mentioned in the grammatical corpus.

3.1 Salient features of the Pāṇinian formulation

The formulation of the grammatical system in the Aṣṭādhyāyī of Pāṇini is in
the form of concise statements—the sūtras.1 Typically, a sūtra consists of one
or more inflected expressions. In the following, I shall call them elements of
a sūtra. These elements are inflected just like any other expression in Sanskrit.
For example, in a sūtra like veḥ pādaviharaṇe2 the element veḥ is the ablative
singular of vi and pādaviharaṇe is locative singular of pādaviharaṇa. Pāṇini’s
description of Sanskrit, therefore, is in Sanskrit.

Yet not all the elements within the grammatical corpus belong to the
common language. There are many elements that appear only in the gram-
matical corpus. In the above sūtra, the second element pādaviharaṇe belongs
to the common speech and the first one veḥ is an entity which exists only
within the grammatical system. There is thus a clear distinction between the
object language which is being described i.e. Sanskrit and the language of the
Aṣṭādhyāyī, which is a special language of description. From Pāṇini onwards
the tradition clearly recognizes two types of languages: the perennial utter-
ances of the Vedas and the established language of everyday communication
on the one hand and on the other hand the artificial language of grammatical
instructions. The language of grammar is for the specific purpose of pro-
viding a description of the standard usage and is artificially created by the
grammarians. In this sense, Pāṇini is not the creator (kartṛ) but the one who
re-collects (smartṛ) the object language.3

1 Louis Renou (1963 p. 165-216) provides a detailed survey on the genre of sūtra in Sanskrit
literature. See also (Staal 1992 p. 303-314) and (Wezler 2001a p. 351-366).
2 वःे पादिवहरणे॥१.३.४१॥▶ ātmanepada suffixes are attached after kram(u) if it comes together
with the preverb vi to express nice strides (pādaviharaṇa).
3 A detailed discussion of the traditional points of view on this topic is provided by R. S.
Bhattacarya (1966 p. 212-237). Hartmut Scharfe (1971 p. 2-6) also gives a summary of the
main arguments.
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The artificiality of the language of Aṣṭādhyāyī also lies in the fact that it
follows only partially the rules of grammar that it lays down. In many cases
it is guided by a special set of rules, namely the meta-linguistic conventions.
For example, although the elements of the grammatical corpus consist of
inflectional suffixes like any other linguistic expression, the meaning which
they denote is different compared to what they express in common usage.
While the rules under kāraka-section relate to common usage,4 in case of
elements of the grammatical corpus several meta-linguistic conventions
provide for other denotations. Thus, for example, the convention ṣaṣṭhī
sthāneyogā5 specifies that the sixth case (ṣaṣṭhī) or the genetive case-ending
denotes the place where a substitution takes place (i.e. the substituendum).
The right-context is expressed through locative endings and this is specified
by the meta-rule tasminnitinirdiṣṭe pūrvasya6. Similarly, the convention tas-
mādityuttarasya7 specifies that the left-context is denoted through ablative
endings.8

Considering the special meta-linguistic conventions followed in the for-
mulation of the grammatical corpus, and the fact that several of these
conventions are explicitly mentioned in the same corpus, the statements of
Aṣṭādhyāyī can be grouped into two basic types:
1. Operational rules that introduce the grammatical components, character-

ize them and provide for their combinations.
2. Meta-linguistic conventions about the formulation of the operational

rules.
The first group deals with what is to be done and the second one with how it
is presented or formulated in the Aṣṭādhyāyī.

In the previous chapter, I introduced three kinds of constituents of grammar:
(i) the components of linguistic expressions (ii) the attributes that characterize
them and (iii) the meaning-expressions specifying the semantic information.
As mentioned before, within the grammatical corpus, these constituents
occur in an inflected form. The combination of the inflectional suffix with the
base follows the normal rules of suffix additions and phoneme combinations

4 The section on kāraka is from 1.4.23-1.4.55. For a detailed discussion on the kāraka’s see
(Cardona 1974) and the Kārakāhnika of the Mahābhāṣya (Joshi and Roodbergen 1975).
5 ष ी ानयेोगा ॥१.१.४९॥ ▶ ṣaṣṭhī stands for ‘introduction in place of’.
6 ति ि ितिन द े पवू ॥१.१.६६॥ ▶ locative case indicates that the grammatical operation is to
be applied to the immediately preceding component.
7 त ािद ु र ॥१.१.६७॥ ▶ ablative case indicates that the grammatical operation is to be
applied to the immediately following component.
8 It should be noted that the meta-linguistic conventions are not universally applied in a
consistent and consequent manner throughout the Aṣṭādhyāyī. See the discussion in sec-
tion 3.2.
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laid down in the Aṣṭādhyāyī. For example, the attribute vṛddhi is stated as
vṛddhiḥ in the rule vṛddhirādaic9. Similarly, the meaning-expression svatantraḥ
in rule svatantraḥ karttā10 is mentioned together with the inflectional suffix
for nominative singular.

Rules of phoneme combination and compounding are applied as well.
The components have a special presentational scheme. While the meaning-
expressions and many (but not all) attributes are from the natural language,
the components do not belong to the common usage. Their artificial character
is reinforced by the use of marker-sounds that are often attached to them
either at the beginning or at the end. Thus, in a component like ti(p), the final
sound p is a marker. In this book, markers are pointed out by including them
within brackets ( ). Similarly, the component (ś)a(p) has a marker ś attached
at the beginning and another marker p at the end.

Apart from markers, the components sometimes have a vowel which is
needed just for facilitating its pronunciation. Thus, n[u](m) consists of the
vowel u which is not part of the component, but is added in order to be able
to pronounce this component. Such extra vowels are noted within square
brackets [ ] in this book.

3.1.1 Methodology of Pāṇinian formulation

The elements of the grammatical corpus are threaded within a number of
inter-connected sūtras (lit. a string). A sūtra constitutes a distinguishable
unit of the grammatical corpus with a specific function.11 Although sūtra
is a distinguishable functional component, it is not always an independent
unit and in most of the cases several sūtras must be read together in order
to execute a grammatical operation. A significant Pāṇinian device which is
employed for this purpose is the carrying over of elements from previous
to subsequent rules (anuvṛtti).12 Moreover, many rules operate within the
domain set by what are known as adhikāra rules. In this manner repetitions
are avoided and enunciation of an element at one place suffices for its use

9 विृ रादचै ॥्१.१.१॥ ▶ vṛddhi stands for āt and aic.
10 त ः क ा ॥१.४.५४॥ ▶ that kāraka which is svatantra or independent of others is kartṛ.
11 Tradition speaks of six kinds of sūtras based on their function: sañjñā (definition), paribhāṣā
(convention), vidhi (injunction), niyama (restriction), pratiṣedha (prohibition) and adhikāra (ex-
panse). See (Abhyankar 1974 p. 432).
12 S. D. Joshi and Saroja Bhate (1984) have comprehensively examined the principles behind
such an organization of the grammatical corpus in a monograph titled “The fundamentals
of anuvṛtti”.
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at other parts of the corpus.13 The method of anuvṛtti functions at the level
of grammatical elements. In most of the cases it is only a part of the sūtra
which is carried over to the subsequent rules. Consider for example the
rule kṛnmejantaḥ14, which says that those expressions that end in kṛt suffixes
having m or ec at the end, are termed avyaya. The term avyaya here is to be
taken from the rule svarādinipātamavyayam15 where it is first introduced. So
a complete reading would be kṛnmejantaḥ avyayam, where the term avyaya
is collected from a foregoing rule. Not the entire rule, but only a part of it is
carried further.16

Since application of a grammatical operation requires elements from more
than one sūtras to be collected together, it becomes necessary to specify the
boundaries of elements within the grammatical corpus. In fact, grammatical
corpus can be considered as a sequence of elements where sūtra-boundary is
marked as well.

The conciseness of a sūtra is firstly because as a unit it is not always a
complete and self-contained expression of what is to be said, but only a part
of the whole statement. It needs to be completed by incorporating other
information. The information lacking may be present in some other part of
the corpus andmust be fetched to make a complete and applicable statement.
Sometimes the missing information is to be provided through conventions
and interpretations not explicitly mentioned in the grammatical corpus. A
sūtra therefore is a unit within an inter-dependent and inter-related network.

The organization of the grammatical corpus in terms of the sūtras con-
sisting of one or more elements, points towards the fact that the formulation
of the grammatical corpus follows the same methodology as the grammar
itself. As specified in the previous chapter, this approach is to analyze a
given whole into constituent components and then provide a rule-based
combination of the components to specify the whole. In the case of the corpus
of grammar, the sūtras (or parts thereof) are components that need to be
combined with other components (i.e. with other sūtras or parts thereof) in
order to fetch an applicable complete rule of grammar. How the different
components of an applicable rule are to be gathered together is guided by

13 H. V. Nagarajarao (1978 p. 145-176) discusses the scope and necessity of the adhikāra of
aṅga although Pāṇini does not explicitly states its domain. Themeaning-adhikāras in the tad-
dhita section of the Aṣṭādhyāyī are analyzed by Saroja Bhate (1987 p. 81-92). Ashwini Deo
(2007 p. 1-37) shows that the taddhita section of the Aṣṭādhyāyī is structured as a default
inheritance hierarchy.
14 कृ जे ः ॥१.१.३९॥▶ expressions that end with those kṛt suffixes which end in m or ec are
avyaya.
15 रािदिनपातम यम ॥्१.१.३७॥ ▶ svarādi (svar etc.) and nipāta are avyaya.
16 In his six volume edition of the Aṣṭādhyāyī, Rama Nath Sharma (1990 p. ix-x) has pro-
vided anuvṛtti elements from preceding sūtras.
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a number of meta-linguistic conventions, as well as several interpretations
supplied by the later Pāṇinīyas.17

As mentioned in the previous chapter, grammar comprehends the stan-
dard usage by analyzing and identifying the constituent components and
then providing a rule-based combination of them. Similarly, the formulation
of the grammar is achieved in terms of sūtras (including their constituent
elements) and together with conventions to synthesize the operational
statements.

The purpose of opting for the same methodology is also similar, namely
to provide a compact encoding of the grammatical information as well as
to safeguard it against future loss or corruption. Several techniques are
employed to this effect. The most important method is to enunciate first the
general characteristics and then to specify the exceptions.18 Components that
share common grammatical characteristics are linked together. Two such
groups are relatively large and enumerated separately. These are the list of
verbal roots (Dhātupāṭha) and of selected nominal stems (Gaṇapāṭha). There
are several sub-groups within these groups and they are frequently referred
to in the main corpus.19 Formation of groups is attained using marker
sounds as delimiters which facilitate specification of sigla (pratyāhāra).20 The
it-markers as indicators that are directly attached to components serve to
form groups as well.

Meta-linguistic information is also encoded in the intonation of the com-
ponents and sūtras. Thus, according to the convention svaritenādhikāraḥ21,
the circumflex accent (svarita) indicates that the particular sūtra (or a part
of it) is a heading rule. Similarly, the verbal roots are specified with accent
markers which aid in deciding the kind of suffixes that should be attached
to them. For example, following the rule anudāttaṅita ātmanepadam22, the
ātmanepada suffixes are attached if the verbal roots are marked by a low
pitched (anudātta) marker vowel.

Pāṇini also uses the principle of correspondence and instead of men-
tioning individual pairs he correlates collectively two lists of equal length.
17 Despite copious literature on this subject the task is by no means finished. For example,
there are cases where scholars have divergent opinions as to the boundary of a sūtra.
18 Patañjali notes this in (P. 53), see (Joshi and Roodbergen 1986 p. 77).
19 For example, the ajādi group is referred to in the rule अजा त ाप ्॥४.१.४॥ ▶ after ajādi
components and those ending in at, suffix (ṭ)ā(p) is introduced to denote feminine. See the
Gaṇapāṭha in (Katre 1989 p. 1265-1325).
20 See section 4.1.1.
21 िरतनेािधकारः ॥१.३.११॥ ▶ through svarita a domain is marked.
22 अनदुा िङत आ नपेदम ्॥१.३.१२॥ ▶ after anudāttet or ṅit components ātmanepada suffixes
are introduced.
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The convention yathāsaṃkhyamanudeśaḥ samānām23 specifies this. The rule iko
yaṇaci24 is an example. Here ik = [i, u, ṛ, ḷ] and yaṇ = [y, v, r, l] are correlated
respectively.

For the specification of it-markers, Pāṇini makes use of rules.25 More-
over, the names of the sets of phonemes (pratyāhāra) are generated in a
rule-based manner. The convention ādirantyena sahetā26 is used to coin the
names of the collections in a generic manner. Thus, Pāṇini not only attains
brevity by using the acronyms or pratyāhāra instead of using the entire list
every time, but he also generates their names using just one rule.

The employment of several of the techniques mentioned above to achieve
maximum compactness has the consequence that the grammatical corpus
attains a complex structure. This requires commentaries and explanations
to make explicit the encoded information in an unambiguous manner. The
task of formalization of the grammar needs therefore to take this aspect into
consideration.

The formulation of the grammatical system does not furnish in an ex-
plicit manner the process of derivation which involves operations that are
carried out one after the other in a sequential manner. These operations
are conditioned. To execute this process, one would ideally expect that the
next applicable operation is unambiguously specified. It means that there
is a unique operation and all the conditions that are to be satisfied are also
available. A sūtra, however, is not always prescribing a unique operation and
seldom does it have the complete set of conditions mentioned at one place.
For example, the sūtra: kartuḥ kyaṅ salopaśca27 provides for two operations:
introduction of the suffix (k)ya(ṅ) and elision of the final phoneme s. For the
conditions other sūtras like dhātoḥ karmaṇaḥ samānakartṛkādicchāyāṃ vā28 and
supa ātmanaḥ kyac29 etc. need to be taken into account.30

23 यथासं मनदुशेः समानाम ॥्१.३.१०॥ ▶ respective assignment for equal number of elements.
24 इको यणिच ॥६.१.७७॥ ▶ ik is replaced by yaṇ if it is followed by ac.
25 The rules for it markers are: उपदशेऽेजननुािसक इत ॥्१.३.२॥ ▶ in grammatical instruction, an
ac which is anunāsika is it. हल म ॥्१.३.३॥ ▶ hal coming at the end. न िवभ ौ त ु ाः ॥१.३.४॥
▶ but not in vibhakti, the tu, s or m.आिद ञटुडवः ॥१.३.५॥▶ the initial ñi, ṭu and ḍu (of dhātu).
षः ू य ॥१.३.६॥ ▶ ṣ of pratyaya. चटूु ॥१.३.७॥ ▶ cu or ṭu. लश ति त े ॥१.३.८॥ ▶ l, ś and ku of
non taddhita.
26 आिदर ने सहतेा ॥१.१.७१॥ ▶ an initial element together with the final it sound includes
intervening elements.
27 कतःु ङ् सलोप ॥३.१.११॥▶ after kartṛ (k)ya(ṅ) is introduced and the final s is elided (lopa).
28 धातोः कमणः समानकतकृािद ायां वा ॥३.१.७॥▶ after dhātu optionally in case its action is karman
of some dhātu expressing desire and both dhātu have same kartṛ.
29 सपु आ नः च ॥्३.१.८॥ ▶ after sup to express desire for oneself, (k)ya(c) is introduced.
30 For details see (R. N. Sharma 1987 p. 46).
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Here it is important to note that it is not that the grammar does not specify
the conditions, but only that the specification through the sūtra-style is such
that these are distributed at different locations and need to be gathered at
the time of application. This process of bringing all the requisite information
together in one place is carried out by a human user on the basis of her or his
knowledge of the Aṣṭādhyāyī, especially the knowledge of its meta-linguistic
conventions.

In an article published in 1975, Rama Nath Sharma (1975 p. 31-39) dis-
cusses this aspect. He suggests that there is an implicit device which works
via reference to retrieve information necessary for the proper application
of rules. He refers to the employment of domains and recurrences (adhikāra
and anuvṛtti) as well as the use of technical terms, which necessitates the
construction of what he terms as referential indices, so that the required
information can be gathered for the application of rules. In the first volume
of his six volume edition of the Aṣṭādhyāyī he elaborates this idea further
providing ample examples (R. N. Sharma 1987 p. 60-73). It suffices here
to mention that his suggestions are largely an attempt to note down the
(mental) process through which relevant information is gathered in order
to apply the rules of grammar. It is clear that in a formal representation,
which a computer should be able to understand and apply, this process
needs to be made explicit. Although Sharma rightly points out its need and
explains how it can be done following applicational procedure (prakriyā) of
Pāṇini, he does not provide a practical framework inwhich it may be realized.

In contrast to the suggestion put forward by R. N. Sharma (1975 p. 31),
I propose that it is necessary to recast the content and processes of grammar
in a new formal framework. The framework which I intend to introduce
differs from the way in which the Aṣṭādhyāyī is formulated by Pāṇini. The
prime focus of the new formal framework is to integrate the representational
and applicational aspects of grammar. The rules, once recast in the new
framework, can be interpreted and applied in an algorithmic manner and
the derivational process can be carried out with the aid of computer systems.
Another important aspect of the new framework is its non-oral or non-verbal
character in a formal and unambiguous manner. This enables on the one
hand the object and the meta languages to be clearly distinguished, and on
the other hand facilitates computer implementation.

The proposal I make to recast the Aṣṭādhyāyī in terms of a new formal
framework is significant with far reaching consequences for the organization
and presentation of the grammatical corpus. An immediate question arises
here: why should one attempt to represent the Aṣṭādhyāyī in a new frame-
work? Why not keep the Pāṇinian formulation that evinces several formal
features? After all, it follows a systematic and advanced meta-language
which, to a large extent, is employed in an unambiguous and consistent
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manner. Further, looking at the large amount of literature claiming the
Aṣṭādhyāyī to be the oldest and best example of formal representation, it
seems an uninvited exercise.

Despite several advantages—like safeguards against human frailty—
achieved through concise, well knit, verbal aphorisms in which the Aṣṭād-
hyāyī is formulated, its complex meta-language requires an elaborate and
comprehensive apparatus for interpretation and application of the grammat-
ical corpus. The framework in which these are formulated is suitable for oral
transmission and human application of the grammar, but not suitable for its
formal representation and algorithmic application. In the following I will first
discuss the problems of formalization of the Aṣṭādhyāyī, and then introduce
a new formal framework to represent it.

3.2 Formalization of the Pāṇinian corpus: challenges and
possibilities

There are certain practical challenges if one decides to keep to the verbal
framework in which Aṣṭādhyāyī is formulated. First of all, there is no critical
edition of the Aṣṭādhyāyī of Pāṇini or other important earlier texts like
the Mahābhāṣya of Patañjali—in which the Vārttika of Kātyāyana are also
embedded—and later texts like the Kāśikāvṛtti of Jayāditya and Vāmana. All
the pioneering editions in the last two centuries are vulgate editions without
stemma. The issue was recently raised by Michael Witzel in an animated
post to one of the electronic discussion groups, where he bemoaned the lack
of efforts in preparing critical editions of basic Pāṇinian texts.31 Responding
to this scholars like Johannes Bronkhorst downplayed the expectations that
such critical editions might fulfil, for example, to shed some extra light on the
exact date of Pāṇini or issues regarding the later additions of certain portions
of Aṣṭādhyāyī.32 Madhav M. Deshpande, notes that “[T]his debate concerns
a state of the Aṣṭādhyāyī that predates Kātyāyana and Patañjali, and no
manuscript material takes us back to that period”. Therefore, in his opinion
“crucial questions of historicity of various sections within the Aṣṭādhyāyī
cannot be resolved with critical editions based on very late manuscripts.”33

31 See the discussion group: Indo-Eurasian_research (http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
Indo-Eurasian_research/) message 6303 posted onMarch 19, 2007 bywitzel_michael (ac-
cessed on 12.01.2013).
32 Bronkhorst (2008a p. 475-484) supplies a detailed reply to Witzel on this issue.
33 See the discussion group: Indo-Eurasian_research (http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
Indo-Eurasian_research/) message 6311 posted on March 20, 2007 by deshpandem (ac-
cessed on 12.01.2013).
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A joint project, however, is being carried out by École pratique des hautes
études, Paris; Facolta di Studi Orientali, Universita La Sapienza, Rome; and
Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Pune to bring out a critical edition
of the Kāśikāvṛtti.34 In this context, a notable publication is a critical edition
together with translation of a section of Kāśikāvṛtti on pratyāhāras, which is
an edited volume by Pascale Haag and Vincenzo Vergiani (2009). Despite
these ongoing efforts, it would take some years till we have any fully fledged
critical editions of some important early texts on Pāṇinian grammar. And
even then, the question whether it may be helpful in resolving any question
of significance, remains open.35

The exact number of sūtras in the Aṣṭādhyāyī is not fixed. An approxi-
mate count is close to 4000. Moreover, as Hartmut Scharfe (2009 p. 33) notes:
“[W]e have no independent assurance that the division of sūtras in our
traditional text is always the one intended by Pāṇini”. Further, changes in
the boundary of rules may lead to differences in the number and divisions
of the sūtras. Sometimes a sūtra, which is traditionally given as one single
rule, is divided into two for explaining the formation of certain words
which otherwise are likely to be stamped as ungrammatical formations. This
technique is called yogavibhāga and sūtrabheda (Abhyankar 1974 p. 318,432).
Joshi and Roodbergen (1991 p. 20-23), for instance, split the rule saṃbuddhau
śākalyasyetāvanārṣe36 into two parts: saṃbuddhau śākalyasya and itau anārṣe and
combine the two rules uñaḥ37 and ūḶ38 into one.

There is, thus, no clarity about whether the verbal formulation of the
grammatical system is without corruption. Even if one decides to begin with
the grammatical corpus as laid down in modern editions of Aṣṭādhyāyī, and
agrees on a standard version,39 several major problems still persist which

34 For more information, see: http://bori.ac.in/manuscript\_department.html (ac-
cessed on 12.01.2015).
35 Johannes Bronkhorst (2008a p. 482) remarks: “My expectation is that, even if all Pāṇinīyas
were to mend their ways and spend their time making critical editions, and even if Witzel
were to live to see the result, he might not find in (or through) these editions the answers
he is looking for. To find these answers, other ways may have to be explored.”
36 सबं ु ौ शाक तेावनाष ॥१.१.१६॥ ▶ according to Śākalya o(t) is termed pragṛhya if it is sam-
buddhi and when iti that is not Vedic (ārṣa) follows.
37 उञः ॥१.१.१७॥ ▶ according to Śākalya u(ñ) is termed pragṛhya when iti that is not Vedic
(ārṣa) follows.
38 ऊँ ॥१.१.१८॥ ▶ according to Śākalya anunāsika ū replaces u(ñ) when iti that is not Vedic
(ārṣa) follows and it is termed pragṛhya.
39 There are different readings in modern editions as well and the task to prepare a stan-
dard version would be a time intensive exercise. Some efforts in this direction are made by
Wiebke Petersen and Norbert Endres under the project “Pratyāhāras or features? A qualita-
tive analysis of phonological descriptive techniques—a comparison of Pāṇini’s pratyāhāras
and phonological features” (Personal communication). Project website: http://panini.
phil.hhu.de/?section=home (accessed: 22.02.2013).
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have more to do with the nature of the Aṣṭādhyāyī then the non-availability
of its critical edition.

The rules of Aṣṭādhyāyī are not always stated in an explicit manner
and require ample interpretation for their comprehension and application.
The grammatical corpus needs to be supplimented with missing expressions,
examples, counter examples etc. It is only then that it can be put to use.
Mere recitation of the grammatical corpus (or in our case, inputting it in the
computer) does not suffice. Not even resolving the sandhis and identifying
the individual words. A user must exercise logical interpretations based on
her or his knowledge of the grammatical system and the meta-linguistic
conventions employed in the formulation of this system, in order to be able
to apply it. Patañjali points out this in the following lines:

It is not that one derives linguistic expressions only through rules of grammar. Then
how are the linguistic expressions derived? Through rules of grammar together with
reasoned explanations (vyākhyāna). Now, if it is to be said that reasoned explanation
is nothing but rules separated into constituent parts, then it is not correct, because it
is not just dissected words such as vṛddhiḥ āt aic (of a rule like vṛddhirādaic40). What,
then, is reasoned explanation? It consists of examples, counter examples, completion
of statements by filling themissing words. Reasoned explanation is all this combined
together.41

It follows that one needs to provide mechanisms for incorporating the
reasoned explanation (vyākhyāna) as well, if the formalization is to be put
to application. This, however, is not exhaustively mentioned in the rules of
grammar. In other words, the grammatical corpus of Aṣṭādhyāyī does not
explicitly incorporate the understanding of its application. Therefore, for the
purpose of application of grammar, mere rules of Aṣṭādhyāyī are not enough.

Another problem which makes the task of formalization of the Pāṇinian
grammar difficult is the lack of consistent application of its meta-linguistic
conventions. This point can be best presented through the detailed study of
the principles of anuvṛtti (carrying over of earlier components to subsequent
rules) by S. D. Joshi and Saroja Bhate. It shows that although the conventions
for anuvṛtti hold good for a number of rules, there are several counter
examples. To quote Joshi and Bhate (1984 p. 252):

The conventions of anuvṛtti, which are called rules in a loose sense, are valid in the
majority of cases. We do not claim that they are valid in each and every case. […]
There are counterexamples which go against the conventions of anuvṛtti, yet themost
salient fact about the assumption of these conventions is that they can not be given
up, even in the face of apparent counterexamples. These contradictory examples do

40 विृ रादचै ॥्१.१.१॥ ▶ vṛddhi stands for āt and aic.
41 न िह सऽूतः एव श ा ितप ।े क त ह। ा ानतः च। नन ु च तदवे सऽूं िवगहृीतं ा ान ं भवित। न केवलािन
चचापदािन ा ान ं विृ ः आत ऐ्च इ्ित। क त ह। उदाहरणं ू दुाहरणं वा ा ाहारः इित एत मिुदतं ा ान ं भवित।
(P. 122-124).
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not disprove our conventions. Thereforewe claim that the apparent counterexamples
are clearly manifestations of later insertions.

The reasonwhy Joshi and Bhate do not want to give up the conventions is that
otherwise the functioning of the grammatical system would be impossible.
At the same time the presence of counter-examples shows the impediments
to the process of formalization. On the basis of the inconsistencies in the
systematic use of the principles of anuvṛtti, they propose later insertions of
rules in the Aṣṭādhyāyī. In particular, they point out that insertion of the
Vedic rules and nipātana rules, the rules dealing with samāsa and taddhita
formations leads to the irregularities in the application of the conventions of
anuvṛtti.

The hypothesis that there must be successive additions is further cor-
roborated by the presence of “conflicting and incompatible elements in
different parts of the text”. In this regard, the following remark of Joshi and
Bhate (1984 p. 253) is significant:

For instance, the same suffix is referred to differently. The instrumental suffix (ṭ)ā
(4.1.2) is reffered to as ā(ṅ) in 7.3.105 and 7.3.120. The accusative dual suffix au(ṭ)
is referred to as au(ṅ) in 7.1.18. The Aṣṭādhyāyī (for instance, 7.2.9) refers to cer-
tain elements which are not prescribed in its basic layer. Instead of the genetive
case, the nominative is used in the samāsa-section to indicate that A becomes B (i.e.
sthānyādeśabhāva).

Even if one is ready to ignore or amend the irregularities in consistent applica-
tion of themeta-level conventions, it does not suffice for a direct formalization
of the corpus of Aṣṭādhyāyī. The reason for this lies in the very nature of some
of these conventions. As an example, one may quote a few of the principles
specified by Joshi and Bhate in case of anuvṛtti:

Sometimes to have a proper interpretation of the rule the locative case is to be changed
into the nominative. (Convention no. 18c). Topics or sections need not necessarily
be introduced by the section-heading rules. They can be understood on the basis of
Pāṇini’s style of phrasing the rules. (Convention no. 16l). If the same section heading
(adhikāra) occurs in different sections, it must have some reason to do so. (Convention
no. 18k).42

An examination of the above conventions makes it evident that although
many of them are conducive for recognizing certain patterns in the formula-
tion of the rules, they are not sufficient for a formal representation which a
computer can understand and implement.

One further handicap is the language of the Aṣṭādhyāyī itself. The grammat-
ical corpus is in Sanskrit. This means, the rules of the grammar are applied
to the language of the grammar as well. Yet they are applied selectively and
not in a consequent manner. Not all the rules that are applied for formation

42 For the list of these conventions, see (Joshi and Bhate 1984 p. 271-279).
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of linguistic expressions are applied in the formulation of grammatical
expressions. In the words of S. D. Joshi and J. A. F. Roodbergen (1991 p. 2):

Pāṇini’s sūtra-language differs from ordinary, literary Sanskrit in this that the rules
followed in this type of Sanskrit are not necessarily applied to the sūtra-language also.
In literary Sanskrit a samāhāradvandva ending in /-c/ takes the samāsānta-suffix (ṭ)a(c)
(5.4.106).43 For instance, vāktvācam “the aggregate of voice and skin”. But this rule is
not applied to ādaic. An important reason for not applying Pāṇini’s own rules to his
own sūtra-language is the concern to keep the expression clear and unambiguous.

In other words, the rules of Aṣṭādhyāyī are applied to the language of Aṣṭād-
hyāyī only as long as clarity of the grammatical corpus is not undermined.

Another problem is the loss of meta-linguistic information, especially
the accentuation and nasalization of the grammatical elements. According to
the convention svaritenādhikāraḥ44 a circumflex accent (svarita) indicates the
beginning of a domain (adhikāra). But as P. S. Subrahmanyam (1999 p. 182)
notes:

The technical use of the circumflex accent was lost in later times along with the gen-
eral loss of accent in the language. The author of Kāśikā (7th century A.D.) acknowl-
edges this loss when he remarks: pratijñāsvaritāḥ pāṇinīyāḥ which amounts to saying
“the circumflex accent is understood to be present only there where the Pāṇinian
scholars think that it should be present”.

Moreover, the question as to which vowel of an adhikāra-sūtra is accented is
also not clear. According to Subrahmanyam (1999 p. 182):

Patañjali did not touch this problem. But the author of the Kāśikā and his commen-
tators (i.e. the authors of the Padamañjarī and Nyāsa) think that all the vowels of an
adhikāra-sūtra have the circumflex accent.

The same problem is faced once one wants to decide which sounds in a
component are it-markers. The meta-rule upadeśe’janunāsika it45 says that the
nasal vowels of a component should be an it-marker. But the nasalization
of vowels in the original instruction was also lost and Kāśikāvṛtti notes
that “the Pāṇinīyas decide about the nasalization on the basis of established
agreement on this”.46 Similarly, accents (udātta, anudātta and svarita) were
also used to mark the verbal roots. In this case as well, the accentuation
was lost and later grammarians had to make separate lists of roots carrying
these accent markers.47 Meta-rules also do not cover all the eventualities.
The set of meta-rules specifying the sounds that are it-markers in the original

43 ा दुषहा ा माहारे ॥५.४.१०६॥▶ the suffix (ṭ)a(c) is introduced after a dvandva compound
ending in cu, d, ṣ or h provided it expresses collection.
44 िरतनेािधकारः ॥१.३.११॥ ▶ through svarita a domain is marked.
45 उपदशेऽेजननुािसक इत ॥्१.३.२॥ ▶ in grammatical instruction, an ac which is anunāsika is it.
46 ूित ाऽननुािस ाः पािणनीयाः। (KV on 1.3.2).
47 In the Dhātupāṭha the listing is sub-categorized under udāttāḥ, udātta-itaḥ, anudātta-itaḥ,
svarita-itaḥ etc. See, for example, (Katre 1989 p. 1173-1200).
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instruction do not include all the cases.48 Kātyāyana notes this fact and
suggests that the group ir added at the end of verbal bases in the Dhātupāṭha
should be called it.49 Patañjali gives rudh(ir) as an example, and clarifies
that it is not enough to designate i and r one after another as markers, but
the entire group ir should be deleted together.50 It follows that one can not
depend upon the meta-linguistic rules to decide the it-markers. An explicit
annotation is necessary.

The arguments noted above confirm that the strong version of the for-
malization hypothesis is not tenable. In other words, it would not be possible
to input the text of Aṣṭādhyāyī and get as output a formal representation
which a computer program can understand or implement. This does not
negate the fact that Aṣṭādhyāyī is itself an attempt to present the grammatical
system in a formal manner. Still, it was meant for oral transmission and
human application.51 It would be anachronistic to expect that it should also
fit the requirements of machines developed some two-and-a-half millenia
later. Moreover, any such claim would ignore the efforts of both later
Pāṇinīyas and the works of modern researchers to amend, explain and bring
consistency in the corpus through several conventions.

3.2.1 Possibility of formalization of the grammatical system

The problems faced while attempting to provide a formal representation
of the corpus of Aṣṭādhyāyī in a direct manner lead one to look for other
ways. Here the following differentiations need to be recognized. Firstly, it
is necessary to differentiate between the system and the framework within
which this system is articulated. Secondly, it is important to distinguish
between the oral/verbal framework in which Aṣṭādhyāyī is formulated and a
formal framework which a computer program expects. Finally, it is essential
to recognize the features of an organizational framework in contradistinction
to the characteristics of an applicational framework. As these distinctions

48 The following rules specify it-markers: उपदशेऽेजननुािसक इत ्॥१.३.२॥ ▶ in grammatical in-
struction, an ac which is anunāsika is it. हल म ्॥१.३.३॥ ▶ hal coming at the end. न िवभ ौ
त ु ाः ॥१.३.४॥▶ but not in vibhakti, the tu, s or m.आिद ञटुडवः ॥१.३.५॥▶ the initial ñi, ṭu and
ḍu (of dhātu). षः ू य ॥१.३.६॥ ▶ ṣ of pratyaya. चटूु ॥१.३.७॥ ▶ cu or ṭu. लश ति त े ॥१.३.८॥
▶ l, ś and ku of non taddhita.
49 V 4 on 1.3.7.
50 See (Joshi and Roodbergen 1994 p. 14). Pāṇini refers to entities with ir as it-markers in इिरतो
वा ॥३.१.५७॥ ▶ After irit dhātu replace (c)l[i] through a(ṅ) optionally before parasmaipada
substitutes of l(u)(ṅ) expressing kartṛ.
51 For arguments that the Aṣṭādhyāyī was developed keeping only oral representational
apparatus at hand see also (P. 155-163) in (Joshi and Roodbergen 1986 p. 40).
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are central to my approach for providing a formal representation of the
Aṣṭādhyāyī, I examine them briefly.

The first distinction—namely between the system and the framework—
corresponds to the difference between the questions as to what is being told
and how it is being expressed. In the present case the questions would be:
what is the grammatical system and how is it presented in the grammatical
corpus. The conventions throughwhich a framework is regulated correspond
to the meta-linguistic conventions of the Aṣṭādhyāyī.

As an example, consider the use of it-markers. In the corpus of Aṣṭād-
hyāyī Pāṇini invests specific grammatical characteristics to the constituent
components by attaching marker sounds to them. The Pāṇinian term for
these indicators is “it” (meaning: that which goes away or disappears) and
the commentators use the term anubandha as well.52 The it-markers are not a
part of the actual form of the components and are deleted unconditionally.53
Their temporary character is noted by Patañjali who compares them with a
crow perched on a house:

If someone asks now, “from among the two houses, which one is the house of De-
vadatta”, one can say “that on which the crow is perching”. And later, even if the
identifying mark of that house is no more, once the crow flies away, the questioner
recognizes the house.54

The above remark of Patañjali points out that even after the it-markers are
deleted, their identifying character is retained or saved by the user in her or
his memory. Why must they then be deleted at all? Several problems may
otherwise arise.

Firstly, marker sounds increase the number of phonemes in a compo-
nent. This poses a difficulty where, for example, components with only
one phoneme are allowed. Therefore, a meta-rule is formulated which says
that while counting the number of phonemes, the markers should not be
counted.55

Secondly, markers may influence the final phoneme of a component.
For example, the root dai(p) in fact ends with ai and not p. It is important
to delete the marker sound p otherwise the long vowel substitute ā can

52 This term “was chosen for mute significatory letters by ancient grammarians probably
on account of the analogy of anubandha paśu, tied down at sacrifices to the post and subse-
quently slaughtered” (Abhyankar 1986 p. 25). Cf., e.g., MB on 1.1.26.
53 Their unconditional elision is provided by the rule: त लोपः ॥१.३.९॥ ▶ its elision (takes
place).
54 कतरत ्दवेद गहृम ्। अदः यऽ असौ काकः इित । उ ितत े काके यिद अिप न ं त गहंृ भवित अ तः तं उ शें
जानाित ।(MB on 1.1.26). Translation with minor variations from (Subrahmanyam 1999 p. 92).
55 नानबु कृतम अ्नकेा म (्PŚ. 6).
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not replace the final sound ai of the verbal root as prescribed by the rule
ādeca upadeśe’śiti56. An extra meta-rule is stated to clarify this. It posits that
while looking at components endingwith ec themarkers should be ignored.57

Thirdly, markers also change the form of the components and may cause
problem while deciding the similarity in form of two components. For
example, the suffixes (k)a and a(ṇ) have the same form only if one ignores the
markers. Therefore, an extra meta-rule is mentioned which says that while
deciding the (dis)similarity of forms, markers should be ignored.58

As is evident, these problems are because of the fact that the addition
of markers changes the form of the components. Grammatical conditions,
however, take the form of a component without markers into consideration
and therefore, they must be unconditionally deleted immediately after their
introduction in the derivational process. Their effect or function, however,
must be remembered.

This takes us to the second distinction, namely between the oral and
formal frameworks. The critical question is how to record or represent the
grammatical information in a formal framework. The text of Aṣṭādhyāyī was
recited and then later put in writing in more than one script. The step which
is needed for representing oral text in a written corpus needs to be taken
further to represent it in a formal framework. Continuing with the example,
the marker sounds which in roman transliterations of the corpus are noted by
capital letters59, or bold face letters60, or put into brackets61, can be recorded
as an attribute attached with the corresponding component.

In the new framework, it-markers are represented as attributes attached to
the form of corresponding components. Instead of mentioning it at the form
level and thusmixing it with the form of the constituent components, they are
placed at the content level together with other attributes.62 For example, the
markers ṇ and k attached with the phonetic form of the suffixes a(ṇ) and (k)a
are not stored at the form level but at the content level as attributes ṇit and kit.

Separating the two levels and maintaining this distinction in the repre-
56 आदचे उपदशेऽेिशित ॥६.१.४५॥ ▶ āt replaces ec occuring at the end of verbal roots enunciated
in the original recitation, except when a suffix with ś as it-marker follows.
57 नानबु कृतम अ्नजे म (्PŚ. 7).
58 नानबु कृतम अ्सा म (्PŚ. 8). This decision is important for application of the suffixe (k)a
as an exception to the suffix a(ṇ). See (Subrahmanyam 1999 p. 187).
59 Sumitra M. Katre’s edition of the Aṣṭādhyāyī (1989) uses this convention as also the vol-
umes by S. D. Joshi and J. A. F. Roodbergen (1975) etc.
60 George Cardona (1997) follows this in his edition.
61 This is used by P. S. Subrahmanyam (1999).
62 See section 2.2.1 for the form and content levels.
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sentation of grammar has several advantages. The meta-rules mentioned
in (PŚ. 6-8) are now redundant. The Pāṇinian rule tasya lopaḥ63 becomes
redundant as well. This is because the marker attribute now being at the
content level does not change the form of the component. Moreover, there
are instances when a component with a marker looses its marker and is
used without it. In other words, sometimes a particular marker is removed
although originally it constitutes a part of the component. Thus by the rule
na ktvā seṭ64 the it-marker k is removed. This is easily executed by removing
the corresponding attribute kit from the component.

Further, the new representation also makes it possible to take care of
situations where the characteristic of having a marker is carried over to
a component, although the marker sound is not expressedly attached
to it. For example, the rule sārvadhātukamapit65 says that a sārvadhātuka
suffix which is not pit (or not marked with p) is as if ṅit (or marked with
ṅ). This amounts to attaching the attribute ṅit to the appropriate component.66

At this point one may ask whether I am suggesting a new jargon to
note down the Aṣṭādhyāyī? This is not the case for the following reasons:
firstly, it is not that I am only providing new transliteration conventions or
merely inputting the corpus into the computer. Such efforts provide for edi-
tions which only human readers can read, interpret and apply. On the other
hand, a formal representation renders the grammar in such a manner that an
algorithm can read, interpret and apply it. Secondly, in order to achieve this,
the applicational aspects of the grammar need to be incorporated with the
organizational concerns. Aṣṭādhyāyī is formulated with the aim of optimal
organization of the grammatical content and processes. Its application is left
to the user. This is natural as the prime concern was to record the information
and since the system is learnt by a student, its application is not explicitly
stated.

However, it does not mean that Aṣṭādhyāyī is oblivious to application.
The rules are specified in an operational set-up, where the derivational
process is carried out. The rules of Tripādī, or last three sections of the final
chapter of Aṣṭādhyāyī, have a clear procedural thrust as well.

It is much later in the 14th and 15th centuries CE that the task of reor-
ganization of the Aṣṭādhyāyī with procedural application (prakriyā) as its
main focus was taken up. The two most important texts which attempt this
are the Prakriyākaumudī of Rāmacandra (late 14th-15th cent.) followed by

63 त लोपः ॥१.३.९॥ ▶ its elision (takes place).
64 न ा सटे ्॥१.२.१८॥ ▶ (k)tvā together with i(ṭ) looses kit.
65 सावधातकुमिपत ॥्१.२.४॥ ▶ sārvadhātuka pratyaya, if not pit, are assigned ṅit.
66 In the Aṣṭādhyāyī the rules 1.2.1 to 1.2.26 provide for the assignment of it-attributes.
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the Siddhāntakaumudī of Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita (late 16th-17th cent.). Both of them
rearrange the sūtras of theAṣṭādhyāyī for the purpose of derivation of forms.67

The approaches of grammarians like Rāmacandra and Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita
however are not without problems. Pāṇinian sūtras make sense only in
their original context. A sūtra is not an independent unit and for the sake
of application several inter-connected sūtras need to be taken into account.
A reorganization disturbs the original contextual location of the sūtras.
This takes us to the third distinction, namely, how some information is
organized, i.e. the organizational framework and how it can be put to use,
i.e. the applicational framework. A formal representation takes care of both
aspects and records them in an explicit and non-ambiguous manner. This
facilitates an implementation through a computer program. Keeping the
above distinctions in mind, I propose the following hypothesis.

Weak version of the formalization hypothesis: The Aṣṭādhyāyī in its
current formulation cannot be formalized directly but the grammatical
structure which it encapsulates can be reformulated in a formal framework.
The formalized reformulation can then serve as an input to a computer
program that can interpret and implement it.

3.3 Specification of the formal framework

The discussions in the previous sections show that a formal framework needs
to be developed in order to represent the content and processes of Aṣṭādhyāyī
if one wants logical systems to interpret and apply it. An important feature
of such a framework has to be a clear distinction and separation between the
content of the grammar and the manner in which it is formulated. In other
words, the framework should be independent of the content of grammar.
It should only facilitate the representation of the structures and the system,
without in any way influencing them.

There are two basic concepts upon which the present framework is based.
The first concept is that any given whole can be analyzed into components. The
second is the idea that any given entity can be described through a number
of characterizing attributes.

While proposing themanner inwhich the grammatical elements—namely the
components, attributes and meaning-expressions—should be represented

67 Compared to the earlier attempt of Rāmacandra, Bhaṭṭoji Dīkṣita covers all rules of the
Aṣṭādhyāyī and follows them consequently. See (Houben 2008 p. 563-574).
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in the new framework, the way in which they are employed during the
process of derivation is also taken into account. Similarly, the simulation of
the derivational process takes into consideration the manner in which the
grammatical elements are represented. The focus, therefore, is to integrate
the organizational and applicational aspects of grammar.

As discussed in section 2.3 the derivational process demands a mecha-
nism through which the changing forms and contents of the grammatical
elements can be tracked in a convenient manner. Equally important is to keep
track of the process of derivation, i.e. the previous stages attained during the
process, and record them in a manner so that they can be consulted when
deciding the future steps. Moreover, central to the Pāṇinian process is the
interaction with the user. While specifying the formal framework, these
general guidelines need to be taken into consideration.

The new framework which I put forward is designed to represent the
categories and processes outlined in the previous chapter about the gram-
matical system. Three kinds of basic elements are proposed:
1. The constituent components pi of the language.
2. The diverse attributes ak which are either explicitlymentioned or some-

times implicitly used in the grammar.
3. The copious meaning-expressions xm

j that encode a multitude of infor-
mation which is external to the grammatical system.

While attributes and meaning-expressions work at the content-level, the form
of a component is of utmost relevance for the derivation of the linguistic ex-
pressions. This is depicted in the following diagram.

xfpfi

xmakpmi xm
j

Σf

Σm

There are two fundamental processes in this formulation.
1. Specification of the components. A component is characterized by asso-

ciating the information from the content level. Thus, some meaning can
be established through usage pmi , or some grammatical attribute ak may
be attached to it, or some meaning-expression xm

j may be associated with
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it. Further, some specific form—e.g. presence of some phonetic feature—
characterizes a component as well.

2. Combination of the components. This involves introduction of new com-
ponents in the derivational process.

3.3.1 Representing a component

The first task is to specify how the constituent components can be represented.
For this purpose it is necessary to look into how these are formulated within
the corpus of Aṣṭādhyāyī and whether the new representation adequately
incorporates all the aspects of Pāṇinian formulations.

In section 2.2.1 we have seen that the constituent components pi of a
linguistic expression x consist of two levels, namely the form and the content
levels. At the form level these are clearly made up of a sequence of sound
units. An obvious manner to represent them would be a sequence or list. For
example, the component bhū can be seen as a sequence of two sounds bh and
ū which is represented as

[bh, ū]
Aṣṭādhyāyī contains “the first enunciation” (upadeśa) of the constituent com-
ponents of Sanskrit.68 Looking from the perspective of the form level one can
speak of two distinct parts in the Aṣṭādhyāyī according to the two fundamen-
tal types of the constituent components—the basic sounds and secondly their
sequences.
1. In the beginning of the Aṣṭādhyāyī the first part enumerates the funda-

mental sounds. These listings are called the Śivasūtras.
2. The rest of the Aṣṭādhyāyī enunciates components of the language which

are a sequence of one or more basic sounds. These collections are called
the Sūtrapāṭha, the Dhātupāṭha and the Gaṇapāṭha.

The listing of vowels in the Śivasūtras corresponds to a group of sounds and
each one of them is further specified by additional attributes. For example,
the sound a stands for several variations of this fundamental sound, namely
short (hrasva) /a/, long (dīrgha) /a/ etc. If one represents a sound through
a set, then the general sound /a/ would be represented by {a} and the long
vowel /ā/ by {a, dīrgha}. In other words, adding more attributes to the set
68 The word upadeśa refers to the original or first instruction of the grammatical compo-
nents in the corpus before it enters and changes its form through the derivational process
(prakriyā). For a detailed study on the concept of upadeśa in Sanskrit grammar see (Biswal
1996).
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which represents a sound would result in further restricting and specifying
a particular sound. Thus, {a, dīrgha, udātta, anunāsika} denotes a particular,
more specific instance of the vowel /a/.

A sound can be represented through a set consisting of a fundamental-
sound and a number of other characterizing attributes. It should be
noted that within a set representing any sound, there can be exactly one
fundamental-sound. In the following, I will call such a set a sound-set.

In the above example, the fundamental sound is /a/ and the characterizing at-
tributes are dīrgha, udātta etc. The Śivasūtras provide the set of fundamental-
sounds.
{a, i, u, ṛ, ḷ, e, o, ai, au, h, y, v, r, l, ñ, m, ṅ, ṇ, n, jh, bh, gh, ḍh, dh, j, b, g, ḍ, d,

kh, ph, ch, ṭh, th, c, ṭ, t, k, p, ś, ṣ, s, h}
The form of any constituent component of a linguistic expression can now be
represented as a sequence of sound-sets. Consider again the example of the
component bhū. It can be represented as a sequence of two sound-sets:

bhū = [{bh}, {u, dīrgha, udātta}]
This representation allows one to include any number of attributes that may
characterize the sounds. The attributes that are associated with a sound in-
clude phonetic and phonological features.69 Thus, one can include other at-
tributes e.g. the attribute vowel for which the Pāṇinian term is ac.

bhū = [{bh}, {u, dīrgha, udātta, ac}]
In this manner the information which is specific to a particular sound can be
incorporated in the corresponding sound-set.

Some information, however, is shared by more than one sounds. For
example, the attribute dhātu (verbal root) is valid for both sounds of this
component. Accordingly, this attribute can be included in both sound-sets.

bhū = [{bh, dhātu}, {u, ac, dīrgha, udātta, dhātu}]
The sound-sets in a sequence share those attributes that are common to them.
The presence of the attribute dhātu in both of these sets indicates that both of
them in this sequence are part of dhātu or a verbal root.

In the above sequence of sound-sets, thus far, there is no reference to

69 For an introduction to feature systems see (Clark, Yallop and Fletcher 2007 p. 372-390).
James Stanton Bare (1980) has studied the system of features implicit in the Aṣṭādhyāyī.
Interpretations of the Pāṇinīyas on the question of nearness (āntaratamya) is discussed by
Robert A. Hueckstedt (1995).
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bhū, the original component which is being represented here. This informa-
tion can be included by adding bhū to both the sound-sets that form a part of
this component.

X = [{bh, dhātu, bhū}, {u, ac, dīrgha, udātta, dhātu, bhū}]
The linguistic component can now be summarised as X, and all the informa-
tion can be gathered by the sound-sets that are contained in it.70

The above example leads us to specify a general representation for the
components.

X = [{sd1, a1, a2, …}, {sd2, a1, a17, a43, …}, {sdi, ak , …}, …]

Here, X is a sequence of sets. Each set consists of exactly one key from the
collection of fundamental sounds. Thus, the first set has sd1, the second sd2
etc. Further, each sound-set may have a number of attributes. Thus the first
sound-set has attributes a1 and a2 etc. It should be noted that the unique
fundamental sounds in each sound-set represent the basic phonetic form of
that unit, and the attributes comprehend the characteristics shared commonly
among several sound-sets or which are individual to a particular sound-set.
For example, the attribute a1 is common to the first two sound-sets and a2 is
unique to the first sound-set.71

Within the new framework, each element, i.e. the constituent compo-
nents, attributes or meaning-expressions are assigned a unique identifier or
an ID. There is an ID

• for every sound, like /a/ (ID: a_0), /i/ (ID: i_0), /u/ (ID: u_0) etc.
• for the phonetic form of every component: a (ID: a_2), bhū (ID: bhU_a),
(ś)a(p) (ID: zap_0), ti(p) (ID: tip_0) etc.

• for the attributes: vṛddhi (ID: vRddhi_0), dhātu (ID: dhAtu_0) etc.
• for meaning-expressions: vartamāna (ID: vartamAna_x), and
• for lexical content: bālaka (ID: bAlaka_x).
Assignment of an ID ensures a non-ambiguous identification of the elements
of grammar. For example, the substitute suffix a (ID: a_2) is distinguished
from the phoneme /a/ (ID: a_0) on the basis of their IDs. However, for the
sake of readability, I will not display the underlying IDs.
70 There are a number of other attributes that are needed to be included in order to have
complete information about the component bhū, e.g., that it is part of the first group of
verbal roots etc.
71 Thus far, only one constraint is mentioned—namely the presence of exactly one of the
fundamental sounds in each of the sound-sets. In due course, other constraints will be men-
tioned that are imposed by the grammar to specify particular components.
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The components of any linguistic expression specified in the Pāṇinian corpus
can be represented in terms of a sequence of sound-sets. Each of the sound-
sets in such a sequence consists of exactly one ID from the set of fundamental-
sounds. Further, it contains a number of other IDs corresponding to other at-
tributes and meaning-expressions. Moreover, if this sound-set is part of some
specific component, then this information is also incorporated by including
the ID of that component with it. Within the new framework, such sequences
of sound-sets are termed as language-components and can be defined as fol-
lows.
A language-component corresponds to any component of grammar and
is a sequence of one or more sound-sets.

One of the features of the grammatical system specified in the previous chap-
ter was the attachment of the attribute to some component.

pfi

ak

In the above diagram, the attribute ak is attached to the form of the compo-
nents pfi . The present framework implements the attachment of the attributes
in the following manner. If the form of some component has the sounds sd1,
sd2 etc., then the attributes that are common to them are attached with each
of the constituting sounds and are included in the respective sound-sets.

pfi : sd1 sd2 sdi

ak

The lexical meaning pmi as well as the meaning-expressions xm
j associated

with some component are recorded in a similar manner. Thus, if a lexical
meaning is connected with some component, then it is connected to each
sound-set of that component.

In the following section I will provide examples to demonstrate that the
components specified in the grammatical corpus of Aṣṭādhyāyī can be
adequately represented in the new framework. Moreover, I will also point
out how the Pāṇinian articulation differs from the new one, but at the same
time all the information needed for grammatical processing is aslo included
in my representation.
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In the Pāṇinian formulation the fundamental sounds are represented
directly. The new framework stores them through a sound-set with a unique
identifier. Moreover, the phonetic attributes are stored explicitly through
attribute IDs.
1. The sound /a/ in the Aṣṭādhyāyī will be equivalent to {a_0}. The long

variation ā is equivalent to {a_0, dIrgha_0}. Pāṇini attaches the marker
sound /t/ to restrict the time duration.72 Thus Pāṇinian āt is equivalent
to {a_0, dIrgha_0} and at is equivalent to {a_0, hrasva_0}. One can also
record the Pāṇinian attribute for short or long /a/, namely at or āt by
including the IDs at_1 or At_2 to the corresponding sound-set. Thus {a_0,
dIrgha_0, At_2} incorporates the information that the sound is called āt
by Pāṇini. Inclusion of this information is redundant to some extent, but I
include it to record the Pāṇinian term and to be able to correlate with the
corpus of the Aṣṭādhyāyī.

2. Sounds like the nasal sound ṃ or the aspirated sound ḥ are not listed
explicitly in the Śivasūtra but are referred to in the grammar by their
names: anusvāra for ṃ and visarjanīya for ḥ. The new formulation in-
cludes the surface form of the sounds named through anusvāra or vis-
arjanīya. Thus, the corresponding sound-sets are {M_1, anusvAra_0} and
{H_1, visarjanIya_0}.

3. In the Pāṇinian formulation the constituent components can have addi-
tional indicatory sounds, namely the it-markers. These are attached either
at the beginning or at the end of the base form of a component. For exam-
ple, the suffix ti(p) consists of the sound p as marker at the end. Similarly,
the infix (ś)a(p) has a marker sound ś in the beginning and p at the end.
Sometimes more than one sound is added at the end or in the beginning,
for example, yuj(ir) or (ḍu)krī(ñ).73 In the new framework, themarkers are
included as an attribute. For example:

ti(p) ∼= [{t, pit}, {i, hrasva, pit}]
(ś)a(p) ∼= [{a, hrasva, śit, pit}]

yuj(ir) ∼= [{y, irit}, {u, hrasva, irit}, {j, irit}]
Thus, ti(p) is a component with the attribute pit i.e. “having p as it”. Sim-
ilarly, (ś)a(p) is śit and pit and yuj(ir) is irit. The sign ∼= refers to partial
equivalence of the Pāṇinian component in the new formal framework.

72 तपर ाल ॥१.१.७०॥▶ an ac followed by themarker t stands for sounds having the same
time duration.
73 VidyaNiwasMisra (1966) provides a list of these markers and the “functional load” asso-
ciated with them. P. S. Subrahmanyam (1999 p. 92-108) uses the term indicators and notes
them as well. All such marker sounds are represented by ( ) brackets in our writing conven-
tion.
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4. Within the Pāṇinian system, a sound can disappear, i.e. it can cease to be
manifest at the audible level or the form level. The rule adarśanaṃ lopaḥ74
states that the result of the attribute lopa is “non-appearance” (adarśana)
of a sound. The same is the case with luk, ślu and lup which are attached
only to suffixes.75 The presence of attributes like lopa, luk, ślu and lup
would imply that the corresponding sound-set is invisible or mute at the
form level.

5. It is sometimes difficult to pronounce the constituent components as they
consist only of consonant clusters without a vowel. In such cases, a vowel
is added for facilitating pronunciation. This is necessary for an oral cor-
pus. For example, the augmentation n[u](m) where the vowel u is just for
the sake of pronunciation. In the printed edition, these are noted within
square brackets [ ]. Within the new framework, this information is redun-
dant although it is stored for the sake of exact reproduction of the compo-
nents in the original corpus.

Within the new framework, a component of any linguistic expression is rep-
resented in terms of a language-component, which is modeled as a sequence
of sound-sets. These components can be seen as units of an inflected word.

For example, the word paṭhati has components paṭh(a), (ś)a(p), ti(p) etc.
Although the derivational manuals like Prakriyākaumudī and Siddhānta-
kaumudī provide for derivation of individual words, the Pāṇinian system
of Sanskrit grammar and especially its process of derivation functions not
at the level of individual words, but at the level of an entire sentence. In the
new framework, this aspect is taken care of by introducing the concept of a
sentence and defining it as follows.

A sentence is a sequence of one or more language-components.

At this point it is important tomention that the above definition of a sentence
refers to the collection of language-components within the new framework. It
should not be confused with the linguistic definition of a sentence and should
only be viewed as a sort of container in which the language-components can
be stored in a sequential manner.

74 अदशनं लोपः ॥१.१.६०॥ ▶ non-appearance is termed lopa.
75 ू य  ुपः ॥१.१.६१॥ ▶ non-appearance of a suffix is termed luk, ślu and lup.
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3.3.2 Comprehending the dynamics of the derivational process

Thus far, a framework for representation of the Pāṇinian components has been
introduced. The grammatical corpus not only provides the constituents of a
linguistic expression but also the processes to combine them. This synthe-
sis takes place in a number of steps. Within the traditional Pāṇinian frame-
work this process is carried out by a personwho takes decisions regarding the
choices of introducing the new components. As mentioned earlier, the deriva-
tional process is guided by
1. the intention (vivakṣā) of the speaker, and
2. the constraints of the grammatical system, which involves

a. consistency of the derivational state
b. its saturation, and
c. its completion.

The new framework takes care of both the human and the grammatical
aspects of the derivational processes.

Consider the example of derivation of the Sanskrit expression bālakaḥ
paṭhati (a boy reads) worked out in the previous chapter. The first step is the
introduction of the constituent components bālaka and paṭh(a). Their repre-
sentation in the new framework would be in terms of a sentence consisting
of two language-components: if X1 is the language-component for bālaka
and X2 for paṭh(a) then depending upon their mutual order, the sentence S is
given by a sequence of X1 and X2.

S = [X1, X2]
Further, each language-component is a sequence of sound-sets:
• X1 = [{b},{a, dīrgha}, {l}, {a, hrasva}, {k}, {a, hrasva}]
• X2 = [{p},{a, hrasva}, {ṭh}]
For better readability, I note the language-components with their respective
sound-sets in the following manner:

S = [X1, X2]
X1 ss1 {b, bālaka}

ss2 {a, dīrgha, bālaka}
ss3 {l, bālaka}
ss4 {a, hrasva, bālaka}
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ss5 {k, bālaka}
ss6 {a, hrasva, bālaka}

X2 ss1 {p, paṭh(a), ait, udāttet}
ss2 {a, dīrgha, paṭh(a), ait, udāttet}
ss3 {ṭh, paṭh(a), ait, udāttet}

The sound-sets consist of a number of IDs. As mentioned earlier, an im-
portant constraint is that each sound-set must contain exactly one ID from
among the set of fundamental sounds. For example, a sound-set like {a, i} is
invalid. One can say that the collection of fundamental sounds forms a set of
mutually exclusive IDs. Another example of a set of mutually exclusive IDs
is the set {hrasva, dīrgha, pluta}. Within a particular sound-set the presence
of an ID from this set excludes the possibility of inclusion of any of its other
IDs. One can introduce the concept of consistency of a sound-set. One such
condition of consistency would be that a sound-set should not have more
than one ID from the set of mutually exclusive IDs.

There is a separation of the form and the content level. The language-
component X2 represents paṭh(a). In the Pāṇinian formulation it has four
sounds / p a ṭh (a)/ where the last one is only a marker, which is uncondi-
tionally deleted by the rule tasya lopaḥ76. In the new formulation, the marker
sound is not represented through an extra sound-set but is included as an
attribute (ait) at the content level. Thus, only as many sound-sets are formed
as there are sounds that contribute to the form of the linguistic expression.

Attachment of the attribute dhātu. The rule bhūvādayo dhātavaḥ77 says
that the components mentioned in the list beginning with bhū—i.e. the
list of verbal roots or Dhātupāṭha—be assigned the attribute dhātu. In the
new framework this assignment is carried out in the following manner: the
sound-sets of the language-components are checked and if an IDwhich is also
part of the set of the verbal roots is present, then that sound-set is attached the
ID corresponding to the attribute dhātu. This can be formulated as follows:
given a language-component Xi of some sentence S, if it contains one of the
IDs belonging to the set {bhū, …, paṭh(a), …}, then attach the attribute dhātu.

S = [X1, X2]
X1 …
X2 ss1 {p, paṭh(a), ait, udāttet, dhātu}

ss2 {a, dīrgha, paṭh(a), ait, udāttet, dhātu}

76 त लोपः ॥१.३.९॥ ▶ its elision (takes place).
77 भवूादयो धातवः ॥१.३.१॥ ▶ components in the list beginning with bhū are dhātu.
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ss3 {ṭh, paṭh(a), ait, udāttet, dhātu}
Here it should be noted, that in the new framework there is no need to
introduce extra indices for different constituents as the IDs of components,
attributes and meaning-expressions provide the requisite identification. So
in this case, each sound-set of the language-components will be checked for
whether it has some ID (in this case paṭh(a)) belonging to the set of the IDs
of dhātus, and if this is the case then the attribute dhātu is added to that
sound-set.

Similarly, attachment of other attributes e.g. prātipadika, kartṛ, pratyaya,
vṛddhi etc. would bring about inclusion of the attribute IDs to the appropriate
sound-sets. The selection of the appropriate sound-sets would depend upon
examination of different conditions. Thus, attachment of an attribute results
in addition of the IDs to one or more sound-sets.

Adding a new component l(a)(ṭ). Addition of a new component involves
extension of the sentence by adding new language-components. The rule var-
tamāne laṭ78 introduces l(a)(ṭ) if present tense is intended. The derivational
state looks as follows:

S = [X1, X2, X3]
X1 …
X2 ss1 {p, paṭh(a), ait, udāttet, sakarmaka, dhātu}

ss2 {a, dīrgha, paṭh(a), ait, udāttet, sakarmaka, dhātu}
ss3 {ṭh, paṭh(a), ait, udāttet, sakarmaka, dhātu}

X3 ss1 {l, l(a)(ṭ), ṭit}
Here, a new language-component X3 is added after X2. For this, the indices
of the language-component with dhātu need to be identified and the new
component should then be introduced after it.

Replacement of l(a)(ṭ) by ti(p). Replacement of a component by an-
other can now be represented as a combination of addition and attribute
attachment. Thus, in order to replace l(a)(ṭ) by ti(p), the language-component
X4 corresponding to ti(p) is added after the language-component X3, which
corresponds to l(a)(ṭ). Further, a new attribute δ (denoting “replaced”) is
attached to X3. The derivational state looks as follows:

S = [X1, X2, X3, X4]
X1 …

78 वतमान े लट ्॥३.२.१२३॥ ▶ to express present time, introduce l(a)(ṭ).
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X2 …
X3 ss1 {l, l(a)(ṭ), ṭit, abhihita-kartṛ, δ}
X4 ss1 {t, ti(p), pit, prathama, ekavacana}

ss2 {i, hrasva, ti(p), pit, prathama, ekavacana}
It should be noted that the component l(a)(ṭ) which has been replaced is not
dropped from the sentence. Instead, a new attribute δ is attached to it. In
this manner the information which it carries remains available for all further
steps. In the traditional framework, owing to its oral and linear nature,
the substituted component needs to be removed and in its place, the new
replacement is placed.

The process of derivation progresses through a number of derivational
states. A particular derivational state represents the effect of some gram-
matical operation on the current sentence. The grammatical operations are
enjoined by the operational rules of grammar. Within the new framework,
the operational rules of Aṣṭādhyāyī are modeled as statements (see next
chapter).

A derivational state, therefore, stores the effect of a statementwhen
applied on a sentence.

The above example indicates that from the perspective of the new framework,
there are two basic types of operations which the operational rules enjoin:
1. Attachment of an attribute to some language-component or a sound-set.
2. Addition of a component to some language-component.
The first category corresponds to the process of saturation of a derivational
state and the second one for its completion. A number of saturating state-
ments are applied giving rise to a sequence of derivational states. A container
is required to collect these derivational states. Such a sequence of derivational
states is termed a slice. Thus, a slice is defined as follows.

Slice is a sequence of derivational states.

Attributes are attached as long as the level of saturation is not reached. Once
no more attribute can be attached to a particular derivational state, then the
current slice attains saturation. Then, depending upon the conditions, a new
component can be added which prompts an introduction of a new slice. As
long as new components can be introduced, the process remains incomplete.
Again, a container is required to collect the slices. Once no more component
can be introduced it attains completion.
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The sequence of slices is collected in a process-strip. Thus, a process-strip
is defined as follows.

Process-strip is a sequence of slices.

To sum up, the entire derivational process is modeled through a
process-strip which is a sequence of slices. Whenever a new com-
ponent is added, a new slice is introduced. Within a slice, there is a sequence
of derivational states. Each derivational state corresponds to the attach-
ment of some attribute. Finallly, a derivational state stores the effect of some
operational statement on a sentence. Further, a sentence is a sequence of
language-componentswhich in turn consists of a sequence of sound-sets.
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Chapter 4
Representations

In the previous chapter I proposed a new framework and it is time now to rep-
resent the operational rules of Aṣṭādhyāyī in this new framework. In contrast
to the sūtras of Aṣṭādhyāyī which are meant to be interpreted and applied by
a learned student of grammar, the operational rules are formulated in terms
of statements. In the following, I will take a representative selection of the
operational rules of Aṣṭādhyāyī and render them in the new framework. The
task to represent all the operational sūtras of Aṣṭādhyāyī would require more
time and space than I have at my command at this moment. My claim, how-
ever, is that the operational rules of the entire Aṣṭādhyāyī can be represented
in this manner.

4.1 Operational statements

4.1.1 Characterizing the components

Consider the very first sūtra of Aṣṭādhyāyī: vṛddhirādaic. It says that āt and
aic are termed vṛddhi. Traditionally, it is a definition (sañjñā-sūtra) specifying
the technical term vṛddhi. In the new framework it is seen as an operational
statement that provides for attachment of the attribute vṛddhi to those sounds
that contain the attribute āt or aic. It is specified in the following manner.

79
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+a: vṛddhi
1. Xm+a ∥ Xm[āt, aic]
विृ रादचै ॥्१.१.१॥ ▶ vṛddhi stands for āt and aic.

The above statement consists of three lines. The first one is the header
where the variable +a represents the type of operation, namely attachment
of an attribute. This is followed by a semi-colon : and then the value i.e. the
ID of the attribute which is to be attached. The attribute whose attachment
is ordained by this rule is vṛddhi. So the first line says that this statement
provides for attachment of the attribute vṛddhi.

The second line specifies that the attribute a is meant to be attached to
a sound-set Xm. This is noted as Xm+a. Here, Xm is the m-th sound-set of some
language-component X. This is followed by two parallel vertical lines ∥which
separate the actual listing of the conditions. The condition in this case is noted
as Xm[āt, aic]. It means that the sound-set Xm should have either the ID: āt or
the ID: aic. The second line is numbered as 1. The need for numbering will
become clear once we meet cases where more than one mutually exclusive
condition may trigger the operation. The core of the statement consists of the
first two lines. It can be read as follows: attach an attribute with value vṛddhi.
The attachment is to a sound-set. This sound-set must contain either the ID:
āt or the ID: aic.

The third line which follows is useful for quick reference. It contains
the original Pāṇinian sūtra which corresponds to the above statement to-
gether with an English translation.

The above statement is formulated within the formal framework intro-
duced in the previous chapter. Thus, it provides for attachment of an
attribute to a sound-set. Moreover, the condition which needs to be fulfilled
is also specified in terms of the presence of certain IDs in that sound-set.

Two separate layers can be identifed in the above statement. Firstly, its
structure or form and secondly its values or content. The structure part is noted
in the typewriter font. It is:

+a:—
Xm+a ∥ Xm[—]

The content or values are the attributes vṛddhi, āt and aic. Thus, there is a
clear separation between the form or structure of a statement on the one hand
and its content or values on the other hand.

There are certain conventions employed in the new formulation. Some
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of them correspond to the logical or structural properties of the statement
and others are my choices for displaying them in print form. I collect and list
these conventions in the grey boxes.

1. X stands for a language-component.
2. Xm stands for the m-th sound-set of some language-component X.
3. +a stands for the type of operation, namely attachment of an at-

tribute.
4. Xm+a says that the attribute a is attached to the sound-set Xm.
5. Xm[ID1, ID2] represents the condition that the sound-set Xm should

have either ID1 or ID2.

The next sūtra of Aṣṭādhyāyī is similar. In the grammatical corpus it is stated
as adeṅguṇaḥ. It says that at and eṅ sounds are called guṇa. Its representation
in terms of the new framework will be as follows:

+a: guṇa
1. Xm+a ∥ Xm[at, eṅ]
अदे णुः ॥१.१.२॥ ▶ at and eṅ are guṇa.

This statement can be read as follows: attach an attribute with value
guṇa. The attachment is to a sound-set. This sound-set must contain either
the ID: at or the ID: eṅ.

Now, if one compares the structure of this statement with the previous
one, it becomes clear at once that both the statements have the following
identical structure. Only the values of the IDs have changed.

+a:—
Xm+a ∥ Xm[—]

The identical structure of the above statements tells us that from operational
point of view, they are identical. In other words, both the statements can be
implemented through a single operational function. In fact, the operation of
attachment of an attribute to some component is a fundamental operation in
the Pāṇinian system. Within the Pāṇinian corpus this operation is formulated
and presented through different techniques.We list them in the following sec-
tions.
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4.1.1.1 Explicit enumeration

A straight forward way to form a set is to enumerate its members explicitly.
Pāṇini uses this technique extensively, where the components are listed
together. As an example, consider the statement :

+a: niṣṭhā
1. X+a ∥ X[(k)ta, (k)tavat(u)]
वतू िन ा ॥१.१.२६॥ ▶ (k)ta and (k)tavat(u) are niṣṭhā.

Here the components (k)ta and (k)tavat(u) which form the set called
niṣṭhā are mentioned explicitly. Again, the structure of this statement,
namely

+a:—
X+a ∥ X[—]

is similar to the strucutre of statements attaching the attributes vṛddhi or guṇa,
namely:

+a:—
Xm+a ∥ Xm[—]

There is, however, one important difference. This statement provides for
attachment of the attribute niṣṭhā to the entire language-component, while
the previous statements provide for attachment of attributes like vṛddhi
or guṇa to a particular sound-set. Further, there are significant differences
in the nature of values. While all the statements provide for attachment of
some attribute, the conditions in the first two statements are formulated
in terms of other attributes (like āt or aic), while in the case of the third
statement, it is based on other fundamental components, namely (k)ta and
(k)tavat(u). One can, at this point, speak of attributes that are attached to
a sound-set or phonological features and those that are associated with a
language-component or morphological characteristics.

Another example of attribute attachment to a language-component is:

+a: gha
1. X+a ∥ X[tara(p), tama(p)]
तर मपौ घः ॥१.१.२२॥ ▶ tara(p) and tama(p) are gha.

Apart from explicit enumeration of memebers of a set within the main
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corpus, namely the Sūtrapāṭha of Aṣṭādhyāyī, there are extra lists or sets
of components collected in the two large appendices—the Dhātupāṭha and
the Gaṇapāṭha. Within these large lists there are several sub-groups as well.
One common way of naming such a list is by mentioning its first element
like bhū and then forming the compound beginning with bhū or bhvādi. The
corresponding statement would be:

+a: bhvādi
1. X+a ∥ X[bhū, paṭh(a), …, ji, pū(ṅ), dhe(ṭ), …]
The formof this statement is identical to the one for attachment of the attribute
niṣṭhā. It says that whenever a language-component has any of the IDs for
bhū, paṭh(a) etc., then the attribute bhvādi should be attached to it. All such
sets that are specified in the grammatical corpus by explicit enumeration of
their elements can be formulated within the new framework in a similar man-
ner. For example, the statement for the next large set of verbal roots would be:

+a: adādi
1. X+a ∥ X[ad(a), han(a), dviṣ(a), duh(a), dih(a), …]
In both cases above, i.e. attachment of bhvādi or adādi, there is no mention of
any sūtra of Aṣṭādhyāyī. This is because these statements do not correspond to
any sūtrawhich is uttered explicitly in the grammatical corpus. Thus, the new
formulation includes information that is specified in the grammatical corpus
even if it is not mentioned in an explicit sūtra of the Aṣṭādhyāyī.

4.1.1.2 Formation of sigla (pratyāhāra)

The fundamental sounds are listed in what are called the Śivasūtras.1
Compared to the listings of the sounds in Prātiśākhyas, there are two novel
features in Pāṇini’s enumeration. Firstly, there is a new sequencing of the
sounds and secondly, there are delemiting markers placed between them.
Following is the list of sounds in the Śivasūtras :

a i u ṇ| ṛ ḷ k| e o ṅ| ai au c| h y v r ṭ| l ṇ| ñ m ṅ ṇ n m| jh bh ñ| gh ḍh
dh ṣ| j b g ḍ d ś| kh ph ch ṭh th c ṭ t v| k p y| ś ṣ s r| h l|

1 The terms used for the list of units or phonemes are akṣarasamāmnāya (in Mahābhāṣya)
and Śivasūtra or Maheśvarasūtra in later tradition. Nandikeśvara mentions in his Kāśikā
that the lord Śiva sounded his drum (ḍhakkā) fourteen times revealing the fourteen sūtras to
Pāṇini. Hence the name Śivasūtra or Maheśvarasūtra. See (Cardona 1997 p. 83). Important
studies on the Śivasūtras include (Breloer 1935 p. 133-191), (Cardona 1969 p. 3-48), (Staal
1962 p. 1-10), (Kiparsky 1991a) and (Petersen 2004 p. 471-489 and 2009 p. 79-98).
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This sequence is not according to the usual order found in the Prātiśākhyas
on the basis of place of articulation.2 Moreover, certain consonants are
inserted as delimiters. They are placed at particular positions indicating the
final sound of a sūtra.3 Using delimiters, the groups of sounds can be named
in a generic manner. For this, one begins from the initial non-delimiter sound
and continues upto the final delimiter sound. All the non-delimiter sounds
contained in this sequence belong to that group.4

The purpose of the special ordering as well as use of delimiters is to
form groups and sub-sequences required for the functioning of grammar.5
Kātyāyana notes that “the teaching of the sounds is to provide a special
ordering for the sake of functionality of rules”.6 Tradition uses the term
pratyāhāra (lit. bringing together) for the groups formed in this manner using
a marker sound as the end delimiter.7

Pāṇini performs the task of forming groups in a generic manner. In-
stead of enumerating individual groups, he provides a rule-based method
for forming and naming them. The reason for this way of forming groups
is brevity (lāghava).8 The technique employed for forming sets of sounds is
employed for formation of groups of components as well. Examples include:
2 Compare (ṚVPr. 1.1-14). B. Breloer (1929 p. 114-135) provides a detailed study of the or-
ganization of phonemes on the basis of place of articulation in comparison to the different
ordering in the Śivasūtras. See also (Cardona 1965 p. 225-237).
3 These are also called it-markers. Usually the it-markers are attached to some component
and this attachment is regulated by a set of meta-linguistic rules. In case of Śivasūtras how-
ever, they are placed as delimiters. In order to distinguish them from the it-markers appear-
ing in the components, we write them in italics and not in ( )-brackets. Cardona (1969 p. 12)
employs a more appropriate formulation here than Joshi and Roodbergen (1986 p. 188),
“placed” instead of “added”, as the it-markers are not attached to the previous sounds,
they are just placed after them. They do not, for example, make the sound u in a i u ṇ| a ṇit
sound. P. S. Subrahmanyam (1999 p. 88-91) recognizes this in his notation of pratyāhāras.
4 This is specified by the rule:आिदर ने सहतेा ॥१.१.७१॥▶ an initial element together with the
final it sound includes intervening elements.
5 The process which is at work here is to form sub-sequences. Given a sequence, a number
of sub-sequences can be formed, not all of which are relevant for grammar specifications.
Given a finite alphabet Σn upto 2n sub-sequences, (n

k

) of length k can be generated, which
need not all be different. The contiguous sub-sequences which can be generated are n(n−1)

2in number. Pāṇini, however, employs 41 sub-sequences. There is a 42nd pratyāhāra, namely
cay, mentioned by Kātyāyana in his Vārttika 3 under the rule नािद ाबोशे पऽु ॥८.४.४८॥. See
(Subrahmanyam 1999 p. 90).
6 विृ समवायाथ उपदशेः (PV. 19). See (Joshi and Roodbergen 1986 p. 186-187).
7 Pāṇini does not use this term. See (Abhyankar 1986 p. 266-167).
8 Devasthali (1967) is a detailed study on the anubandhas of Pāṇini. The structure of the
Śivasūtras and its explanation on the basis of brevity is worked out by Staal (1962 p. 1-
10), Cardona (1969 p. 3-48), Kiparsky (1991a) and Petersen (2009 p. 79-98). Wiebke Petersen
(2008) has proved using mathematical methods that the listing of units and the choice of
positioning of markers are optimal.
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tiṅ = [ti(p) tas jhi si(p) thas tha mi(p) vas mas ta ātām jha thās āthām dhvam
i(ṭ) vahi mahi(ṅ)].

taṅ = [ta ātām jha thās āthām dhvam i(ṭ) vahi mahi(ṅ)]
sup = [s(u) au (j)as am au(ṭ) (ś)as (ṭ)ā bhyām bhis (ṅ)e bhyām bhyas (ṅ)as(i)

bhyām bhyas (ṅ)as os ām ṅi os su(p)]
suṭ = [s(u), au, (j)as, am, au(ṭ)]

Here the non-marker portion of the first component is taken as the initial
part, and the last marker sound of the final component of the sequence as the
final part.

Pratyāhāras are names of groups and sub-sequences. This indicates that
they belong to the category of attributes. Forming groups of sounds and
naming them implies that each element of that group is assigned an attribute,
namely the name of that group. Thus the sounds a, i, u are assigned the
attribute aṇ, since they form the group {a, i, u}. The rule tasya lopaḥ9 which
is applied for elision of the marker sounds does not apply in case of markers
appearing in these names. It is for this reason that in my notation the marker
sounds originally coming from a component, but now forming the name of a
group, are not placed within brackets but are denoted by italics.

In formal representation, pratyāhāras and other names for groups of compo-
nents are attributes that are attached to the respective sounds or components.

+a: ac
1. Xm+a ∥ Xm[a, i, u, ṛ, ḷ, e, o, ai, au]
अ इ उ ण ्॥१॥ ▶ a, i, u, (ṇ). ऋ लृ क ् ॥२॥ ▶ ṛ, ḷ, (k). ए ओ ङ् ॥३॥ ▶ e, o, (ṅ). ऐ औ
च ॥्४॥ ▶ ai, au, (c).आिदर ने सहतेा ॥१.१.७१॥ ▶ an initial element together with
the final it sound includes intervening elements.

+a: tiṅ
1. X+a ∥ X[ti(p), tas, jhi, si(p), thas, tha, mi(p), vas, mas, ta, ātām, jha, thās,

āthām, dhvam, i(ṭ), vahi, mahi(ṅ)]
आिदर ने सहतेा ॥१.१.७१॥ ▶ an initial element together with the final it
sound includes intervening elements. ित िःझिस थ िम ाताझंथासाथां िम िहम-
िहङ् ॥३.४.७८॥▶ ti(p) tas jhi si(p) thas tha mi(p) vas mas ta ātām jha thās āthām
dhvam i(ṭ) vahi mahi(ṅ) are the substitutes of the cover term l or a lakāra.

Sometimes the order of the sounds within a pratyāhāra is important.

9 त लोपः ॥१.३.९॥ ▶ its elision (takes place).
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Consider, for example, the rule eco’yavāyāvaḥ10 where the order of sounds
[e, o, ai, au] in ec must necessarily be maintained to correspond with the
components [ay, av, āy, āv]. Sometimes, however, the order of sounds within
a pratyāhāra is of no importance. For example, in the rule vṛddhirādaic11 the
order of {ai, au} in aic does not need to be fixed.

The attributes at, āt, īt, ūt etc. characterize the respective length of the
vowel. For example:

+a: āt
1. Xm+a ∥ Xm[a][dīrgha]
तपर ाल ॥१.१.७०॥ ▶ an ac followed by the marker t stands for sounds
having the same time duration.

The condition clause Xm[a][hrasva] specifies that both the IDs, namely
the one corresponding to a and the one to hrasva, must be present in the
sound-set Xm. The following convention is used here:

6. Xm[—][—] says that both the variables within the two square
bracket must be simultaneously present within the sound-set Xm.

4.1.1.3 Use of attributes

Within the grammatical corpus, the names of smaller sets are used to consti-
tute a larger one. For example, the rule tiṅ śit sārvadhātukam specifies that the
elements of the sets tiṅ and śit together form the set called sārvadhātuka.12
Now, as mentioned above, tiṅ is a set of 18 suffixes and śit also is the name of
the group of components having ś as it-marker. This can be seen as set union
where a larger set is formed on the basis of the union of two or more smaller
sets.

+a: sārvadhātuka
1. X+a ∥ X[tiṅ, śit]

10 एचोऽयवायावः ॥६.१.७८॥ ▶ ec = [e o ai au] are replaced by ay av āy āv respectively when ac
follows.
11 विृ रादचै ॥्१.१.१॥ ▶ vṛddhi stands for āt and aic.
12 Because of the anuvṛtti of dhātoḥ 3.1.91, strictily speaking, these suffixes are termed sār-
vadhātuka once they are introduced after a verbal root. But for the sake of simplicity, I am
not taking this into consideration here.
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ितङ् िशत ्सावधातकुम ्॥३.४.११३॥ ▶ tiṅ and those having ś as it marker are called
sārvadhātuka.

The above representation says that if a language-component has either
tiṅ or śit as its attribute, then the attribute sārvadhātuka should be attached
to it.13

4.1.1.4 The it-markers

The it-markers attached to a component give rise to a set which is named as
the set of components with a particular it marker. For example, śit components
are those that have ś as it, like (ś)a(p), (c)āna(ś) etc. These are represented by
including the attribute śit in the corresponding sound-sets. Thus, the new rep-
resentation of the component (ś)a(p) would be:

X = [{a, (ś)a(p), śit, pit, …}]
The primary list of the components records this information about the
it-markers by including attributes like śit or pit in the new representation of
the component (ś)a(p).

Sometimes components not originally marked with it-markers are as-
signed markers through specific rules. At other times, the characteristics
of having a marker is removed in certain instances. We will address such
dynamic assignment of it-markers later in sections 4.1.1.12 and 4.1.1.13.

4.1.1.5 Groups based on some identifying sound

Sometimes the set of components is specified by an indicatory soundwhich is
shared by all the elements of the group. For example, in the rule dādhāghvadāp
the intended components are the ones having the form dā or dhā with the ex-
ception of dā(p) and dai(p) i.e. (ḍu)dā(ñ), (ḍu)dhā(ñ), dā(ṇ), de(ṅ), do, dhe(ṭ).
Here the formulation of sūtra is not explicit and additional explanations are
required to interpret it. There is no precise specification of the elements of
the group. The intended components need to be enumerated in an explicit
manner as follows:

+a: ghu
1. X+a ∥ X[(ḍu)dā(ñ), (ḍu)dhā(ñ), dā(ṇ), de(ṅ), do, dhe(ṭ)]

13 In fact, here the condition that it must be a suffix or pratyaya which is introduced after a
dhātu or verbal root is not mentioned. This is for the sake of simplicity and explanation.
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दाधा दाप ्॥१.१.२०॥ ▶ (ḍu)dā(ñ), (ḍu)dhā(ñ), dā(ṇ), de(ṅ), do and dhe(ṭ) are
ghu.

Thus, the instances where an explicit enumeration is sought, but not specified
in clear terms are determined by exhaustive listing of the components meant
to be listed.

4.1.1.6 Specification of the boundaries

A usual method employed in the Sūtrapāṭha of the Aṣṭādhyāyī is to specify
the boundary within which the components that are mentioned are assigned
some attribute. For example, the rule prāgrīśvarānnipātaḥ14 states that the
components enumerated prior to rīśvare in the rule adhirīśvare15 are termed
nipāta. Sometimes the boundary is not mentioned explicitly, but is indicated
by the domain or adhikāra. For example, the attribute pratyaya is assigned
on the basis of mentioning the domain in the rule pratyayaḥ16, which says
that the components introduced hereafter till the end of the fifth chapter are
called pratyaya. It should be noted that there is no separate enumeration
in this case, but the components are specified together with the conditions
under which they are introduced and the associated operations that need to
be carried out. Explicit statements are formulated in the new framework to
attach such attributes.

+a: pratyaya
1. X+a ∥ X[sa(n), (k)ya(c), kāmya(c), …, l(a)(ṭ), …, ti(p), …, (ś)a(p), …]
ू यः ॥३.१.१॥ ▶ pratyaya are components introduced subsequently.

4.1.1.7 Formation of groups of attributes

Pāṇini not only forms sets of components, he also defines the collections
of attributes. For example, the attribute kāraka is the name of the group of
attributes {kartṛ, karman, karaṇa, sampradāna, apādāna, adhikaraṇa}.

+a: kāraka
1. X+a ∥ X[kartṛ, karman, karaṇa, sampradāna, apādāna, adhikaraṇa]

14 ूामी राि पातः ॥१.४.५६॥ ▶ Before the rule 97 the units introduced are assigned nipāta.
15 अिधरी रे ॥१.४.९७॥ ▶ adhi is assigned karmapravacanīya when it conveys lordship.
16 ू यः ॥३.१.१॥ ▶ pratyaya are components introduced subsequently.
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It should be noted that although the semantic definition of kāraka is not con-
sidered here, as the Aṣṭādhyāyī does not provide it in an explicit manner
through some meaning-expression, the term kāraka stands for the group of
attributes mentioned above.

4.1.1.8 Specifying the complementary set

Pāṇini also specifies a set by defining it as complementary to some other sets.
For example, in the rule arthavadadhāturapratyayaḥ prātipadikam17 the set of
nominal stems (prātipadika) is defined as consisting of components that are
meaningful (arthavat) and do not belong to the sets of verbal roots (dhātu)
and suffixes (pratyaya).18

+a: prātipadika
1. X+a ∥ XM[arthavat] ∧ XNOT[dhātu] ∧ XNOT[pratyaya]
अथवदधातरुू यः ूाितपिदकम ॥्१.२.४५॥ ▶ a meaningful component which is not a
dhātu and not a pratyaya is prātipadika.

All the above methods are different ways to specify the formulation of
sets or sequences of components. The attribute in these cases is the name of
the group and is attached to each element that belongs to this group.

Theoretically, it is possible to specify them in an explicit and precise
manner by enumerating the set. Although, in the oral framework of Pāṇini
there are some interesting and elegant ways to formulate formation of a
group, it is neither precise nor explicit in all cases. In the new representation,
all such instances are specified explicitly.

4.1.1.9 Naming the distribution of components

Apart from group formations, attributes also signify a specific distribution of
the components in the derivational process. Consider the attachment of the
attribute saṃyoga. It is stated as follows:

17 अथवदधातरुू यः ूाितपिदकम ॥्१.२.४५॥ ▶ a meaningful component which is not a dhātu and
not a pratyaya is prātipadika.
18 For the sake of simplicity we leave here other conditions mentioned in the rule कृ ि त-
समासा ॥१.२.४६॥ ▶ components ending with kṛt or taddhita or those which are samāsa as
well.
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+a: saṃyoga
1. XmXn+a ∥ Xm[hal] ∧ Xn[hal] ∧ IDX[n=m+1]

हलोऽन राः सयंोगः ॥१.१.७॥ ▶ hal in contiguous sequence are saṃyoga.

Here, XmXn+a specifies that the attribute a should be attached to both
the sound-sets, namely to Xm as well as Xn. Thus saṃyoga is attached to
both the sound-sets. The condition Xm[hal] states that the sound-set Xmmust
contain the attribute hal. Similarly, Xn[hal] says that the sound-set Xn must
also contain hal. Moreover, IDX[n=m+1] specifies that the indices m and n are
contiguous. The logical ∧ sign specifies that the three conditions are related
with the logical AND operator. The new conventions that are needed here are:

7. XmXn are consecutive sound-sets (phonemes). The order is FIXED.
8. IDX[n=m+1] says index n is equal to the index m+1 i.e. n is the next

contiguous index following m.

It should be noted that this type of convention is a personal choice of the
editor to note down the eventualities. However, from the point of view
of complexity of grammar formulation, the concept of consecutive sounds is
important.

The form or structure of this statement can be specified as follows:

+a:—
XmXn+a ∥ Xm[—] ∧ Xn[—] ∧ IDX[—]

The form of this statement is different from forms of the previous statements.
This implies that the attachment of an attribute like saṃyoga needs a very
different operational function than attachment of attributes like vṛddhi,
guṇa etc. In this case, it is the nature of the adjacent sound-set which would
decide whether the two adjacent sound-sets can be assigned the attribute
saṃyoga or not. This aspect of positional distribution requires the use of
IDX[—] clause. Here, however, there are no numbers as indices, but only the
constraint that the sound-sets Xm and Xn need to be adjacent.

Another example is the rule aco’ntyādi ṭi. It assigns the attribute ṭi to
that part of the sound sequence which begins with the last vowel. Thus, the
attribute ṭi is attached dependent upon the distribution of the language-
component. It is specified by the statement:

+a: ṭi
1. Xbe+a ∥ Xb[ac] ∧ XmNOT[ac] ∧ IDX[m=(b+1 TO e)]
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अचोऽ ािद िट ॥१.१.६४॥ ▶ that part which begins with last ac is ṭi.

This states that the attribute ṭi is attached to a sub-sequence of the language-
component X, namely from the sound-set Xb upto the sound-set Xe. Moreover,
Xe is also the final sound-set of that language-component. Further, the initial
sound-set of the sub-sequence should have the attribute ac and the subse-
quent sound-sets should not contain the attribute ac. In the representation
above, the suffixes be denote a range from Xb upto Xe. Thus, Xbe represents
the sub-sequence [Xb, Xb+1, …, Xe]. Further, Xm where the index IDX ranges
from m = b+1 TO e says that the sub-sequence [Xb+1, …, Xe] of sound-sets
is meant. Here, the necessity of checking a particular range of sound-sets
indicates that the assignment of the attribute sometimes depends upon the
distribution of various components in a derivational state. The following
new conventions are introduced:

9. Xbe represents the range of sound-sets from Xb till Xewhere Xe is the
final sound-set of that language-component. Xm is a variable sound-
set which ranges from the index b+1 till e.

10. XmNOT denotes that the sound-set Xm should NOT contain any of the
IDsmentioned in this condition clause.

The next attribute upadhā is attached to the penultimate sound-set of a
language-component.

+a: upadhā
1. Xu+a ∥ Xu[al] ∧ Xe[al] ∧ IDX[u=e-1]

अलोऽ ा वू उपधा ॥१.१.६५॥ ▶ an alwhich is penultimate is upadhā.

The subscript e in Xe indicates that it is the final sound-set of the language-
component. Moreover, the condition under the IDX clause provides that Xu is
the penultimate sound-set. As a convention:

11. Xu is reserved for the penultimate (upadhā) sound-set.

As the next example, consider the definition of laghu and guru. In the
Aṣṭādhyāyī it is specified through the following three sūtras : hrasvaṃ laghu,
saṃyoge guru, dīrghaṃ ca. Together, they say that a hrasva sound (short vowel)
is laghu (light), except when saṃyoga (consonant cluster) follows, then it is
guru (heavy), as also a dīrgha sound (long vowel).

From the perspective of the new formal framework, there are two in-
stances of attachment of attributes, namely laghu and guru. Accordingly,
there are two different statements. Consider first the attachment of the
attribute laghu :
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+a: laghu
1. Xm+a ∥ Xm[hrasva] ∧ XnNOT[saṃyoga]
॑ ं लघ ु ॥१.४.१०॥ ▶ hrasva is laghu. सयंोग े ग ु ॥१.४.११॥ ▶ when saṃyoga
follows, it is guru.

Both the sūtras 1.4.10 and 1.4.11 mentioned above need to be taken into
account. It has to be made explicitly clear that a hrasva sound is only then
laghu when saṃyoga does not follow. This information is implicit in the
oral formulation. XnNOT[saṃyoga] notes this explicitly. It says that the
next following sound-set Xn should not contain the ID saṃyoga. The two
conditions are joined by the logical AND operator, which is represented in this
book through the ∧ sign. Moreover, a convention is used here, namely that
Xm and Xn represent two consecutive sound-sets.

The statement for attachment of guru is as follows:

+a: guru
1. Xm+a ∥ Xm[hrasva] ∧ Xn[saṃyoga]
2. Xm+a ∥ Xm[dīrgha]
॑ ं लघ ु ॥१.४.१०॥ ▶ hrasva is laghu. सयंोग े ग ु ॥१.४.११॥ ▶ when saṃyoga
follows, it is guru. दीघ च ॥१.४.१२॥ ▶ dīrgha as well.

The conditions are now listed in two separate lines. They represent two
disjoint cases when the attribute guru is to be attached. The first is when
the sound is hrasva (short vowel) and is followed by saṃyoga or consonant
cluster, and the second case is when the sound itself is dīrgha (long vowel).
The individual lines contain the conditions that can be combined together
with the logical OR operator. The reason for keeping them separate is not
just for the sake of readability, but to distinguish between disjoint sets of
conditions. This, as will be made clear, is important for noting the complexity
of the conditions in an explicit manner (see section 4.2.2).

4.1.1.10 Associating attributes with meaning-expressions

The cases mentioned thus far are all dependent in one way or another upon
the grammatical information stated in the grammatical corpus. The next big
category of attribute assignment is through semantic characterization. This is
usually achieved by associating the attributes with a meaning-expression.
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The following statement associates the expression mukhanāsikāvacana
(an utterance spoken simultaneously through mouth and nose) with the term
anunāsika. In this case, the meaning of the expression mukhanāsikāvacana
must be clear to the person using the grammar. In the present case, the user
needs to be consulted in order to ascertain whether the sound represented by
the sound-set Xm is mukhanāsikāvacana or not.

+a: anunāsika
1. Xm+a ∥ Xm[a, i, ṛ, ḷ, u, e, ai, o, au, y, l, v] ∧ XmM[mukhanāsikāvacana]
मखुनािसकावचनोऽननुािसकः ॥१.१.८॥ ▶ from mouth and nose uttered sound is
anunāsika.

The new representation indicates the semantic character of the condi-
tions by using the letter M in conditional clauses. Thus the M part in XmM says
that the sound-set Xm takes the attribute anunāsika, if it fulfils the semantic
condition judged through the user that the sound is uttered simultaneously
through the oral and the nasal cavities (mukhanāsikāvacana). The first con-
dition, namely, the sound-set Xm must contain one of the above mentioned
sounds like a, i, ṛ etc. is not mentioned explicitly in the original sūtra, but is
included on the basis of the explanations of it. The following convention is
used here:

12. XmM is a meaning-condition associated with Xm. It implies that the
user needs to be consulted in order to ascertain the admissibility of
the meaning-expression.

The next statement is of different kind. Instead of attaching an attribute it
provides an answer to a particular kind of relation between two sound-sets.
The relation to be tested is with respect to the attribute a.

?a: savarṇa
1. XpXq?a ∥ XpXqM[tulyāsyaprayatna] ∧ Xp[ac] ∧ Xq[ac]
2. XpXq?a ∥ XpXqM[tulyāsyaprayatna] ∧ Xp[hal] ∧ Xq[hal]
त ु ा ूय ं सवणम ॥्१.१.९॥ ▶ sounds with same articulatory effort are savarṇa.
ना लौ ॥१.१.१०॥ ▶ but not ac together with hal.

The sūtra: tulyāsyaprayatnaṃ savarṇam says that two sounds are savarṇa
when they have the same place of articulation (tulyāsyaprayatna). Further,
nājjhalau clarifies that a vowel (ac) and a consonant (hal) can not be savarṇa,
even if they have same place of articulation. This implies that either both of
them are ac or both of them are hal sounds. This is specified by the condition
clauses Xp[ac] ∧ Xq[ac] which posit that both the sound-sets must contain
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ac. The other option that both of them should contain hal is comprehended
in the next part of the statement. It must be noted that for the application
of this statement, one needs to know what the places of articulation are
and which sounds are articulated from which part of the mouth. Thus, the
meaning-expression needs further explanations. The conventions used in
this case are recorded as follows:
13. XpXq are two sound-sets (not necessarily contiguous).
14. XpXq?a represents the questionwhether the sound-sets Xp and Xq are

relatedwith respect to the attribute a. The answerwould be a boolean
TRUE or FALSE.

4.1.1.11 Attributes based on intention

There is another category of attributes that are defined through a meaning-
expression where the intention (vivakṣā) of the speaker plays a central role.
For example, attachment of the attribute kartṛ to any specific component
shall depend upon the intention of the speaker, whether she or he intends
to express kartṛ through that component or not. Thus, although the rule
svatantraḥ karttā defines kartṛ to be that kāraka which is independent of
others (svatantra), yet its attachment to a particular component depends upon
the intention of the speaker.

+a: kartṛ
1. X+a ∥ XM[svatantra]
त ः क ा ॥१.४.५४॥ ▶ that kāraka which is svatantra or independent of others

is kartṛ.

Here M in the condition clause XM[—] specifies that the intention of the
speaker through the meaning-expression should be taken into consideration.

4.1.1.12 Extending an attribute

Sometimes, certain attributes are extended to components under particular
circumstances. Tradition calls these provisions atideśa (extention) rules.

+a: ṅit
1. Xi+a ∥ Xh[gā(ṅ), kuṭādi] ∧ Xi[pratyaya] ∧ XiNOT[ñit][ṇit]
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गा टािद ोऽि णि ङत ॥्१.२.१॥▶ after gā(ṅ) and kuṭādi those pratyaya not having
ñit or ṇit are assigned ṅit.

Here the positions of Xh and Xi have to be in this order. That means a
suffix in the language-component Xi which has neither ñit or ṇit and which
comes after the component Xh, having either the component gā(ṅ) or the
attribute kuṭādi, is attached the attribute ṅit.

4.1.1.13 Removing an attribute

There are cases when an attribute is removed under certain conditions.
Consider the following example:

-a: kit
1. Xi-a ∥ Xg[śī(ṅ), ṣvid(ā), (ñi)mid(ā), (ñi)kṣvid(ā), (ñi)dhṛṣ(ā)] ∧ Xh[i(ṭ)] ∧

Xi[niṣṭhā]
िन ाशीि िदिमिदि िदधषृः ॥१.२.१९॥ ▶ niṣṭhā preceded by i(ṭ) and coming after
śī(ṅ), ṣvid(ā), (ñi)mid(ā), (ñi)kṣvid(ā), (ñi)dhṛṣ(ā) looses kit.

Here, instead of adding, an attribute is removed. This is denoted by
-a: which says that the attribute following after this should be removed
from the appropriate language-components. The condition clauses specify
the constellation. There are three language-components, Xg, Xh and Xi in
this order. The language-component from which the attribute kit should be
removed is Xi, specified by the attribute niṣṭhā, which according to the rule
ktaktavatū niṣṭhā19 stands for the components (k)ta and (k)tavat(u). Further,
this will happen only when it is preceded by Xh having the augment i(ṭ). The
whole complex should follow Xgwith one of the components listed in it.

4.1.2 Combining the components

The process of derivation involves the combination of the constituent compo-
nents with one another. This leads to a change at the form level. A change at
the form level can happen when a component is introduced. Further, changes
can also be induced by replacement of a component, augmentation or when
some of the phonetic features are changed, for example, when a short vowel
becomes long.

19 वतू िन ा ॥१.१.२६॥ ▶ (k)ta and (k)tavat(u) are niṣṭhā.
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4.1.2.1 Introducing a component

Within the formal framework, the combination of components is modeled
through a fundamental operation, namely introduction of a new language-
component. Consider the introduction of the suffix l(a)(ṭ).

<y: l(a)(ṭ)
1. X<y ∥ X[dhātu] ∧ yM[vartamāna]
वतमान े लट ्॥३.२.१२३॥ ▶ to express present time, introduce l(a)(ṭ).

The basic structure of the above representation is similar to the attach-
ment of the attributes. In the first line, however, the sign < represents the
operation of introducing a component whose ID is mentioned after the
colon. The second line contains the conditions. Its first part specifies the
position where the new component should be placed. In this case, after a
language-component X which has the attribute dhātu. Moreover, the second
condition specifies that the component l(a)(ṭ) is introduced when vartamāna
(present tense) is intended to be expressed. The user needs to be consulted
for this decision. Hence it is indicated by the variable M in yM.

4.1.2.2 Replacement of a component

Combination of components also involves replacement of a component
by another component. Consider the replacement of the lakāra, say l(a)(ṭ),
by the suffix ti(p).Within the new framework, it can be represented as follows:

<<y: ti(p)
1. Xi<<y ∥ Xh[dhātu][parasmaipada] ∧ Xi[lakāra] ∧ yM[prathama]-

[ekavacana]
ल ॥३.४.७७॥ ▶ in place of suffixes with cover term l namely l(a)(ṭ), l(i)(ṭ),
l(u)(ṭ), l(ṛ)(ṭ), l(e)(ṭ), l(o)(ṭ), l(a)(ṅ), l(i)(ṅ), l(u)(ṅ) and l(ṛ)(ṅ) the suffixes
coming in the next rule are substituted. ित िःझिस थ िम ाताझंथासाथां िम -
िहमिहङ् ॥३.४.७८॥ ▶ ti(p) tas jhi si(p) thas tha mi(p) vas mas ta ātām jha thās
āthām dhvam i(ṭ) vahi mahi(ṅ) are the substitutes of the cover term l or a
lakāra.

The basic structure of this representation is again similar to the previous one.
The operation, however, is replacement and the symbol <<y indicates this.
The first line specifies the replacement operator followed by the replacement
variable y, which after the colon is followed by the ID of the component. The
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second line lists the conditions. The locus of the component which is to be
replaced is specified in the first part before the vertical lines. In this case the
component which is to be replaced is Xi, and the replacement is noted by the
variable y. Finally, the conditions are stated. The two components Xh and Xi
should be in this order. This is recorded in the meta-linguistic conventions of
the new formulation.

15. Xh and Xi indicate that the two components have to be in this order.

Although a different operation, replacement is not a fundamentally new oper-
ation, and in the formal representation it can be considered as a combination of
introduction of a component and attachment of an attribute. Those sound-sets
that get replaced are attached the attribute δ. The new component is placed
after the replaced component. In the example above it would imply that the
replaced language-component Xi gets the attribute δ and the new component
ti(p) is placed after it.

4.1.2.3 Augmentation

Another operation is augmentation (āgama) by phoneme-sequences that do
not carry any specific meaning for the sake of attaining the desired surface
form. For example, the rule ārdhadhātukasyeḍvalādeḥ provides the initial
increment i(ṭ) which is inserted at the head of an ārdhadhātuka suffix that
begins with a val phoneme.20

<y: i(ṭ)
1. y>Xi ∥ Xh[dhātu][aṅga] ∧ Xi[ārdhadhātuka] ∧ Xib[val]
आधधातकु े लादःे ॥७.२.३५॥ ▶ the increment i(ṭ) is inserted at the head of an
ārdhadhātuka affix which begins with a val phoneme.

This is modeled in the same manner as the introduction of a new com-
ponent.

16. y>Xi indicates that the attachment here is an augmentation.
17. In Xib the suffix b represents the initial sound-set.

20 The val phonemes are {v, r, l, ñ, m, ṅ, ṇ, n, jh, bh, gh, ḍh, dh, j, b, g, ḍ, d, kh, ph, ch, ṭh, th,
c, ṭ, t, k, p, ś, ṣ, s, h}
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4.1.2.4 Change of phonetic form

The form of a language-component may also change if the phonetic attributes
are modified. For example, the short (hrasva) vowel may be changed to a
long (dīrgha) vowel. Similarly, the form level is also modified by the non-
appearance of a sound. A component, or parts thereof, may undergo elision
(lopa) i.e. non-appearance at the form level. For example, the rule lopo vyor-
vali21 says that the sounds v or y are elided if a suffix beginning with a val
sound follows.

4.2 Structure of a statement

Statements follow a fixed syntax. The structure of a general statement can be
specified as follows:

Operation-Declaration:ID
1. Placement-Distribution ∥ ANDed Conditions
2. Placement-Distribution ∥ ANDed Conditions
3. Placement-Distribution ∥ ANDed Conditions
…
There are two main divisions. The first line, depicted in bold-case letters,
declares the unique operation and the other lines appear as a numbered list
in the printed version, and specify an independent set of conditions that need
to be met in order to carry out the above operation.

Within the operational declaration there are two parts separated by a
colon. The first part specifies the nature or type of the operation. For example,
attachment of an attribute is noted by +a. The other part specifies the ID of
the component, either the ID of the attribute which is to be attached, or of the
constituent component which is to be added.

After the header line, there may follow one or more lines, appearing as
a numbered list in the printed version, that provide conditions for the above
operation. Each of the numbered condition lines constitutes a particular
case, when the operation specified in the header line can be carried out. The
conditions specified in different lines are mutually disjoint.

A condition line itself consist of two parts separated by ∥ two vertical
lines. The first part consists of the structure or distribution of the derivational
state and the location where the attachments or additions are to be made. The
21 लोपो ोविल ॥६.१.६६॥ ▶ lopa replaces v or y if a suffix beginning with val follows.
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second part records the conditions in terms of IDs that need to be present.
The conditions within a line are ANDed. The different lines combined together
with the logical OR cover all the cases when a particular operation is to be
performed.

The locus where a component should be added or an attribute should
be attached is specified clearly using the exact variables for the correspond-
ing sound-sets or language-components. The meta-rules in the Aṣṭādhyāyī
regarding the locus of grammatical changes are taken care of by explicitly
specifying the relative positions of the variables and use of sub-scripts.

The formal framework facilitates new methods and parameters to look
into the complexity of grammar and its application for the derivational pro-
cess. This can be formulated in terms of the types of operations, conditional
complexity of a statement as well as inter-dependence and inter-relation
between the statements.

4.2.1 Types of operations

The processes specified in the Aṣṭādhyāyī can be summarised in terms of the
new framework in the following types:
+a: Attachment of an attribute. An attribute can be attached to one or more

sound-sets, or to an entire language-component.
-a: Removing an attribute. There are instances when some attribute is taken

out or removed from a sound-set or a language-component. For example
in certain cases the attribute kit is removed (see the rules 1.2.7-1.2.26).

?a: Checking the consistency. As a consistency check, statements are mod-
eled as a question whose answer can either be TRUE or FALSE.

<y: Addition of a component.
These are the four fundamental types of operations. Other operations like re-
placement or elision can be implemented as a combination of the above fun-
damental operations. Thus,
<<y: Replacement or substitution can be implemented as a combination of

(i) attachment of a new attribute δ to that part which is replaced and (ii)
addition of the component which is the replacement at the appropriate
place. Elision or lopa would involve attaching the attribute lopa to the
concerned parts in the language-component. The sound-sets containing
the attribute lopa would then not be expressed at the form level which is
the audible layer.
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4.2.2 Complexity of a statement

Consider again the representation of attachment of the attribute vṛddhi in
the new framework.

+a: vṛddhi
1. Xm+a ∥ Xm[āt, aic]
विृ रादचै ॥्१.१.१॥ ▶ vṛddhi stands for āt and aic.

Leaving aside the grammatical elements, the structural form of this statement
would be as follows:

+a:—
Xm+a ∥ Xm[—]

We can term this as the signature of the above statement. The signature of a
statement comprehends primarily the structural complexity of the conditions
that need to be satisfied in order to apply that statement.

Looking at the following representation of attachment of the attribute
guṇa, it is apparent that it has the same signature as the previous statement
for attachment of the attribute vṛddhi.

+a: guṇa
1. Xm+a ∥ Xm[at, eṅ]
अदे णुः ॥१.१.२॥ ▶ at and eṅ are guṇa.

Let us now consider attachment of the attribute laghu.

+a: laghu
1. Xm+a ∥ Xm[hrasva] ∧ XnNOT[saṃyoga]
॑ ं लघ ु ॥१.४.१०॥ ▶ hrasva is laghu. सयंोग े ग ु ॥१.४.११॥ ▶ when saṃyoga
follows, it is guru.

The corresponding signature would be as follows.

+a:—
Xm+a ∥ Xm[—] ∧ XnNOT[—]

Similarly, for attachment of the attribute guru, we have the following state-
ment.
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+a: guru
1. Xm+a ∥ Xm[hrasva] ∧ Xn[saṃyoga]
2. Xm+a ∥ Xm[dīrgha]
॑ ं लघ ु ॥१.४.१०॥ ▶ hrasva is laghu. सयंोग े ग ु ॥१.४.११॥ ▶ when saṃyoga
follows, it is guru. दीघ च ॥१.४.१२॥ ▶ dīrgha as well.

The signature for attachment of guru is as follows.

+a:—
Xm+a ∥ Xm[—] ∧ Xn[—]
Xm+a ∥ Xm[—]

If one now compares the statements for attachment of vṛddhi or guṇa with
that of laghu or guru, one notices that the operation is the same in all cases,
namely attachment of an attribute to some sound-set. What is different is the
nature and complexity of the conditions. There are three different types of
structures for the conditions:

Xm+a ∥ Xm[—]
Xm+a ∥ Xm[—] ∧ XnNOT[—]
Xm+a ∥ Xm[—] ∧ Xn[—]

Attachment of many of the attributes discussed before have signatures
similar to the one mentioned above. In contrast, attachment of attributes like
saṃyoga, upadhā or ṭi that depend on the distribution of adjacent sounds
have very different signatures.

+a: saṃyoga
1. XmXn+a ∥ Xm[hal] ∧ Xn[hal] ∧ IDX[n=m+1]

हलोऽन राः सयंोगः ॥१.१.७॥ ▶ hal in contiguous sequence are saṃyoga.

The corresponding signature would be:

+a:—
XmXn+a ∥ Xm[—] ∧ Xn[—] ∧ IDX[—]

The conditions for grammatical operations can be summarized as a combina-
tion of the following basic types:

The intention (vivakṣā) of the speaker plays a central role in the introduction of
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many components. It is formulated through meaning-expressions and is usu-
ally stated in the locative case. For example, consider the introduction of the
suffix l(a)(ṭ). This is introduced if the speaker intends to express present tense.

<y: l(a)(ṭ)
1. X<y ∥ X[dhātu] ∧ yM[vartamāna]
वतमान े लट ्॥३.२.१२३॥ ▶ to express present time, introduce l(a)(ṭ).

The signature of this statement is as follows:

<y:—
X<y ∥ X[—] ∧ yM[—]

The second part of the condition clause yM[—] denotes that the intention of
the speaker communicated through the meaning-expression is required for
the application of the statement.

The presence (or sometimes absence) of attributes often provides condi-
tions for the grammatical operations. For example, in the above statement
for introducing the suffix l(a)(ṭ), the first part of the condition clause X[—]
requires the presence of the attribute dhātu (verbal root) in the component
to which the suffix can be added. The presence of specific components quite
frequently conditions the grammatical operations.

<y: sa(n)
1. X<y ∥ X[gup(a), tij(a), kit(a)]
गिु ि क ः सन ॥्३.१.५॥ ▶ after gup(a), tij(a), kit(a) introduce sa(n).

Here, the condition clause X[—] is similar in structure to the previous
example. The only difference lies in the type of elements that populate this
condition. In the previous case it was the attribute, and in the present example
these are the specific components, namely, gup(a), tij(a) and kit(a).

A specific constellation or distribution of the components also provides
a condition for certain operations. Take the example of attachment of the
attribute ṭi.

+a: ṭi
1. Xbe+a ∥ Xb[ac] ∧ XmNOT[ac] ∧ IDX[m=(b+1 TO e)]

अचोऽ ािद िट ॥१.१.६४॥ ▶ that part which begins with last ac is ṭi.
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The condition has to take into account a specific distribution of sound-
sets, namely that part which begins with the last vowel and extends to the
end of the language-component. Similarly, the rule yasmātpratyayavidhistadādi
pratyaye’ṅgam22 specifies aṅga to be that portion after which a suffix is pre-
scribed and when the suffix follows. Such instances of attribute attachment,
therefore, require looking at the current derivational state and, based upon
how the different components are placed there, deciding whether a particular
attribute should be attached or not. These are dynamic attributes.

Specific grammatical processes may also form a condition. In certain
cases not only a particular derivational state needs to be looked at, but the
progress or change from one state to the next is important.

For example, the rule igyaṇaḥ samprasāraṇam23 terms samprasāraṇa to
the ik sounds, i.e. [i, u, ṛ, ḷ] which come in place of yaṇ i.e. [y, v, r, l]. In order
to represent conditions of this kind, we need to look into the history of a
particular component. This is facilitated by looking into the derivational
states and slices that store the derivational process.

Mutual relations of certain grammatical processes or changes also set
conditions. For example, the rules listed in the last three sections of the eighth
chapter of the Aṣṭādhyāyī. By the rule pūrvatrāsiddham24 the rules listed later
are in effect suspended with respect to previous rules. Consider the following
situation in which a derivational state st1 advances to the next state st2 after
application of a rule A.

A (st1)→ st2

If there is another rule B which is related to the rule A in such a manner that
A is suspended (asiddha) with respect to B, it implies that B can not operate
on the state st2 even if the conditions for the application are fulfilled. Since
A is suspended with respect to B, it means that for rule B it is as if A was not
applied at all. So only the state st1 is visible to B. The implementation of the
statements from this section would again require access to the derivational
history by accessing the earlier derivational states.

22 य ा यिविध दािद ू यऽे म ॥्१.४.१३॥ ▶ that part which enjoins a pratyaya based opera-
tion, before that the sequence is aṅga.
23 इ यणः स सारणम ॥्१.१.४५॥ ▶ ik replacing yaṇ is samprasāraṇa.
24 पवूऽािस म ॥्८.२.१॥ ▶ that which follows from here onwards is treated as if suspended in
view of what precedes.
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4.3 Relation between statements

The signature of a statement specifies its structural form and comprehends the
form of the conditional clauses. The manner in which any two components of
grammar are related can now be formulated in terms of the categories of the
new framework. Consider again the statement for attachment of the attribute
vṛddhi :

+a: vṛddhi
1. Xm+a ∥ Xm[āt, aic]
विृ रादचै ॥्१.१.१॥ ▶ vṛddhi stands for āt and aic.

The condition clause requires the presence of the attribute āt or aic. This
implies a hierarchy between vṛddhi on the one hand and āt or aic on the other
hand. This would also imply that the statement that attaches the attribute
vṛddhi will only then be relevant once the statements for attachment of āt or
aic have been applied. The statements that attach the attributes āt and aic to
some sound-set are as follows:

+a: āt
1. Xm+a ∥ Xm[a][dīrgha]
तपर ाल ॥१.१.७०॥ ▶ an ac followed by the marker t stands for sounds
having the same time duration.

+a: aic
1. Xm+a ∥ Xm[ai, au]
ऐ औ च ॥्४॥ ▶ ai, au, (c).आिदर ने सहतेा ॥१.१.७१॥ ▶ an initial element together
with the final it sound includes intervening elements.

One can say that the statement for attachment of the attribute vṛddhi
presupposes the application of the statements for the attachment of the
attributes āt or aic.

Given two statements: St-A and St-B, St-B is dependent on St-A if the
application of St-B requires the results of the application of St-A.

The dependency graph for the components and attributes of Aṣṭādhyāyī would
provide an order inwhich the statementswill have to be applied. The problem
of inter-dependence or circularity, i.e. St-B is dependent on St-A and St-A is
dependent on St-B, can be resolved by introducing a new statement, let us
say, St-B1with a different ID.
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The examples from the operational rules of Aṣṭādhyāyī which I have repre-
sented in the new framework show that a formal representation of Aṣṭād-
hyāyī is possible. It is also possible to reduce the role of an individual for
applicational purposes, although grammar functions integrally together with
the speaker or user. The new representation also aims to clearly separate the
form or structural complexity of the grammar from the inter-relatedness of its
components. It provides a mechanism to look into these relations at the more
granular level of individual components, in contrast to attempts to organize
them within the categories of semantics, syntax, morphology and phonology.
The present framework allows a flexible integration of information which is
either not explicitly mentioned in the grammatical corpus or which can be in-
cluded from other sources, e.g. the inclusion of the suggestions of Kātyāyana
in his Vārttika or the Uṇādi-sūtras.
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Chapter 5
Implementation

A computer implementation of the content and processes of Aṣṭādhyāyī can
be aptly compared with the automatic machines for buying railway tickets.
When interacting with such a machine, a traveller needs to supply specific
information about the destination, route, date and time, number of travellers,
class etc. Depending upon the interactive design of the program this informa-
tion is required by the machine as and when it needs to take some decision
for which the wish and consent of the traveller is necessary. On its part, the
machine can put constraints upon the choices depending upon the current sit-
uation, e.g. whether an option to take a particular route or train on a particular
day is possible or not. Finally, the desired ticket is printed.
In a similar manner, a computer program that implements the derivation of
a linguistic expression requires input by the user regarding her or his inten-
tion (vivakṣā). This information is necessary to make appropriate decisions so
that finally the desired expression is formed. The program, on its part, puts
constraints upon the possible choices that are admissible.
In the following, I provide an overview of the computer implementation of
the Pāṇinian system. As discussed in the previous chapters, my rendering of
the grammar is through its formal representation. Therefore, the basis of the
present computerisation is the formalisation discussed in chapters 3 and 4.
The programming codes specified here aim to show that my model of the
Aṣṭādhyāyī facilitates its computer implementation. Because of the con-
straints of the space, there is no attempt to furnish the details which run into
several thousand lines of program codes. Moreover, thus far there is no user
interface for the system. This is because it does not directly contribute to the re-
search questions and would simultaneously require considerable time which
is beyond the scope of the present work. The programs are written in the
Python Programming Language which runs on Windows, Linux/Unix, Mac

107
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OS X and is available under open source license.1 Needless to mention, there
can be different ways of implementation depending upon the overall design
of the program, the nature of the programming environment as well as the
choices of the implementational platform.
There are twomain aspects of the computer implementation which I will deal
with in this chapter. Firstly, how to implement the grammatical content on
a computer, and secondly, how to simulate the processes of derivation. The
former has to deal with the data-structures of the program and the latter with
its application and dynamics.
The basic categories of the formal framework introduced in chapters 2 and 3
aim to represent the grammar in such away that its application can be effected
in an algorithmic manner. The data-structures specified below are developed
to render the categories of this formal framework.

5.1 Data-structures

5.1.1 Elements

Acollection of elements—components, attributes andmeaning-expressions—
constitutes the basic database.A typical entry of this database looks as follows:

1 paTha_a;
2 ait_9 udAttet_9;
3 p_0;
4 a_0 hrasva_0;
5 Th_1;
6 a_0 hrasva_0 it_0 udAtta_0

The above string is separated by semi-colons (;). Here, the first entry (line 1)
is the ID of the element. It is the ID of the verbal root paTha_a. After this (line
2) the IDs of its attributes are noted with a blank space in between. There
are two IDs mentioned here: ait_9 which stands for the attribute that has
the phoneme a_0 as it_0marker. Secondly, the attribute udAttet_9 says that
the marker sound here is high-pitched. This is followed by entries for each
phoneme and their attributes. There are four phonemes here (lines 3-6). The
final phoneme a_0 carries the attribute it_0 and udAtta_0, that makes the
whole component ait_9 and udAttet_9.
The collection of elements is implemented by the Elements class.
1 The Python Programming Language—Official website https://www.python.org (ac-
cessed on 22.03.2016) supplies free download of the Python interpreter as well as compre-
hensive documentation.
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1 class Elements:
2 def __init__(self):
3 self.elements = dictionary_of_elements(ELEMENTS_FILE_NAME)

The class variable is a dictionary of elements initialized by the file
ELEMENTS_FILE_NAME. The class of elements can be instantiated as follows.

1 >>> from elements import Elements
2 >>> element = Elements()

The first command imports the class of Elements and the second one instan-
tiates it. The variable element is now an object variable belonging to the El-
ements class. The class functions can now be executed. For example, the fol-
lowing function returns the boolean value True or False, depending upon
whether an element is present in the database or not.

1 >>> element.is_an_element('paTha_a')
2 True

Another function of this class returns a component as a list of sets, which can
be represented as language-components.

1 >>> element.get_component_in_langComp_form('paTha_a')
2 [set(['paTha_a','udAttet_9','p_0','ait_9']),
3 set(['hrasva_0','paTha_a','udAttet_9','a_0','ait_9']),
4 set(['paTha_a','udAttet_9','Th_1','ait_9'])]

A list consisting of three sets is returned in the above example. These three sets
correspond to the three sounds of the said component. It should be noted that
certain attributes, like ait_9 i.e. having a as it-marker or udAttet_9 having
an udātta-marker are included in the database itself.
The value returned is suitable for representation in the new framework. Thus,
the final marker sound is not included as part of the form of the component,
but as an attribute. Thus, it has only three sets corresponding to the three
sounds /p a ṭh/, and not four sets. This is because the final phoneme in the
original corpus is only a marker sound.

5.1.2 Sound-sets

Each of the three sets representing the three phonemes of the compo-
nent paTha_a are stored as sound-sets which are implemented by the class
SoundSets.

1 class SoundSets:
2 def __init__(self,a_set_of_item_ids):
3 self.soundSet = a_set_of_item_ids
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It is instantiated by a set of IDs. For example, the above list of three sets can
be represented through three SoundSets.

1 >>> from soundSets import SoundSets
2 >>> soundSet_1 = SoundSets(set(['paTha_a','udAttet_9',
3 'p_0','ait_9']))
4 >>> soundSet_2 = SoundSets(set(['paTha_a','udAttet_9',
5 'hrasva_0','a_0','ait_9']))
6 >>> soundSet_3 = SoundSets(set(['paTha_a','udAttet_9',
7 'Th_1','ait_9']))

A sound-set contains a collection of IDs. There is, however, an important con-
straint: it must have exactly one element from the following set of fundamental
sounds.

1 FUNDAMENTAL_SOUNDS=['a_0','i_0','u_0',
2 'R_1','lR_0',
3 'e_0','o_0',
4 'ai_0','au_0',
5 'h_0','y_0','v_0','r_0',
6 'l_0',
7 'J_1','m_0','G_1','N_1','n_0',
8 'jh_0','bh_0',
9 'gh_0','Dh_1','dh_0',
10 'j_0','b_0','g_0','D_1','d_0',
11 'kh_0','ph_0','ch_0','Th_1','th_0','c_0','T_1','t_0',
12 'k_0','p_0',
13 'z_0','S_1','s_0',
14 'h_0',
15 'H_1','M_1',
16 'x_0']

In the above list, IDs in the first fourteen lines correspond to the fourteen Śiva-
sūtras. In the 15th line, H_1 and M_1 correspond to the aspirated sound visar-
janīya and the nasal sound anusvāra respectively. Finally, x_0 in the 16th line
is for a pause or virāma.
Because of the constraint that exactly one ID from the above set must be
present within a sound-set, the following set of IDs are invalid candidates
for a sound-set.

1 >>> from soundSets import SoundSets
2 >>> soundSet_4 = SoundSets(set(['paTha_a']))
3 Invalid sound-set!

The soundSet_4 does not contain any ID from the above set of
FUNDAMENTAL_SOUNDS and hence is an invalid set for a sound-set.

1 >>> soundSet_5 = SoundSets(set(['a_0','i_0']))
2 Invalid sound-set!

Here, soundSet_5 has more than one ID from the set of FUNDAMENTAL_SOUNDS.
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The following function of the class returns the phonetic form of a sound-set.
The phonetic form may contain additional attributes like the length or into-
nation of vowels.

1 >>> soundSet_1.get_phoneme_as_a_set()
2 set(['p_0'])
3 >>> soundSet_2.get_phoneme_as_a_set()
4 set(['hrasva_0','a_0'])

A new attribute can be added to a sound-set. The following function imple-
ments it.

1 >>> soundSet_2.addAttributes(set(['at_1']))
2 >>> soundSet_2.get_soundSet()
3 set(['paTha_a','udAttet_9','a_0','hrasva_0','at_1','ait_9'])

Here, the attribute at_1 is added to a sound-set. While adding the attributes,
the consistency condition of the sound-set is taken care of. Thus, an attribute
like dIrgha_0 can not coexist with hrasva_0within the same sound-set.

1 >>> soundSet_2.addAttributes(set(['dIrgha_0']))
2 dIrgha_0 cannot coexist with hrasva_0 !!

Similarly, existing attributes can be removed from a sound-set.
1 >>> soundSet_2.remAttributes(set(['at_1']))
2 >>> soundSet_2.get_soundSet()
3 set(['paTha_a','udAttet_9','a_0','hrasva_0','ait_9'])

5.1.3 Language-components

Language-components constitute an intermediate unit between the whole
sentences and the individual sounds. They may roughly (but not necessarily)
correspond to an inflected word within a sentence. From the point of view of
data-structures, they are a list of sound-sets. The LangComps class implements
the language-components.

1 class LangComps:
2 def __init__(self,list_of_sets=[]):
3 self.langComp=[SoundSets(ss) for ss in list_of_sets]

In order to initialize a language-component, the component should be ren-
dered in a special form, namely as a sequence of sets of IDs. This is achieved
by a function from the Elements class.

1 >>> from elements import Elements
2 >>> element = Elements()
3 >>> paTha=element.get_component_in_langComp_form('paTha_a')
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4 >>> print paTha
5 [set(['paTha_a','udAttet_9','p_0','ait_9']),
6 set(['hrasva_0','paTha_a','udAttet_9','a_0','ait_9']),
7 set(['paTha_a','udAttet_9','Th_1','ait_9'])]

An object of the class LangComps can now be instantiated by using the above
rendering of the component paTha_a.

1 >>> from langComps import LangComps
2 >>> langComp = LangComps(paTha)
3 >>> print langComp
4 p : p_0,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
5 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
6 Th : Th_1,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9

The output shows that the language-component has three sound-sets repre-
senting the sounds /p, a, Th/ respectively. The sound-sets contain several
other IDs that characterise them as well as the language-component.
A number of functions are required to execute operations on language-
components. For example, in order to check the conditions, it is important to
identify the range of indices in which some attribute occurs. The question as
to which sound-set in a particular language-component has any of the given
attributes is implemented by the following function.

1 >>> langComp.range_withAny(['hrasva_0'])
2 [1]

It says that the attribute hrasva_0 is in the second sound-set of the current
language-component.2 In case more than one IDs are searched, then this func-
tion returns all indices where any of the IDs occur.

1 >>> langComp.range_withAny(['a_0','p_0'])
2 [0, 1]

In the example above, indices of those sound-sets that contain any of the IDs
in the list ['a_0','p_0'] are returned.
If one wants to attach the attribute dhAtu_0 to those parts of language-
component which contains the ID paTha_a then the range of indices with the
ID paTha_a needs to be identified first, followed by the addition of the at-
tribute dhAtu_0 to the respective indices.

1 >>> langComp.range_withAny(['paTha_a'])
2 [0, 1, 2]
3 >>> langComp.addAttributes(set(['dhAtu_0']),[0,1,2])
4 >>> print langComp
5 p : p_0,ait_9,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
6 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
7 Th : Th_1,ait_9,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,udAttet_9

2 The lists in Python programming language are indexed beginning with 0. So the first ele-
ment of a list list is list[0] and the second one is list[1] etc.
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The above example shows that the attribute dhAtu_0 is added to the indices
corresponding to the sound-sets that contain paTha_a.

5.1.4 Sentences

Sentences consist of one or more language-components. They represent the
whole unit of a typical linguistic expression with the possibility of a number
of inflected words. This class is necessary since the rules of grammar consider
the whole sentence and not just one word to be the unit of derivation.
From the point of view of a formal representation of grammatical processes,
sentences can simply be defined as a sequence of language-components. Ac-
cordingly, the class of Sentences is implemented as a list of LangComps.

1 class Sentences:
2 def __init__(self,list_of_LangComps=[LangComps()]):
3 self.sentence = list_of_LangComps

The present formal framework uses three levels to represent any linguistic
expression. Sentences correspond to the whole unit of a particular linguistic
expression, while sound-sets correspond to the individual sounds. Language-
components are an intermediate level between the two and are tentatively re-
lated to an inflected word. Depending upon the level from which conditional
information can be gathered in a sufficient manner, the grammatical opera-
tions can be distinguished as those that apply to a sound-set or to a language-
component or at the level of the whole sentence.

5.1.5 Derivational states

The process of derivation is carried out when an operational statement is ap-
plied to a sentence or to its constituents, i.e. the language-components or the
sound-sets. Together with an operational statement, a sentence forms the next
data-structure of the system, namely the class DStates.

1 class DStates: # Derivational state
2 def __init__(self,(sentence ,statement_string)=(None,None)):
3 self.dState = sentence
4 self.applied_statement_str = statement_string

The application of a particular statement brings about some change in the
current state of a sentence. This change may be at the level of a sound-set if,
for example, it gets a new attribute, or at the level of a language-component,
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for example, addition of a new sound-set, or even at the level of a sentence
itself, in the case of addition of new language-components. The dState vari-
able of the class saves the changed state of the sentence after the application
of some statement. The operational statement which is applied is stored in the
variable applied_statement_str (see section 5.1.8 for the nature of an oper-
ational string).

5.1.6 Slices

The current state of a sentence saved in a derivational state is the result of
application of an operational statement on the previous state of that sentence.
The sequence of such derivational states is stored in a slice and is implemented
by the class Slices. From the point of view of data-structures, a slice is simply
a sequence or list of derivational states or DStates.

1 class Slices:
2 def __init__(self,list_of_DStates=[]):
3 self.slice = list_of_DStates

There are two kinds of changes that the operational rules of grammar bring
about: either the derivational state is saturated or it progresses towards com-
pletion. The process of saturation is associated with attachment of attributes,
while addition of new components is related with incremental steps of com-
pletion of the derivational process. Slices contain only those changes where
the derivational process is saturated, i.e. only when attributes are added to
the components. The other case, when a new component is introduced, leads
to the formation of a new slice.

5.1.7 Process-strips

The incremental steps of completion of the process of derivation results in a
sequence of slices. Process-strips record this sequences of slices. This is imple-
mented through the class PStrips.

1 class PStrips: # process-strips
2 def __init__(self,list_of_Slices=[]):
3 self.pStrip=list_of_Slices

The data-structures introduced thus far adequately represent the constituents
and processes of the grammar in an integral manner. The processes of gram-
mar are enacted through the operational rules. The next data-structure com-
prehends them.
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5.1.8 Statements

In the previous chapter, the concept of statements in comparison with the
sūtras was introduced and specified. Statements are operational rules that are
formulated in a formal framework and can be implemented through algorith-
mic functions.
The information related to a statement is stored in a particular format within
the database. In order to point out the structure of the database of statements,
consider the entry corresponding to the attachment of the attribute vRddhi_0.
In the original corpus it is the very first sūtra.

1 Xm_ATT_a *
2 ATT_a & vRddhi_0 *
3 Xm:[At_2,aic_0] AND Xm_NOT:[vRddhi_0] *
4 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] *
5 A_RULES:[a_11001]

The above entry consists of five parts that are separated by a * sign. Each part
is listed here in a separate line.
1. The first part denotes the type of the statement. In the present case, it is

given by Xm_ATT_a. It implies that this statement is about ATTachment of
an attribute a to some sound-set Xm.

2. The second part specifies the operation. In the present case it is given by
ATT_a & vRddhi_0. It implies that vRddhi_0 is the ATTachment here.

3. The third part notes the conditions that should be fulfilled in order to ex-
ecute the operation. There are two parts and both of them need to be ful-
filled. Hence they are conjoined by the logical AND.
a. The first part of the condition is given by Xm:[At_2,aic_0] that can be

interpreted as the presence of either the attribute At_2 or the attribute
aic_0 in the sound-set Xm.

b. The second part Xm_NOT:[vRddhi_0] ensures that the attribute is at-
tached only if it is not already included in the said sound-set. This is
important to avoid recursive attachment of an attribute.

4. The inter-relations between other statements within the database are
noted in the fourth part. It also records the nature of the statements. Here,
for example, it says that this statement is a STABILIZING statement which
contributes to the saturation of the slice.

5. Finally, the fifth part records the links to the external associations, es-
pecially the correspondence with the original corpus of the Aṣṭādhyāyī.
Here, the sūtra number a_11001 is noted.
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An individual operational statement is implemented by the Statements class
and is instantiated by the corresponding entry string within the database.

1 class Statements:
2 def __init__(self,st_str=''):
3 self.statement_string=st_str
4 self.statement = parse_a_statement_str(st_str)

The function parse_a_statement_str(st_str) parses and returns the out-
put as a five-tuple for the instantiation variable.

1 >>> statement_string = 'Xm_ATT_a *
2 ATT_a & vRddhi_0 *
3 Xm:[At_2,aic_0] AND Xm_NOT:[vRddhi_0] *
4 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] *
5 A_RULES:[a_11001]'
6 >>> from statements import Statements
7 >>> statement = Statements(statement_string)

This class implements several functions that are important for the application
of the statements. One such function is to get the signature of a given statement.

1 >>> statement.get_signature()
2 'Xm_ATT_a__ATT_a__Xm_Xm_NOT'

The signature of a statement specifies its structure. Associated with a state-
ment, there is a function which executes its application. The nature of this
applicational function is defined by the signature of the statement. All state-
ments with the same signature can be applied by using the same function.
Another function supplies the information about the conditions that need to
be fulfilled in order to apply that statement.

1 >>> statement.get_condition_type_vals_dict()
2 {'Xm': [['At_2','aic_0']],
3 'Xm_NOT': [['vRddhi_0']]}

Here, the return value is a dictionary. Its keys are the types or nature of the
conditions together with the corresponding values for the particular case.
Thus, the first condition type is Xm implying that the sound-set must contain
any of the IDs At_2 or aic_0. The type of the second condition is Xm_NOT and
it says that the ID vRddhi_0 should not be in that sound-set.

5.1.9 Statement groups

The collection of Statements is implemented through the StatementGroups
class.
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1 class StatementGroups:
2 def __init__(self):
3 self.statementGroup = list_of_Statements

The functions of this class are primarily meant for organizing and referencing
the statements.

1 >>> from statements import StatementGroups
2 >>> statementGroup = StatementGroups()
3 >>> statementGroup.get_statements_for_some_operation(
4 'ATT_a & guru_0')
5 [<statements.Statements instance at 0x10a24c3f8 >,
6 <statements.Statements instance at 0x10a24c488 >]

The list returned by the above function consists of two Statements instances
corresponding to the two statements that provide for application of the at-
tribute guru_0.

1 >>> st1,st2=statementGroup.get_statements_for_some_operation(
2 'ATT_a & guru_0')
3 >>> st1.statement_string
4 'Xm_ATT_a * ATT_a & guru_0 * Xm:[hrasva_0] AND Xn:[saMyoga_0]*
5 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] * A_RULES:[a_14010][a_14011]'
6 >>> st2.statement_string
7 'Xm_ATT_a * ATT_a & guru_0 * Xm:[dIrgha_0] *
8 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] * A_RULES:[a_14012]'

Similarly, the following function returns a dictionary with signature of state-
ments as keys and the corresponding statements as their values.

1 >>> d=statementGroup.get_signature_statements_dict()
2 >>> d
3 {'Xm_ATT_a__ATT_a__Xm_Xm_NOT': [
4 <statements.Statements instance at 0x10a382638 >,
5 <statements.Statements instance at 0x10a382950 >,
6 <statements.Statements instance at 0x10a382998 >,
7 ...], ... }

5.2 Processes of grammar

During the process of their derivation, linguistic expressions are represented
through a sentence which consists of one or more language-components
corresponding to the individual inflected words. Each language-component
contains a sequence of sound-sets. Each sound-set corresponds to a single
phoneme.
The derivational process is effected through a number of operational state-
ments which are applied to a sentence. A sentence, together with an opera-
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tional statement, constitutes a derivational state. There are two fundamental
types of operations: (i) to saturate a sentence, in that all attributes that can
be attached are added to it, and (ii) to add a new component and graduate
towards completion of the derivational process. Accordingly, a slice contains
a sequence of derivational states that arise during the process of saturation.
A new slice is added, once a new component is introduced. A process-strip
records a sequence of slices and thus registers the process of completion.
Given the above framework and corresponding data-structures, the general
algorithm of the derivational process can be specified as follows.

1 initialize a process-strip
2 repeat the following steps:
3 saturate the process-strip
4 look for completing statements
5 if there is no statement to be applied
6 return the process-strip
7 else:
8 select a completing statement
9 apply it to the process-strip

After initialisation, the process-strip is populated with new components and
saturated repeatedly, till there is no admissible component available. This
brings the process of derivation to an end.

5.2.1 Initialisation

The process of initialisation is implemented by the function initialize().
The initial process-strip contains an empty slice.

1 >>> from pStrips import PStrips
2 >>> pStrip = PStrips()
3 >>> pStrip.get_list_of_Slices()
4 []

The empty pStrip needs to be populated with some components. At this mo-
ment the meaning-expressions and a user become relevant. The user must be
able to express her/his intention (vivakṣā) by interactingwith the system. Sup-
pose, for example, the user wants to express the sentence bālakaḥ paṭhati (a boy
recites). Then the choice of the components bAlaka_k and paTha_a become
imminent.3 The following statement is chosen for application.

1 >>> st01 = Statements(
2 'E_ADD_y *

3 For the sake of simplicity and space, I will continue with the derivation of the verbal
conjugation only.
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3 ADD_y & paTha_a *
4 yM:[vyaktAyAM_x vAci_x] *
5 ST_TYPE:[COMPLETING] * ')
6 >>> st01.get_signature()
7 'E_ADD_y__ADD_y__yM'

The signature of the above statement is significant for choosing the appro-
priate signature-functions. These are required to execute some statement.
Consider the following function for the application of statements with signa-
ture: E_ADD_y__ADD_y__yM.

1 def E_ADD_y__ADD_y__yM(pStrip,statement):
2 (op_type,op_val) = statement.get_operation_part()
3 list_of_sets=Elements().get_component_in_langComp_form(op_val)
4 langComp = LangComps(list_of_sets)
5 sentence = Sentences(
6 ([langComp],statement.get_vals_for_condition_type('yM')))
7 dState = DStates((sentence ,statement.get_statement_string()))
8 slice = Slices([dState])
9 pStrip = PStrips([slice])
10 return pStrip

[1] The function takes pStrip and statement objects and returns the updated
pStrip after application of the statement. [2] The values of operation-type
and operation-value are stored in the variables op_type and op_val respec-
tively. These are 'ADD_y' and 'paTha_a'. [3] The variable list_of_sets con-
tains the list of sets of IDs corresponding to the op_val which in this case is
'paTha_a'. [4] The langComp is instantiated, followed by [5] sentence, [7]
dState, [8] slice and [9] pStrip. [10] The updated pStrip is returned.
The application of the above signature function results in the introduction of
a new slice within the process-strip. Within this slice a new derivational state
is added which records the changes in the sentence and saves the statement
that is applied as well. The results are as follows.

1 >>> from signatureFunctions import E_ADD_y__ADD_y__yM
2 >>> pStrip = E_ADD_y__ADD_y__yM(pStrip,st01)
3 >>> print pStrip
4 p : p_0,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
5 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
6 Th : Th_1,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9
7 :-: E_ADD_y * ADD_y & paTha_a *
8 yM:[vyaktAyAM_x vAci_x] *
9 ST_TYPE:[COMPLETING] *
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5.2.2 Saturation

At this stage the process of saturation is carried out. Consider the following
statement.

1 >>> st02 = Statements(
2 'Xm_ATT_a *
3 ATT_a & at_1 *
4 Xm:[a_0][hrasva_0] AND Xm_NOT:[at_1] *
5 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] *
6 A_RULES:[a_11070]')

This statement attaches the attribute at_1 to a sound-set Xm that fulfils the
following two conditions:
1. Xm:[a_0][hrasva_0] i.e. the sound-set Xmmust contain the phoneme a_0

and the attribute hrasva_0.
2. Xm_NOT:[at_1] implies that the attribute should not already be present in

the said sound-set. This is necessary to avoid recursive attachment of an
attribute.

The signature of this statement is as follows.
1 >>> st02.get_signature()
2 'Xm_ATT_a__ATT_a__Xm_Xm_NOT'

The implementation of this statement is effected through the following
signature-function.

1 def Xm_ATT_a__ATT_a__Xm_Xm_NOT(pStrip,statement):
2 sentence = _get_a_deepcopy_of_sentence(pStrip)
3 for langComp in sentence.sentence:
4 for soundSet in langComp.langComp:
5 chk_results_dict = _Xm_ATT_a__ATT_a__Xm_Xm_NOT__CHECK(
6 soundSet,statement)
7 if chk_results_dict.get('APPLICABILITY'):
8 soundSet.addAttributes(
9 set([chk_results_dict.get('ATT_a')]))
10 pStrip.get_last_Slice().extend_Slice(
11 DStates((sentence ,statement.get_statement_string())))
12 return pStrip

[1]Again the function takes up the pStrip and a statement and [12] returns
the updated strip after the application of the statement. [2] A deep copy of
the sentence is needed to avoid over writing. [3-4] Since the operation is ex-
ecuted at the level of sound-sets, the two for loops are carried out. [5-6] The
function _...__CHECK checks the conditions whether the statement is appli-
cable to the soundSet or not. The results of this check function are stored in the
dictionary chk_results_dict. [7] If applicable, then [8-9] the appropriate
attribute is added to that soundSet, and [10-11] pStrip gets updated.
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The above function uses another function to check the conditions.
1 def _Xm_ATT_a__ATT_a__Xm_Xm_NOT__CHECK(soundSet,statement):
2 chk_results_dict = {}
3 oper_part_key , oper_part_val = statement.get_operation_part()
4 if CHK_Xm_Xm_NOT(soundSet ,statement):
5 chk_results_dict['APPLICABILITY'] = True
6 chk_results_dict[oper_part_key] = oper_part_val
7 return chk_results_dict

[1] The _...__CHECK function takes a soundSet and a statement and re-
turns chk_results_dict a dictionary of results. [4] It uses another function
CHK_Xm_Xm_NOT that checks whether the Xm and Xm_NOT conditions are ful-
filled.
The statement st02 can now be applied.

1 >>> from signatureFunctions import Xm_ATT_a__ATT_a__Xm_Xm_NOT
2 >>> pStrip = Xm_ATT_a__ATT_a__Xm_Xm_NOT(pStrip,st02)
3 >>> print pStrip
4 p : p_0,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
5 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
6 Th : Th_1,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9
7 :-: E_ADD_y * ADD_y & paTha_a *
8 yM:[vyaktAyAM_x vAci_x] *
9 ST_TYPE:[COMPLETING] *
10 :::
11 p : p_0,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
12 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,at_1,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
13 Th : Th_1,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9
14 :-: Xm_ATT_a * ATT_a & at_1 *
15 Xm:[a_0][hrasva_0] AND Xm_NOT:[at_1] *
16 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] * A_RULES:[a_11070]

The application of the above statement has resulted in an extension of the
slice. [10] A new derivational state is added. [12] The effect of this function
is visible in this line, where the sound-set gets the attribute at_1 added to it.
This is the only sound-set where the conditions of the statement are fulfilled.
It should be noted that multiple application of this statement to the same
pStrip does not result in any further changes.

1 >>> pStrip = Xm_ATT_a__ATT_a__Xm_Xm_NOT(pStrip,st02)
2 >>> pStrip = Xm_ATT_a__ATT_a__Xm_Xm_NOT(pStrip,st02)
3 >>> print pStrip
4 p : p_0,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
5 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
6 Th : Th_1,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9
7 :-: E_ADD_y * ADD_y & paTha_a *
8 yM:[vyaktAyAM_x vAci_x] *
9 ST_TYPE:[COMPLETING] *
10 :::
11 p : p_0,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
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12 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,at_1,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
13 Th : Th_1,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9
14 :-: Xm_ATT_a * ATT_a & at_1 *
15 Xm:[a_0][hrasva_0] AND Xm_NOT:[at_1] *
16 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] * A_RULES:[a_11070]

Consider now the following two statements.
1 >>> st03 = Statements(
2 'Xm_ATT_a *
3 ATT_a & vRddhi_0 *
4 Xm:[At_2,aic_0] AND Xm_NOT:[vRddhi_0] *
5 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] * A_RULES:[a_11001]')
6 >>> st04 = Statements(
7 'Xm_ATT_a *
8 ATT_a & guNa_0 *
9 Xm:[at_1,eG_0] AND Xm_NOT:[guNa_0] *
10 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] * A_RULES:[a_11002]')

Both of them have the same signature as the previous statement.
1 >>> st03.get_signature()
2 'Xm_ATT_a__ATT_a__Xm_Xm_NOT'
3 >>> st04.get_signature()
4 'Xm_ATT_a__ATT_a__Xm_Xm_NOT'

This implies that both of them can be applied by using the same signature
function. The execution of st03 shows that it is not applied at all. This is ob-
vious as none of the sound-sets fulfill the required conditions. The pStrip
remains as it is. This is evident from the output below.

1 >>> pStrip = Xm_ATT_a__ATT_a__Xm_Xm_NOT(pStrip,st03)
2 >>> print pStrip
3 p : p_0,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
4 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
5 Th : Th_1,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9
6 :-: E_ADD_y * ADD_y & paTha_a *
7 yM:[vyaktAyAM_x vAci_x] *
8 ST_TYPE:[COMPLETING] *
9 :::
10 p : p_0,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
11 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,at_1,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
12 Th : Th_1,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9
13 :-: Xm_ATT_a * ATT_a & at_1 *
14 Xm:[a_0][hrasva_0] AND Xm_NOT:[at_1] *
15 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] * A_RULES:[a_11070]

The execution of st04 however brings out some changes.
1 >>> pStrip = Xm_ATT_a__ATT_a__Xm_Xm_NOT(pStrip,st04)
2 >>> print pStrip
3 p : p_0,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
4 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
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5 Th : Th_1,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9
6 :-: E_ADD_y * ADD_y & paTha_a *
7 yM:[vyaktAyAM_x vAci_x] *
8 ST_TYPE:[COMPLETING] *
9 :::
10 p : p_0,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
11 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,at_1,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
12 Th : Th_1,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9
13 :-: Xm_ATT_a * ATT_a & at_1 *
14 Xm:[a_0][hrasva_0] AND Xm_NOT:[at_1] *
15 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] * A_RULES:[a_11070]
16 :::
17 p : p_0,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
18 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,at_1,guNa_0,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
19 Th : Th_1,ait_9,paTha_a,udAttet_9
20 :-: Xm_ATT_a * ATT_a & guNa_0 *
21 Xm:[at_1,eG_0] AND Xm_NOT:[guNa_0] *
22 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] * A_RULES:[a_11002]

[18] The attribute guNa_0 is now attached to the sound-set having the at-
tribute at_1. There is a hierarchy among the saturating statements that is de-
cided by the dependency of their conditions together with the operational
attachment. Thus, while st03 and st04 can be applied in any order, st04 can
only be applied after the application of st02.
The next statement attaches an attribute not only to just one sound-set, but to
several of them.

1 >>> st05 = Statements(
2 'X_ATT_a *
3 ATT_a & bhvAdi_0 *
4 X:[bhU_a,paTha_a,ji_a,pUG_a,dheT_a] AND X_NOT:[bhvAdi_0] *
5 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] * ')
6 >>> st05.get_signature()
7 'X_ATT_a__ATT_a__X_X_NOT'

This statement attaches the group name bhvAdi_0 for the bhvādi-gaṇa of the
verbal roots. Here, for the sake of readability, I have not listed all the roots that
are mentioned in this group.

1 >>> from signatureFunctions import X_ATT_a__ATT_a__X_X_NOT
2 >>> pStrip = X_ATT_a__ATT_a__X_X_NOT(pStrip,st05)
3 >>> print pStrip
4 ...
5 :::
6 p : p_0,ait_9,bhvAdi_0 ,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
7 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,at_1,bhvAdi_0 ,guNa_0,paTha_a,
8 udAttet_9 *
9 Th : Th_1,ait_9,bhvAdi_0,paTha_a,udAttet_9
10 :-: X_ATT_a * ATT_a & bhvAdi_0 *
11 X:[bhU_a,paTha_a,ji_a,pUG_a,dheT_a] AND X_NOT:[bhvAdi_0] *
12 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] *
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The attribute bhvAdi_0 is added to all three of the sound-sets that constitute
the component paTha_a. In the above output, I have deleted the earlier deriva-
tional states to save space and to aid readability.
The next statement that attaches the attribute dhAtu_0 is similar.

1 >>> st06 = Statements(
2 'X_ATT_a *
3 ATT_a & dhAtu_0 *
4 X:[bhvAdi_0 ,adAdi_0,juhotyAdi_0 ,divAdi_0 ,svAdi_0,
5 tudAdi_0 ,rudhAdi_0 ,tanAdi_0 ,kryAdi_0 ,curAdi_0] AND
6 X_NOT:[dhAtu_0] *
7 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] * A_RULES:[a_13001]')
8 >>> st06.get_signature()
9 'X_ATT_a__ATT_a__X_X_NOT'
10 >>> from signatureFunctions import X_ATT_a__ATT_a__X_X_NOT
11 >>> pStrip = X_ATT_a__ATT_a__X_X_NOT(pStrip,st06)
12 >>> print pStrip
13 ...
14 :::
15 p : p_0,ait_9,bhvAdi_0 ,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
16 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,at_1,bhvAdi_0 ,dhAtu_0,guNa_0,
17 paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
18 Th : Th_1,ait_9,bhvAdi_0,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,udAttet_9
19 :-: X_ATT_a * ATT_a & dhAtu_0 *
20 X:[bhvAdi_0 ,adAdi_0,juhotyAdi_0 ,divAdi_0 ,svAdi_0,
21 tudAdi_0,rudhAdi_0 ,tanAdi_0,kryAdi_0,curAdi_0] AND
22 X_NOT:[dhAtu_0] *
23 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] * A_RULES:[a_13001]

5.2.3 Completion

The next statement introduces the component laT_0. This component is
added after the language-component Xi. The semantic condition for its ad-
dition is stated in the condition yM:[vartamAna_x]. This condition is satisfied
once the user confirms her or his intention to express vartamAna_x or present
tense.

1 >>> st07 = Statements(
2 'Xi_ADD_y *
3 ADD_y & laT_0 *
4 Xi:[dhAtu_0] AND Xj_NOT:[lakAra_9] AND yM:[vartamAna_x] *
5 ST_TYPE:[COMPLETING] * A_RULES:[a_32123]')
6 >>> st07.get_signature()
7 'Xi_ADD_y__ADD_y__Xi_Xj_NOT_yM'

The above statement is applied through the corresponding signature function.
It is a completing statement and therefore a new slice is added. Line [16] notes
the slice boundary.
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1 >>> from signatureFunctions import Xi_ADD_y__ADD_y__Xi_Xj_NOT_yM
2 >>> pStrip = Xi_ADD_y__ADD_y__Xi_Xj_NOT_yM(pStrip,st07)
3 >>> print pStrip
4 ...
5 :::
6 p : p_0,ait_9,bhvAdi_0 ,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
7 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,at_1,bhvAdi_0 ,dhAtu_0,guNa_0,
8 paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
9 Th : Th_1,ait_9,bhvAdi_0,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,udAttet_9
10 :-: X_ATT_a *
11 ATT_a & dhAtu_0 *
12 X:[bhvAdi_0 ,adAdi_0,juhotyAdi_0 ,divAdi_0 ,svAdi_0,
13 tudAdi_0,rudhAdi_0 ,tanAdi_0,kryAdi_0,curAdi_0] AND
14 X_NOT:[dhAtu_0] *
15 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] * A_RULES:[a_13001]
16 -::-::-
17 p : p_0,ait_9,bhvAdi_0 ,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
18 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,at_1,bhvAdi_0 ,dhAtu_0,guNa_0,
19 paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
20 Th : Th_1,ait_9,bhvAdi_0,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,udAttet_9 *
21 l : l_0,Tit_9,ait_9,laT_0,lakAra_9
22 :-: Xi_ADD_y *
23 ADD_y & laT_0 *
24 Xi:[dhAtu_0] AND Xj_NOT:[lakAra_9] AND yM:[vartamAna_x] *
25 MEXGRP_0001 * A_RULES:[a_32123]

[21] The above statement also extends the language-component and a new
sound-set for laT_0 is added. laT_0 is a Tit_9 and ait_9 lakAra_9 and these
attributes are already specified in the database.
The next statement specifies whether the components within a particular
language-component form a sentence in active, passive or middle voice.
Again, the decision to employ active voice is reached on the basis of the se-
mantic condition, which the user must address directly.

1 >>> st08 = Statements(
2 'X_ATT_a *
3 ATT_a & xkartR_9 *
4 X:[dhAtu_0] AND X_NOT:[xkarman_9][xbhAva_9][xkartR_9] AND
5 X_M:[kartRprayoga_x] *
6 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] *')
7 >>> st08.get_signature()
8 'X_ATT_a__ATT_a__X_X_M_X_NOT'
9 >>> from signatureFunctions import X_ATT_a__ATT_a__X_X_M_X_NOT
10 >>> pStrip = X_ATT_a__ATT_a__X_X_M_X_NOT(pStrip,st08)
11 >>> print pStrip
12 :::
13 p : p_0,ait_9,bhvAdi_0 ,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,udAttet_9 ,xkartR_9 *
14 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,at_1,bhvAdi_0 ,dhAtu_0,guNa_0,
15 paTha_a,udAttet_9 ,xkartR_9 *
16 Th : Th_1,ait_9,bhvAdi_0,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,udAttet_9 ,
17 xkartR_9 *
18 l : l_0,Tit_9,ait_9,laT_0,lakAra_9
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19 :-: X_ATT_a *
20 ATT_a & xkartR_9 *
21 X:[dhAtu_0] AND X_NOT:[xkarman_9][xbhAva_9][xkartR_9] AND
22 X_M:[kartRprayoga_x] *
23 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] *

The following statement attaches the attribute parasmaipada_0 to the
language-component.

1 >>> st09 = Statements(
2 'X_ATT_a *
3 ATT_a & parasmaipada_0 *
4 X:[dhAtu_0][xkartR_9] AND X_NOT:[Atmanepada_0] *
5 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] *')
6 >>> st09.get_signature()
7 'X_ATT_a__ATT_a__X_X_NOT'
8 >>> from signatureFunctions import X_ATT_a__ATT_a__X_X_NOT
9 >>> pStrip = X_ATT_a__ATT_a__X_X_NOT(pStrip,st09)
10 >>> print pStrip
11 ...
12 :::
13 p : p_0,ait_9,bhvAdi_0 ,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,parasmaipada_0 ,
14 udAttet_9 ,xkartR_9 *
15 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,at_1,bhvAdi_0 ,dhAtu_0,guNa_0,
16 paTha_a,parasmaipada_0 ,udAttet_9 ,xkartR_9 *
17 Th : Th_1,ait_9,bhvAdi_0,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,parasmaipada_0 ,
18 udAttet_9 ,xkartR_9 *
19 l : l_0,Tit_9,ait_9,laT_0,lakAra_9
20 :-: X_ATT_a *
21 ATT_a & parasmaipada_0 *
22 X:[dhAtu_0][xkartR_9] AND X_NOT:[Atmanepada_0] *
23 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] *

The following statement provides for the substitution of laT_0 by the third
person singular suffix tip_0.

1 >>> st10 = Statements(
2 'Xi_REP_y *
3 REP_y & tip_0 *
4 Xh:[dhAtu_0][parasmaipada_0] AND Xi:[lakAra_9] AND
5 yM:[prathama_0][ekavacana_0] *
6 ST_TYPE:[COMPLETING] * A_RULES:[a_34077][a_34078]')
7 >>> ST10_obj.get_signature()
8 'Xi_REP_y__REP_y__Xh_Xi_yM'

Again, the decision to opt for the third person and singular is taken by the
user on the basis of the semantic conditions prathama_0 and ekavacana_0
respectively.

1 >>> from signatureFunctions import Xi_REP_y__REP_y__Xh_Xi_yM
2 >>> pStrip = Xi_REP_y__REP_y__Xh_Xi_yM(pStrip,st10)
3 >>> print pStrip
4 -::-::-
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5 p : p_0,ait_9,bhvAdi_0 ,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,parasmaipada_0 ,
6 udAttet_9 ,xkartR_9 *
7 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,at_1,bhvAdi_0 ,dhAtu_0,guNa_0,
8 paTha_a,parasmaipada_0 ,udAttet_9 ,xkartR_9 *
9 Th : Th_1,ait_9,bhvAdi_0,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,parasmaipada_0 ,
10 udAttet_9 ,xkartR_9 *
11 l : l_0,REPLACED_9 ,Tit_9,ait_9,laT_0,lakAra_9 *
12 t : t_0,pit_9,tip_0 *
13 i : hrasva_0 ,i_0,pit_9,tip_0
14 :-: Xi_REP_y *
15 REP_y & tip_0 *
16 Xh:[dhAtu_0][parasmaipada_0] AND Xi:[lakAra_9] AND
17 yM:[prathama_0][ekavacana_0] *
18 ST_TYPE:[COMPLETING] * A_RULES:[a_34077][a_34078]

Replacement is implemented by attaching the attribute REPLACED_9 to those
parts that are replaced (line [11]) and adding the replacement components at
the appropriate index (line [12-13]).
The following statement attaches the attribute tiG_0 to the third person sin-
gular suffix tip_0.

1 >>> st11 = Statements(
2 'X_ATT_a *
3 ATT_a & tiG_0 *
4 X:[tip_0,tas_0,jhi_0,sip_0,thas_0,tha_0,mip_0,vas_0,mas_0,
5 ta_0,AtAm_0,jha_0,thAs_1,AthAm_0,dhvam_0,iT_1,vahi_0,mahiG_0]

AND
6 X_NOT:[tiG_0] *
7 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] * A_RULES:[a_34078][a_11071]')
8 >>> st11.get_signature()
9 'X_ATT_a__ATT_a__X_X_NOT'
10 >>> from signatureFunctions import X_ATT_a__ATT_a__X_X_NOT
11 >>> pStrip = X_ATT_a__ATT_a__X_X_NOT(pStrip,st11)
12 >>> print pStrip
13 :::
14 p : p_0,ait_9,bhvAdi_0 ,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,parasmaipada_0 ,
15 udAttet_9 ,xkartR_9 *
16 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,at_1,bhvAdi_0 ,dhAtu_0,guNa_0,
17 paTha_a,parasmaipada_0 ,udAttet_9 ,xkartR_9 *
18 Th : Th_1,ait_9,bhvAdi_0,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,parasmaipada_0 ,
19 udAttet_9 ,xkartR_9 *
20 l : l_0,REPLACED_9 ,Tit_9,ait_9,laT_0,lakAra_9 *
21 t : t_0,pit_9,tiG_0,tip_0 *
22 i : hrasva_0 ,i_0,pit_9,tiG_0,tip_0
23 :-: X_ATT_a *
24 ATT_a & tiG_0 *
25 X:[tip_0,tas_0,jhi_0,sip_0,thas_0,tha_0,mip_0,vas_0,mas_0,
26 ta_0,AtAm_0,jha_0,thAs_1,AthAm_0,dhvam_0,iT_1,vahi_0,

mahiG_0] AND
27 X_NOT:[tiG_0] *
28 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] * A_RULES:[a_34078][a_11071]
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To a tiG_0 or a zit_9 component, the attribute sArvadhAtuka_0 is attached
by the following statement.

1 >>> st12 = Statements(
2 'X_ATT_a *
3 ATT_a & sArvadhAtuka_0 *
4 X:[tiG_0,zit_9] AND X_NOT:[sArvadhAtuka_0] *
5 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] * A_RULES:[a_34113]')
6 >>> st12.get_signature()
7 'X_ATT_a__ATT_a__X_X_NOT'

The application of this statement is similar to the other attachments of the
attributes.

1 >>> from signatureFunctions import X_ATT_a__ATT_a__X_X_NOT
2 >>> pStrip = X_ATT_a__ATT_a__X_X_NOT(pStrip,st12)
3 >>> print pStrip
4 ...
5 :::
6 p : p_0,ait_9,bhvAdi_0 ,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,parasmaipada_0 ,
7 udAttet_9 ,xkartR_9 *
8 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,at_1,bhvAdi_0 ,dhAtu_0,guNa_0,
9 paTha_a,parasmaipada_0 ,udAttet_9 ,xkartR_9 *
10 Th : Th_1,ait_9,bhvAdi_0,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,parasmaipada_0 ,
11 udAttet_9 ,xkartR_9 *
12 l : l_0,REPLACED_9 ,Tit_9,ait_9,laT_0,lakAra_9 *
13 t : t_0,pit_9,sArvadhAtuka_0 ,tiG_0,tip_0 *
14 i : hrasva_0 ,i_0,pit_9,sArvadhAtuka_0 ,tiG_0,tip_0
15 :-: X_ATT_a *
16 ATT_a & sArvadhAtuka_0 *
17 X:[tiG_0,zit_9] AND X_NOT:[sArvadhAtuka_0] *
18 ST_TYPE:[STABILIZING] * A_RULES:[a_34113]

Finally, the infix zap_0 is introduced by the following statement.
1 >>> st13 = Statements(
2 'Xi_ADD_y *
3 ADD_y & zap_0 *
4 Xi:[dhAtu_0] AND Xj:[sArvadhAtuka_0] AND Xj_M:[kartR_0] * *
5 A_RULES:[a_31068]')
6 >>> st13.get_signature()
7 'Xi_ADD_y__ADD_y__Xi_Xj_Xj_M'

The conditions also provide the index where the new components should
properly be added.

1 >>> from signatureFunctions import Xi_ADD_y__ADD_y__Xi_Xj_Xj_M
2 >>> pStrip = Xi_ADD_y__ADD_y__Xi_Xj_Xj_M(pStrip,st13)
3 >>> print pStrip
4 ...
5 -::-::-
6 p : p_0,ait_9,bhvAdi_0 ,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,parasmaipada_0 ,
7 udAttet_9 ,xkartR_9 *
8 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,ait_9,at_1,bhvAdi_0 ,dhAtu_0,guNa_0,
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9 paTha_a,parasmaipada_0 ,udAttet_9 ,xkartR_9 *
10 Th : Th_1,ait_9,bhvAdi_0,dhAtu_0,paTha_a,parasmaipada_0 ,
11 udAttet_9 ,xkartR_9 *
12 a : hrasva_0 ,a_0,pit_9,zap_0,zit_9 *
13 l : l_0,REPLACED_9 ,Tit_9,ait_9,laT_0,lakAra_9 *
14 t : t_0,pit_9,sArvadhAtuka_0 ,tiG_0,tip_0 *
15 i : hrasva_0 ,i_0,pit_9,sArvadhAtuka_0 ,tiG_0,tip_0
16 :-: Xi_ADD_y *
17 ADD_y & zap_0 *
18 Xi:[dhAtu_0] AND Xj:[sArvadhAtuka_0] AND Xj_M:[kartR_0] * *
19 A_RULES:[a_31068]

The above steps demonstrate the dynamics of the process of derivation. At
each step, a larger number of characterising statements are employed. The
main algorithm of the derivational process is summarized in the following
main function.

1 def execute():
2 pStrip = initialize()
3 while 1:
4 pStrip = saturate(pStrip)
5 possible_statements = interpret(pStrip)
6 if len(possible_statements) == 0:
7 return pStrip
8 else:
9 statement = select(pStrip,possible_statements)
10 pStrip = apply(pStrip,statement)

[1] The main function which returns a process-strip. [2] The function
initialize() initializes the process-strip. [3] The third line specifies a loop.
[4]At this stage, a given process-strip is saturated, i.e. attributes are attached
to the language-components or sound-sets. [5]Once the process-strip is satu-
rated, it is tested for any possible completing statement that could be applied.
The list of all such candidates is stored in possible_statements. [6] In case
the list is empty, i.e. there is no statement that may be applied, [7] then the
process-strip is returned. Otherwise, [9] one statement is selected, depending
upon the semantic considerations and the intention (vivakṣā) of the user. [10]
Finally, that statement is applied and the process-strip is updated.
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Appendix A
The Systematic Approach

In this appendix I intend to work out the systematic approach followed by
the ancillary disciplines associated with the Vedas.1 In particular, I examine
the Ṛgvedaprātiśākhya,2 the Baudhāyanaśulbasūtra,3 and the Aṣṭādhyāyī.4
My emphasis is to look into the formal aspects of their basic techniques.
The chief outcome is the certainty that they follow a common methodology.
Further, it leads to the determination and specification of the details of this
systematic approach. The results are of significance as they provide the basis
for a formal perspective on the Aṣṭādhyāyī of Pāṇini.

In the following, I briefly mention a conceptual plan for the subsequent
investigations, including the new terms introduced by me. I shall use
typewriter font whenever I want to emphasize their terminological char-
acter. These terms are needed to formulate the details of the systematic
approach. They reflect the common character of the content and processes
of these disciplines, and are needed to avoid the imposition of specific terms
from any particular tradition with their established denotations for the
general concepts. Their introduction is all the more necessary as the present
study aims to point out features spanning across several disciplines.

The starting point is the observation that the above mentioned texts
aim towards retention of a given phenomenon. By a given phenomenon I
1 The ancillary disciplines or the Vedāṅgas (lit. limbs of the Vedas) are: Śikṣā (phonetics),
Chandas (prosody), Vyākaraṇa (grammar), Nirukta (etymology), Kalpa (instructions on ritual
practice) and Jyotiṣa (astronomy). See (Gonda 1975 p. 34). For a summary of the literature
on phonetics and grammar, see (Scharfe 1977), on ritual practices (Gonda 1977) and for
astronomy, see (Pingree 1981).
2 For our study, I use the Ṛgvedaprātiśākhyawith the commentary ofUvaṭa edited byViren-
drakumar Varma (2007) and occasionally an earlier edition by Mangal Deva Shastri (1959).
3 For the purpose of this study, I am primarily using the edition of S. N. Sen and A. K. Bag
(1983).
4 For editions of the Aṣṭādhyāyī used by me, see p. 145.

131
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132 A The Systematic Approach

mean any existing linguistic or cultural practice established over a number
of generations. It is something which one has received as the standard and
would like to protect and pass on intact to the next generation, for example,
the recitation of the Vedic mantras.

In order to achieve the goal of retention, these texts follow a common
systematic approach which consists of two interdependent and complemen-
tary processes. The first one is an analysis of a given whole into constituent
components and fundamental units. The other one is synthesis through
rule-based combination of components and units to regain the given whole.

A basic operationwhich is needed for these processes is characterization of
components and units. This involves attaching attributes to them to impart
an identity and/or associating some information which they subsequently
bear. The operations of characterization and combination are executed once
certain conditions are satisfied.

The apparent cyclical exercise of first analyzing and then synthesizing
comprehends the given phenomena in a systematic manner. This gives rise
to an interconnected structure of components and units together with the
conditioned operations. Such structures have the tendency to last longer and
are explained on the basis of the underlying system. Structures facilitate
variations and change.

In the following, I intend to demonstrate this systematic approach by
means of examples to determine its chief features.

A.1 Analysis and synthesis

To begin with, we examine how the above mentioned texts perform the com-
plementary processes of analysis and synthesis for the sake of comprehension
of a given phenomenon.

A.1.1 Syllables (Akṣaras)

The first example we take up is the process of analyzing a given utterance into
constituent syllables. Consider the following mantra of the Ṛgveda :

त िवतवुरे यम ।् (ṚV. 3.62.10).
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A.1 Analysis and synthesis 133

It is the given wholewhich can be analyzed into components. The components
in this case are syllables (akṣaras). The Ṛgvedaprātiśākhya provides rules for
analysis of a given utterance into constituting syllables. These are given as
follows:
1. Both the short as well as long vowels (svaras) form a syllable.5

2. The nasal sound (anusvāra) and consonants (vyañjana) are part of the syl-
lable.6

3. The consonants that are in between two vowels are part of the latter
vowel.7

4. The nasal sound and aspirated sound (visarjanīya) form part of the pre-
ceding vowel.8

5. The first phoneme of a consonant conjunct (saṃyoga) if in between two
vowels, optionally forms a part of the first vowel.9

An application of the above rules yields the following analysis. The separa-
tions are shown by the daṇḍa (।) sign.

तत ।् स । िव । तरु ्। व । रे । यम ।्
It should be noted that the components are dependent upon the given whole
and in this sense, do not have an independent existence. They have relevance
only as long as they can be combined to form the original.

The results of analysis are not unique. This is because there are more
than one possible options to dissect a given whole. Another variation of the
above analysis could be:

त । । िव । त ु । व । रे । यम ।्
The process of synthesis in this case is simple. It consists of only one rule, that
of uttering or placing the analyzed components one after another, without any
pause or space in between, while following the original sequential order. Both
the processes of analysis and synthesis are rule-based. The rules of analysis are
mentioned explicitly while the rules for synthesis are understood implicitly.10

5 उभये रािण । (ṚVPr. 1.19).
6 अन ु ारो न ं चा रा म ।् (ṚVPr. 1.22).
7 रा रे ना ु र । (ṚVPr. 1.23).
8 पवू ान ु ारिवसजनीयौ । (ṚVPr. 1.24).
9 सयंोगािदवा । (ṚVPr. 1.25).
10 The rules to determine the syllables in theVājasaneyiprātiśākhya aremore detailed. Apart
from the above mentioned cases, it also include instances when the consonants result from
reduplication. For example, pārśśvyam (VS. 25.5) consists of pārś । śvyam where the first
reduplicated consonant ś belongs to the former syllable and the second to the latter. See
(VPr. 1.99-106).
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134 A The Systematic Approach

A.1.2 The falcon shaped fire altar (Śyenacit)

We now consider an example from the Baudhāyanaśulbasūtra. The Śulba-
sūtras were primarily meant for piling-up of the fire altar (agnicayana) and
preparation of the sacrificial arena.11 Accordingly, these are usually men-
tioned as part of the general instructions for performance of the Vedic rituals
(Śrautasūtras).12 The Baudhāyanaśulbasūtra describes the construction of
the sacrificial ground (mahāvedi), provides for the distance, relative positions
and shape of the pits for the three fires—the gārhapatya, the āhavanīya and the
dakṣiṇāgni as well as various altars (vedis), including piling-up of the bricks
for fire altars (citis).

Consider the śyenacit or the fire altar in the shape of falcon with curved
wings and extended tails.13

It is an altar having the above form and consisting of 1000 bricks piled in five
layers, with 200 bricks in each layer. The entire area of the altar should be
7 1
2 times the area of a square with length equal to the height of the sacrificer

(yajamāna).14 From a systematic point of view, this śyenacit altar is the given
wholewhich is to be retained. The Śulba-sūtra enunciates its components. The
figure is first divided in four parts: the main core (ātman), the head (śiras), the
tail (puccha) and the two wings (pakṣa).

11 On the terms śulba (or śulva) and Śulbasūtra see (Michaels 1978 p. 162-165). For an intro-
duction to piling up of the fire altar (agnicayana), see (Michaels 1978 p. 36-43). Frits Staal
(1983) provides a more detailed description of the ritual processes.
12 There are Śulbasūtras ascribed to: Baudhāyana, Āpastamba, Vādhūla (belonging to the
Taittirīyasaṃhitā of the Kṛṣṇayajurveda), Manu and Varāha (Maitrāyaṇīsaṃhitā of the
Kṛṣṇayajurveda) as well as Kātyāyana (Vājasaneyisaṃhitā of the Śuklayajurveda). Their
relative as well as absolute chronology is unclear (Michaels 1978 p. 51-57). Scholars, how-
ever, place them between 5th to 2nd century BCE, with Baudhāyanaśulbasūtra being one
of the earliest (Pingree 1981 p. 4-5).
13 This ismentioned in the tenth chapter (BŚuS. 10.1-20). Here I follow the number according
to the edition by S. N. Sen and A. K. Bag (1983).
14 See, for example, (BŚuS. 10.4-9).
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The analysis is not unique. It could have been analyzed into a different set
of components. Moreover, the analyzed components are dependent upon
the given whole and lack independent existence or usage in the sacrificial
activities.

The analyzed components are further dissected into five different shapes of
smaller components that correspond to the five types of bricks.

1. The first type (B1) are square bricks having the size of one-fourth of a
puruṣa. They are therefore called caturthī bricks.

2. The second type (B2) are triangular bricks obtained by cutting the caturthī
bricks (B1) along the diagonal. These are called ardhā bricks as they have
half the area of the B1 square bricks.

3. The third type (B3) are again triangular bricks obtained by cutting B1
across the diagonals. These are termed pādyā bricks having one-quarter
of the area of B1.

4. The fourth type (B4) are four-sided quarter bricks formed by adding
an isosceles triangle of two equal sides with length 1 pada and the hy-
potenuse with length

√
2 pada combined with a rectangle with along the

length having measurements of length 1 pada and breadth 1 1
2 pada.

5. The fifth type (B5) are bricks obtained by joining two B4 bricks along
their longest side. Its shape is like the beak of a swan, hence it is called
haṃsamukhī.

The components in this case are evident and are literally the building blocks
of the given whole. The components depend upon the original. They do not
have independent employment or usage in the sacrificial rituals. Further, the
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components are also not unique. There can be a different set of components,
constituting the same whole.

The second set of components, namely the caturthī-bricks etc. are parts
of bigger components like the main core (ātman) or the head (śiras) etc.
Although more granular than the first set, the components belonging to the
second set are formally speaking not different from the first.15

The process of synthesis is rule based. The nature of rules is placing the
components in a manner so that the original form is regained. These are
specified, for example, in (BŚuS. 10.10-20).

A.1.3 Saṃhitā-pāṭha and Pada-pāṭha

The main function of Prātiśākhyas is to provide for the synthesis of continu-
ous recitation (saṃhitā-pāṭha) from theword-for-word recitation (pada-pāṭha).16

An application of the process of analysis to the continuous recitations
(saṃhitā-pāṭha)17 of the mantras of the Ṛgveda, yields individual padas or
words. Their sequential enunciation is called word-for-word recitation (pada-
pāṭha).18 The given whole in this case, therefore, is the continuous recitation
of any mantra of the Ṛgveda and their analyzed elements i.e. the padas are its
components.

The task of analyzing a given continuous expression into individual
padas is largely a heuristic process and there are no rules following which

15 See below the discussion in sectionA.2.
16 The name Prātiśākhya indicates that they correspond to a particular branch (śākhā)
of the Veda. Among the available ones, the Ṛgvedaprātiśākhya (attributed to Śaunaka),
Taittirīyaprātiśākhya, Vājasaneyiprātiśākhya and Ṛktantra are the most important. The
chronology of these texts is not setteled.
17 The definition of saṃhitā in Ṛgvedaprātiśākhya indicates the process of combining the
components: पदा ा दािदिभः सदंधदिेत यत स्ा काला वायने। (ṚVPr. 2.2). [Saṃhitā is that which com-
bines the final parts of the padas with the initial parts of the following ones, without the
intermission of time.] On the other hand, the Vājasaneyiprātiśākhya does not use the com-
ponents padas but defines it on the basis of continuous recitation of the phonemes. वणानाम ्
एकूाणयोगः सिंहता। (VPr. 1.158). [Saṃhitā is the conjunction of phonemes uttered in one breath.]
18 The collections are respectively called the Saṃhitā-pāṭha (1933) and the Pada-pāṭha
(1947). Vājasaneyiprātiśākhya terms the analyzed position as asaṃhita in contradistinction
to the combined state as saṃhita. पवूणो रः सिंहतः । पदिव देोऽसिंहतः । (VPr. 1.155-156). See (Varma
1987 p. 90-92).
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the individual components can be identified.19 Their recognition is possible
as they are meaningful components that are used interchangeably in the
recitations.20 It is facilitated by the process of concurrent presence (anvaya)
and concurrent absence (vyatireka).21 As an example, we take the first mantra
in the beginning of the Ṛgveda (1.1.1) and provide first the given whole and
then its analyzed components:22

Saṃhitā-pāṭha (the given whole)
agnim īḷe purohitaṃ yajñasya devam ṛtvijam / hotāraṃ ratnadhātamam /

Pada-pāṭha (analyzed components)
agnim / īḷe / puraḥ’hitaṃ / yajñasya / devam / ṛtvijam / hotāram / ratna’dhātamam /

Prātiśākhya texts provide rules for combination of padas in order to re-
gain the continuous recitation or Saṃhitā-pāṭha. The question as to what
comes first—whether Pada-pāṭha has its origins in Saṃhitā-pāṭha or vice
versa—is discussed by the commentators. The assertion सिंहता पदूकृितः in
(ṚVPr. 2.1) can be understood in two different ways: saṃhitā whose prakṛti
(origin) is pada or saṃhitā, which is the prakṛti (origin) of pada. Commenting
on this, Uvaṭa says that:

saṃhitā, whose constituents are padas, is here a modification of the constituting padas.
For example, the modifications ṣatva or ṇatva occur in saṃhitā only. Because they are
the constituents, therefore, padas are established original forms.23

Yāska in his Nirukta also states that “saṃhitā is the one having padas as its con-
stituent and all the branches of the Veda consider it to be so.”24 Commenting

19 There are, however, some exceptions, for example, the fifth chapter of the Vā-
jasaneyiprātiśākhya which gives some rules to identify the padas within the Saṃhitā-pāṭha.
See (Varma 1987 p. 335-363).
20 Vājasaneyiprātiśākhya defines a pada as that component, which is “capable of possess-
ing an independent sense”. अथः पदम।् (VPr. 3.2). Yāska in Nirukta mentions four kinds of
padas : nouns (nāman), verbs (ākhyāta), prepositions (upasarga) and indeclinables (nipāta).
च ािर पदजातािन नामा ात े चोपसगिनपाता तानीमािन भवि । (N. 1.1). K. V. Abhyankar provides a
compendium on Pada-pāṭha and specifies pada (meaningful unit), their compact expres-
sion (vṛtti) and their types, vigraha or analysis of the conjoined expressions, resulting nodes
or breaks (parvan), stops (avagraha), accentuation (svara) and other special features of Pada-
pāṭha in (Abhyankar 1974).
21 On this process, see (Cardona 1967a p. 313-352).
22 The transliteration I use is the one generally adopted in western scholarship. I have not
added accent marks here. George Cardona (1997 p. li-lxiv) discusses the different translit-
eration issues. Peter M. Scharf and Malcom D. Hyman (2012) provide a detailed study of
various issues involved in encoding Sanskrit in computers.
23 पदािन ूकृितभतूािन य ाः सिंहतायाः सा पदूकृितः सिंहताऽ िवकारः। तथा िह ष ण ादयो िवकाराः सिंहताया एव
भवि । ूकृितभतू ा पदानां िस म।् Uvaṭa on (ṚVPr. 2.1).
24 पदूकृितः सिंहता। पदूकृतीिन सवचरणानां पाषदािन। (N. 1.17).
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upon this, Durgācārya takes up the question in a detailed manner and puts
forward two possible cases:
1. “That, which is the cause of padas, that (saṃhitā) is pada-prakṛti. Why? Be-

cause padas are formed out of saṃhitā. Therefore, some consider saṃhitā to
be the original form (prakṛti) and padas to be theirmodifications (vikāra).”25

2. “Others, however, understand the statement padaprakṛtiḥ saṃhitā to be
saṃhitā, whose cause are the padas. Why? Because saṃhitā is gained out
of the combinations of padas only. Therefore, padas are the original form
and saṃhitā is their modification.”26

He further raises the question, which option is better: to consider padas to be
the original form and the saṃhitā to be their modification or vice versa and
decides for the latter giving several justifications based on the earlier usage
of Saṃhitā-pāṭha.27 It follows that the Prātiśākhya texts perform the task
of analysis of saṃhitā-pāṭha into pada-pāṭha and then provide a rule based
process to combine the padas to regain the saṃhitā-pāṭha.

To sum up, we can identify the processes of analysis of a given whole
into its components, and complementary to it the synthesis from components
to the given whole in the examples taken from different texts. In particular
we noticed the following instances:
1. Sanskrit expression into syllables (akṣara) : The example from the

Prātiśākhya shows that both the process of analysis of a Sanskrit utterance
into syllables as well as the reverse process of synthesis are rule based.

2. In case of a ritual formation like the śyenacit the process of analysis into
components like the caturthī bricks is teleological. The reverse process of
synthesis on the other hand is rule based.

3. The analysis of saṃhitā-pāṭha into the pada-pāṭha is again teleological, while
synthesis is rule based.

4. The process of analysis of Sanskrit expressions into components like the
roots (prakṛti) and suffixes (pratyaya) is again teleological, while synthesis
is rule based.

We now look into the constituents that are gained by further analyzing the
components.

25 पदानां या ूकृितः सयें पदूकृितः। क कारणम?् सिंहतातो िह पदािन ूिबय ।े त ा िंहतवै ूकृित वकारः पदानी वेमकेे
म ।े Durgācārya on (N. 1.17).
26 अपरे पनुः पदूकृितः सिंहतिेत पदािन ूकृितय ाः सयें पदूकृितिरित। क कारणम?् पदा वे िह सहं मानािन सिंहता
भवित। त ात प्दा वे िह ूकृित वकारः सिंहतिेत। Durgācārya on (N. 1.17).
27 आह। क पनुरऽ साधीयः पदानां ूकृित ं सिंहताया िवकार मतु वा िवकार ं पदानां ूकृित ं सिंहताया इित? उ ते
सिंहतायाः ूकृित ं ायः। आह। क कारणम?् उ त।े म ो िभ मानः पवूमषृमे शः सिंहतयवैािभ त े न पदःै।
Durgācārya on (N. 1.17).
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A.2 Components and units

The process of analysis is carried further in the case of linguistic as well
as geometrical components. The components are further sub-divided into
fundamental units.

The linguistic components are analyzed into the basic sound units or
the phonemes. For example,
Components: tat / sa / vi / tur / va / re / ṇyam /
Units: t / a / t / s / a / v / i / t / u / r / v / a / r / e / ṇ / y / a / m /

As in the case of components, the units are dependent upon the given
phenomena. For example, the set of phonemes is dependent upon the type
of sounds comprising a particular language. For some other language, this
set may be different.28 But, unlike the components, units are unique and
fundamental. Uniqueness implies that there cannot be two different sets of
units corresponding to the same phenomenon. And fundamental means that
they can not be analyzed further.

The geometrical components are also further dissected into more basic
units, namely points and lines. For example, the pādyā brick is analyzed as
follows:

The set of units in this case would consist of point, line, surface etc. It should
be noted, that as in the case of phonemes where, for example an element
of the set represents a type that can have several instances, having different
length and accents, similarly here, the elements stand for the fundamental
types which may have different length or area etc. Thus, in this case as well,
the set of units is fundamental and unique.

We have identified two different categories of constituents of a given
phenomena.
1. The first category is what we name as components. Examples are pada,

prakṛti, pratyaya, akṣara, śiras, puccha, caturthī-bricks.
2. The second category is what we define as the units. The examples of

units are phonemes for linguistic-components and lines and points for
geometrical-components.

28 For example, certain sounds like ḷh, jihvāmūlīya, upadhmānīya are a part of the Vedic
expressions but not of classical Sanskrit.
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To elucidate the difference between the components and units, we note that
the units are fundamental constituents that cannot be divided further. What
is meant here is that if one were to analyze them further, the same type would
result. They are physical entities with some audible/visible form. In the case
of linguistic units, the form would be the sound which one hears, and for
geometrical units it is the visible shape. Further, we stipulate that a unit is
characterized only through its form. In order to specify this, we need first to
look into the process of characterization of units. Characterization in general
is the process of identifying any object on the basis of certain features that
help in differentiating it from dissimilar objects, and relating it with similar
ones. The characteristics which identify units are related to their physical
form. We call them features.

Let us look into the definitions in the Ṛgvedaprātiśākhya where the
fundamental units are defined. These units, in the case of linguistic phenom-
ena are the phonemes. The manner in which the characterizing features are
assigned to them is by direct specification of the type: “the phoneme x has
the feature f”. If more than one phoneme shares the same feature then they
are referred to collectively. In order to refer to them, a list is provided at the
beginning. The rules of the Ṛgvedaprātiśākhya refer to such a list. As an
example, consider the very first rule: aṣṭau samānākṣarāṇyāditaḥ (ṚVPr. 1.1)
[Eight are samānākṣara in the beginning]. This statement attaches the feature
samānākṣara (monopthongs) to the phonemes: { a, ā, ṛ, ṝ, i, ī, u, ū }. Here,
the relevant phonemes are put in a group. The name of the group is then the
feature which is attached to the individual unit belonging to that set. In a
similar manner, other features like sandhyakṣara (dipthongs), svara (vowels),
vyañjana (consonants), sparśa, varga (the five groups of five each), antaḥsthā
(semi-vowels), ūṣman (spirants), aghoṣa (sonant, voiceless), soṣman (aspirates),
kaṇṭhya (velar) etc. are assigned to the respective phonemes.29

Here, one must note the difference between definition of some sound
and its specification within some linguistic expression. Consider the example
of nasal sound (anunāsika). It is defined in that it is uttered in the list of
sounds and later named or referred to as anunāsika.30 In the Aṣṭādhyāyī, this
defining characteristic about its phonetic form is mentioned as that utterance
which is spoken simultaneously with mouth and nose.31 Its specification, on
the other hand, is the determination that in a particular expression, some
specific sound happens to be anunāsika.

29 See (ṚVPr. 1.1-18).
30 अननुािसकोऽ ः (ṚVPr. 1.14) [The last phoneme of each of the 5 groups is anunāsika].
31 मखुनािसकावचनोऽननुािसकः ॥१.१.८॥ ▶ from mouth and nose uttered sound is anunāsika.
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A.2.1 Characterization

Let us now look at the characterization of components. A component is
composed out of one or more units. In the case of linguistic components,
this combination is a sequential concatenation of the individual sound units.
Characterization of its physical/phonetic form, therefore, is in terms of the
features of the constituent units. There are, however, other characteristics that
are assigned to components. We call them attributes in order to distinguish
them from the features. While features correspond only to those properties
that refer to the physical form of a unit, attributes refer to the following
additional aspects.

There are attributes whose assignment involves conditions which de-
pend upon the distribution of phonemes within an expression. One such
attribute is guru (heavy syllable). Apart from syllables having dīrgha (long)
vowel, the other ones, namely the one having hrasva (short) vowel, are also
guru if saṃyoga (consonant cluster) or anusvāra (nasal sound) follows.32
There are attributes which depend upon the distribution of components,
for example, the term aṅga which is attached to that part which is before
the suffix for which some operation is specified.33 The most common condi-
tion for attributes, however, is on the basis of their belonging to a particular
set. For example, the group of suffixes (k)ta and (k)tavat(u) are called niṣṭhā.34

The question that may be asked here is, why dowe need these attributes? One
requires attributes to formulate the rules of synthesis. It is very common that
commentators mention the instances of rules where the attributes are used.
For example, in the very first rule of the Ṛgvedaprātiśākhya, the purpose of
coining the attribute samānākṣara is mentioned to be its use in formulation of
a subsequent rule.35 Thus, the main justification for specifying an attribute is
its use in the formulation of the system. We would not need attributes if we
do not want to formulate our rules in terms of them. Attributes, therefore,
contain and represent grammatical information. They encode information
which originates from the system.

32 ग ु िण दीघािण। तथतेरषेां सयंोगान ु ारपरािण यािन। (ṚVPr. 1.20-21).
33 य ा यिविध दािद ू यऽे म ॥्१.४.१३॥ ▶ that part which enjoins a pratyaya based opera-
tion, before that the sequence is aṅga.
34 वतू िन ा ॥१.१.२६॥ ▶ (k)ta and (k)tavat(u) are niṣṭhā.
35 समाना रसं ायाः ूयोजनं समाना रे स ान े इित। Uvaṭa on (ṚVPr. 1.1). The purpose of the term
samānākṣara is its use in the rule समाना रे स ान े (ṚVPr. 2.15).
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A.2.2 Combination of units and components

In section A.1 we noted that the components are combined in a rule based
manner which results in the synthesis of the original given whole. Thus, the
syllables are combined to form the original linguistic expression. The padas
of the Pada-pāṭha are combined following the rules of the corresponding
Prātiśākhya to regain the original Saṃhitā-pāṭha. The bricks of the śyenacit
like the caturthī, ardhā, pādyā etc. are combined to form the head (śiras), the
main core (ātman) etc. which again are combined to form the original śyenacit.
The components like roots (prakṛti) and suffixes (pratyaya) are combined to
form expressions of standard speech.

A.2.3 Constructs

Next we consider combinations of units in order to form components. At this
stage, we need to determine an important category of elements, which we
term as the constructs. In order to introduce the basic idea about constructs,
let us first consider an example from the Śulbasūtra. We have seen that a
given phenomenon, like the śyenacit, is analyzed into components like head
(śiras) and themain core (ātman), which are further dissected into components
like the caturthī-bricks. Further, there are fundamental units, that are gained
by analyzing the components. The question which can now be asked is:
what can be constructed by combining the fundamental units in a rule based
manner? As will soon become clear, we need to introduce a new category to
represent the results of application of a rule-based procedure of combinations
of the fundamental units. We call them constructs. For example, if we apply
the rules mentioned in (BŚuS. 1.3-4) then we can form a square (caturasra).

The difference between a component and a construct is that while the
former is a tangible part of the given phenomenon, the latter is an abstraction
of it resulting out of rule-based combinations of the units. The passage from
the square-shaped caturthī-bricks to the concept of square, and consequently
supplying rules for its formation is the significant step, which according to
Axel Michaels (1978 p. 17-20), indicates the origin of the science of geometry.
In our case, constructs represent not only the concept of a square, but equally
important is the condition that they are constructed out of rule-based combi-
nations of the fundamental units. Hence the choice of the term. It needs to be
clarified here, that the constructs are also tangible and physical entities and
represent the generalized concept of that entity and not its instantiation in
the world of phenomena.
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Another example is construction of syllables from the set of phonemes.
The rules mentioned on page 132 specify this. Here again, syllables represent
the conceptual constructs that are generated through rule-based combina-
tions of phonemes. It should be noted that not all the syllables that can
be theoretically constructed are instantiated as actual syllables belonging
to some linguistic expression (akṣaras). Further, syllables as constructs are
also physical entities. Syllables as components, however, are constituents of
a given linguistic expression. A phoneme sequence like bmha, although a
syllabic construct, is not a syllabic component of the Sanskrit language.36

Constructs are abstractions of the components that are generated through a
rule-based combination of units. Those constructs that are also constituents
of a given phenomenon are instantiated as components of that phenomenon.
This distinction between the constructs and components, as we shall
see, is important to differentiate between the process of synthesis and the
possibilities for formalization.

A.3 Structures, variations and change

The application of the systematic approach on a set of phenomena results in
the evolution of a comprehending structure. The nature of such a structure
is an interconnected network of components on the basis of their characteris-
tics. The rules of synthesis specify this network or interconnection.

Thus, the rules of the Prātiśākhyas provide for the possible connections
and combinations of the components (i.e. the padas) and the units (or the
phonemes). Similarly, the rules of the Śulbasūtras specify the combinations
of the components like the caturthī bricks as well as units or lines and points.
In the case of grammar, again the rules provide for the interconnections of
the components, i.e. which component can be combined with which other.

The systematic approach of analysis and synthesis not only provides a
mechanism to retain a given phenomenon, but also facilitates the recording of
variations and brings about change. There are two ways in which variation is
comprehended. Firstly, while formulating the rules, provision for alternatives
is provided. Pāṇini, for example, uses the expressions anyatarasyām, vibhāṣā
and vā to accommodate the variations (Kiparsky 1980). Secondly, there are
additional conditions which specify the varying contexts. In the case of the
Aṣṭādhyāyī, some of these contextual variations are those corresponding to

36 Ulrich Stiehl provides a list of attested syllabic components. See http://www.
sanskritweb.de/ (accessed on 09.07.2012).
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the usage in the Vedic literature37 or geographical38 or even the opinions of
others39.

The existence of a system brings about consolidation of change by in-
corporating the new or not yet comprehended phenomena within the
descriptive structure. This is facilitated because the new phenomena partially
contains components that are already collected in the structure and partially
extra fresh components are to be conceived. Changes can thus be integrated
by minor adjustments in the structure.

37 E.g. िवभाषा छ िस ॥१.२.३६॥ ▶ In recitation of Veda (chandas), ekaśruti is optional (vibhāṣā).
38 E.g. एङ् ूाचां दशे े ॥१.१.७५॥ ▶ eṅ in case of expressions referring to the eastern region.
39 E.g. सबं ु ौ शाक तेावनाष ॥१.१.१६॥ ▶ according to Śākalya o(t) is termed pragṛhya if it is
sambuddhi and when iti that is not Vedic (ārṣa) follows.
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The present work is a study of the Aṣṭādhyāyī of Pāṇini 
from a new perspective. It attempts to explore the 
Pāṇinian system of Sanskrit grammar from a formal 
point of view and investigate the possibilities of rep-
resenting it in a logical, explicit and consistent man-
ner. It puts forward an appropriate framework for 
such a representation. Diff ering from the formulation 
of Aṣṭādhyāyī, which is composed in an artifi cial yet 
natural language and is meant to be employed by in-
dividuals who are acquainted both with the Sanskrit 
language and the techniques of grammar, the pres-
ent rendering aims for a non-verbal representation in 
terms of mathematical categories and logical relations 
which can be implemented in an algorithmic manner.
The formal framework suggested in this work would 
facilitate adequate tools for postulating and evaluating 
hypotheses about the grammatical system. Moreover, 
it would furnish the basis for a computer implemen-
tation of the grammar. Both these aspects are objects 
of enquiry in the fi eld of theoretical studies on Pāṇini 
as well as the emerging discipline of Sanskrit computa-
tional linguistics. This book takes on the ground-work 
in these areas.
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